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which appeared in two successive volumes in
l "1' ~" 1944 and 1949, is here reprinted as a single book. This corresponds with the original intention of the writer and should
facilitate the comprehension of the book. The new edition provides also an opportunity to bring the book up to date. Know"
'.. iedge of the subject continues to advance, and this is reflected
not only in the bibliographical indications but also, it is hoped.
'in the text, where I have been allowed to introduce desirable
<:hanges. These affect principally the first chapter, which has
been largely rewritten.
, It may be well here to clear up possible confusion between'
this book and the volume I have contributed to The Home University Library entitled Scie1J:ce .in, A1i:tiquity. The books differ
in substance and purpose. The volume in The Home University
Library tells the story of ancient science not only more briefly.
but in a different way. Following a plan that has been found
'traditionalw useful it outlines the development of ancient science
i~ close relation with the history of philosophy. In my PeliC;1ll
volume I have sought to explore the connections of Greek science
, r. with practical life, with techniques, with the economic basis and
", productive activity of Greek society.
.', '
This second approach being much less usual it has been diffi-"
clllt to suggest to readers a really suitable collection of source
material. Traditionally the sources for a knowledge of Greek
. science have been incorporated in collections intended primarily
to illustrate the history of Greek philosophy. It is therefore
'with special satisfaction that I can now recommend A Source
'Book in Greek Science by Morris R. Cohen and I. E. DrabkinJ
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1948. There is no topic of Greek
science touched on in my book for which this collection does not
afford relevant source material presented in the most authoritative way.
There is one other point on which I take the chance to tOUGh.
In my attempt to explain the arrest of the scientific spirit among
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the, Greeks I have not carried all readers ~ith me in seeking'
,the cause of this decline in the growing indifference to applied
science, in connecting this indifference with the gro~th of the
institution of slavery, and in detecting in Plato the most in~
fluential and thorough-going exponent of the view of science
that accompanied this decline. I have sometimes been supposed,
to be actuated by some obscure hostility' to Plato, whereas I conceive myself to be simply doing my duty as an historian of
science. I would therefore beg those critics who" do not like me,
please to like Professor Schuhl. In his highly esteemed work on
The Formation of Greek Thought, planned as an Historical
Introduction to the Study of the Philosophy of Plato, he is as
insistent on this point as I am myself. He observes that at Tarentum and Athens in the fifth century the stage seemed set for the
development of techniques, not excluding even the invention of
machines, but this fair prospect was marred by the dominating
influence of Plato on the intellectual character of the, age. This,
indeed, is to go further than I do, for I look upon Plato mor~ as
the symptom of a social disease than as the cause. However that
may be, Professor Schuhl's point is that the slave-based society
of the time reflected itself in the social consciousness and determined a series of choices, springing from the contempt for
manual labour, all tending in the same direction and eventuat. '
ing in what he calls a mental blockage precluding the applita-'
tion of science to techniques. l Having written my book In
ignorance of Professor Schuhl's work I cannot but be gratified
to discover the closeness of our agreement on this point.

E.

FARRINGTON

Swansea 1952
1. P.-M. Schuhl, Formation de la Pensee Grecque, 2nd ed., 1949,'
pp. xx and xxi. Readers should also note his more popular book,
Machinisme et Philosophie, 2nd ed., 1947.

CHIEF PERIODS AND SCHOOLS
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~! ff?!..o.'!.i~s,i,!_A~ill.

" SChool of Miletus (Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes) c. 600-550 B.C.
Heraclitus of Ephesus, floruit c. 500 B.C.
Hippoc'raric School of Medicine, centred in island of Cos. (Hippocrates is supposed to have lived from 460 to 380 B.C.)
The early period of Greek thought down to Socrates is often
loosely referred to as, Ionian ,because it started in the Ionian colony
of Miletus and flourished in such Ionian centres as Ephesus and Cos.
2.

0:.e.!.tf.E0_'!i~~.i'!!_!t.aly and_~~jjy (Magna Graecia)

~}'t~agoras

of Croton, fl. c. .5.42.

P;um<oni~c:s of Elea, fl. c. 500.
E~P.S9.QC)<;s

of Akragas, fl· c. 450.,

3. M.i!in.!!l.nq of Greece
Anaxagoras of Clazomenae in Ionia (c. 500-428) settled
'''·:i:nd' ,~aE.ihL~.r;r.i-"!~~.
De!TI~~~itlls oj Abdera, fl· c. 420.

1D

Athens

~

4· A..!:.~e.!2s
~6crates

(469-399), Plato (427-367), Aristotle (384-322).

5· Alexandr.~~,1J ..,1Ke
Mathematicians: Euclid (fl. c. 300), Archimedes (287--212), Apol10I)ills (fl. c. 220).
Astronomers: Ar)starchus (c. 310-230), Eratosthenes (c. 273-192),
Hipparchus (fl. c. 125).
Anatomists: Herophilus and Erasistratus (fl. c. 290).
Grammarian: Dionysi.us Th.ral' (fl. c. 130).
6. 0·aeco-lio.!!!,,=-~£q:!9.d

Of the Greek thinkers of this time the two best known were the
astronomer and geographer, PtQlemy (fl. c. A.D. IS0) and the anatomist and physician, Galen (A.D. 129-199).

PART ONE
There is a most intimate connection and almost an
identity between the ways of human power and
human knowledge.... That which is most useful in
practice is most correct in theory.
FRANCIS BACON, Novum Organum II, "iv

If there be anyone on whose ear my frequent and
honourable mention of practical activities has a harsh
and unpleasing sound because he is wholly given
over in love and reverence to contemplation, let him
bethink himself that he is the enemy of his own
desires. For in nature practical results are not only
the means to improve well-being but the guarantee of
truth. The true rule of religion, that a man should
show his faith by his works, holds good in natural
philosophy also. Science too must be known by works.
It is by the witness of works, rather than by logic or
even observation, "that truth is revealed and established. Whence it follows that the improvement of
man's mind and the improvement of his lot are one
"and the same thing.
FRANCIS BACON, Cogitata et Visa
" The universe is not to be narrowed down to the
limits of the understanding, which has been men's
practice up to now, but the understanding must be
stretched and enlarged to take in the image of the
universe as it is discovered.
FRANCIS BACON, Parasceve, Aphorism 4

FOREWORD
THE subject of this part is the earliest period of Greek
science - that is, the science of the sixth and fifth
centuries B.C.
In many ways the outlook of this period is closer to
our ownl than that of the later periods, whether the
great fourth-century movement in Athens that centres
round the names of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, or
the Alexandrian period which begins with men like
Euclid and Archimedes and ends with Ptole1l}y and
Galen;
.
The science of the earliest Greek period resembles "
ours, for, naIve and undeveloped as it was, it regarded
man as a product of natural evolution, it -regarded his
poweri of speech and thought as a product of his life
in society, and it regarded his science as part .of his ~
technique of the control of his natural environmeIl:~..i
These bold ideas made their first appearance among
t..he Ionian Greeks shortly after 600 B.C., and were
developed in the course of a couple of centuries with
a comprehensiveness of view and an organic cohesion
of design which still astonish us to-day. The emergenceof this mode of thought and its supersession by"
the more sophisticated but less scientific outlook of the
age of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle are the special
subject of our enquiry.
~.\

B.P.

CHAPTER ONE
. The Debt of Greek Science to the Older Civilizations of the
Near East - Technology and Science

*
THE DEBT OF GREEK SCIENCE TO THE OLDER
CIVILIZATIONS OF THE NEAR EAST

TH A T Greek science, like Greek civilization as a whole, was
deeply indebted to the older civilizations of the Near East is
certain. Equally certain is it that Greek science struck out
new paths for itself. What did it borrow and what did it
create? This is a question on which knowledge is advancing
and opinion changing.
It_ us~d t~ be believed, for instance, and it is an opinion
that dies hard, that the Greeks differed from all other peoples
of antiquity by their capacity for rational thought. In his
standard ~ork (Greek Mathematics, Oxford, 1921, Vol. I,
pp. 3-6) ~ir Thomas Heath asks: 'What special aptitude
had the Greeks for mathematics?' and he answers without
hesitation thus: 'The answer to this question is that their
genius for mathematics was simply one aspect of their genius
for philosophy ... The Greeks, beyond any other people of
antiquity, possessed the love of knowledge for its own sake
... A still more essential fact is that the Greeks were a race of
thinkers.'
We now find this view unacceptable. This is partly because we have acquired a distaste for explaining mental
characteristics on a racial basis and because, in any case, the
Greeks were not a race but a people of mixed descent. But it
is also because of decisive advances in the domain of the history of ideas. Perhaps nothing fed the notion of the contrast
between the superstitious East and the rational Greeks more
than false opinions about the history of astrology. We had a

..
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," plct\1teof this age-old, Ch~ldea~ 'superstition being hel4 in
'check by Greek rationalism and the sturdy commonsense ,of
Rome until, with the flooding in of eastern peoples, the
Orontes emptied itself into the Tiber and the clear perspec, tives of the classical landscape were submerged by oriental' \
slime. But it is now certain that this account of astrology is
not true. It is true that there was a primitive and na'ive Baby- '
Ionian astrology which sought to give warnings about the
advent of Roods, drought, sickness, and wars - events, that
is to say, which had reference to the country or to the king,
but not to ordinary individuals. But the astrology that consists in the casting of horoscopes and which links the fate of
individuals with the stars, what we really mean by astrology ,,
to-day, seems to have been a product of Alexandrian scierice ,':' ,
and to have been unknown in Egypt before the Macedonian
'
,Greeks ruled the country. (Martin P. Nilsson, The Rise of .:.: .',
Astrology iti the Hellenistic Age, Lund, 1943.) This example .
warns us to be cautious in our acceptance of traditional
"opinions on the relation of Greece to the pre-Hellenic
civilizations.
By the pre-Hellenic civilizations are meant first those
which Rourished in the three great river basins of the Nile,
the Tigris-Euphrates, and the Indus. All these cultures by
3000 B.C. were not only technically advanced but possessed
written literatures. We can for the present leave the Ind~,
, valley out of account; its script has not yet been interpreted.:
But much has been done to trace the influence of the tech~,
niques and the written science of both Egypt and MesopO'-'
tamia on the Greeks. Both were important but' the influence,
~U, ,'." of the latter was probably greater. This is partly because its
Iff
scientific record is the more distinguished (0. Neugebauer,
The Exact Sciences in Antiquity, Copenhagen, Princeton,
London, 1951, p. 86), but also because of the different
destinies of the two centres of civilization. Egypt had entered
upon a period of decline about 1000 B.C.; but Babylonia,
"

,i<o\~,T:ot..-E
, ' " ',:1;5
".. under the Assyrians,Petsians, and Macedonian Greeks, ex,- .
, , ,periencedrevivals both of its political power and creative'
. genius during the last millennium of the pagan er~. Its
culture still maintained its ethnical character and contumed .
its active growth for 1,000 years after the collapse of Egypt, '
and thus became the contemporary and rival of the culture
of the Greeks. The Greek towns. which lay along the coastal
. fringe of Asia Minor were thus in contact with the more
active of the two ancient cultures of the Near East (Con~
\
tenau, La Medecine en Assyrie et en Babylonie, Paris,
1938).
But we have also to remember that Egypt and Babylonia,
influenced Greece through the many derivative cultures of '
the eastern Mediterranean area. We can here only mention ;
some of the many cultures which mediated between the
ancient East and Greece. The graceful Minoan culture of
" Crete, well known through its material remains, will be still
better understood when the interpretation of its scripts"
which npw seems imminent, has been achieved. To the
. Hittites \vas due the discovery of the technique of iron;
smelting, a literally epoch-making discovery, modern science
being still content to use the terms Bronze Age and Iron
Age to mark definite stages of social development. Instead
of seeking racial explanations of the mental character of the .
Greeks it would be more in keeping with modern historical
conceptions to reflect that Greek civilization,i:nc~Q!~J:heir
~cielJ~e.. j~_~s.sep~ally Cl,n.lr<:lIl. Age,Jlot. a_;Bm,n,?:~.A~~g:y.iJi..~,;l--=
!ioQ~ Their type of democracy could not have existed without the much wider use of iron tools and weapons which the
technique of smelting iron made possible. We should mention also the Phoenicians, the iQvf:ntors. of the.• phop.,etic;
a4Jh.ahet, The evidenc~'s~ggests that it was in Miletus about'
800 B.C. that this alphabet was adapted to the Greek Jail- ,
guage. This invention democratized literacy by abolishing
the toilsome apprenticeship with which the scribes of the
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older civilization acquired proficiency in hieroglyphics and
, cuneiform. Greek democracy could not have existed wi~..9..Y.!
it. Lastly we mention the Hebrews whose literature, the
most serious rival to that of the Greeks, remains as perpetual
proof that not only Greeks could embody in liter~ty
t<2L.,rn~_ conceptions of vital momept even to d1e present
9.~y.

Let us return now to the question of the debt of Greek
science to the older civilizations in order to give it a more
..' up-to-date formulation if we can. In 1927 this is how it was
put by an excellent French historian, Arnold Reymond
(Science in Greco-Roman Antiquity, Methuen): 'Compared
with the empirical and fragmentary knowledge which the
peoples of the East had laboriously gathered together during
long centuries, Greek science constitutes a veritable miracle.
Here the human mind for the first time conceived of the
possibility of establishing a limited number of principles,
and of deducing from these a number of truths which are
their rigorous consequence.' These words represent fairly
the state of knowledge a quarter of a century ago and they
still contain a large measure of truth, but several corrections
.seem to be required. In the first place more attention is now
paid to th.escience implicit in techniques, of which more in
a moment. In the second place progress in interpretation of
the scientific writings of the older civilizations has gone far
to abolish the claim of the Greeks to priority or to uniqueness in the creation of abstract theoretical science; and
instead now of putting it as a black mark against the older
civilizations that they had 'laboriously gathered together'
their hardly scientific knowledge' during long centuries',
we are more inclined to remember that in science the first
~
steps are the most difficult. It is with real awe, then, that we
; .. view the achievement in mathematics and in mathematical
. astronomy of the Babylonians, It is clear, even from the
lamentably few scientific tablets that have yet been inter-

~
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preted, that b_eiQr.L!5QQ....~~.:_egY..~Qc~geri.t;hD.}eti£~~.P!9.:"
~~~c!.J?~Q._9..~~I.'?~_g._a.:Q9 _pr:()Q!(:ms ,are raised ~nd
ta~.kled in. a w..ay. that irresistibly. suggests that in .the .en':,1 ,.,," oeavour to s~rmou-p.t their pr~ctical difficulties a strictly
... 'sCrentih~ intellectual curios~ty had beq~ aroused. Our knowle<!ge'-of the" history of Babylonian science is unfortunately
gappy in the extreme. But when, about 1,000 years later, the
thread can be resumed, it appears that these arithmetical
procedures had been applied to the creation of a mathematical astronomy which was not only taken over by the
·Greeks, and used to supplement their own brilliant creation
of geometrical astronomy, but had by 300 B.C. reached the
stage at which it remains with Ptolemy in the Almagest in
.' the second century A.D.
In the record of pre-Hellenic science as yet known to us
. this arithmetical astronomy of the Babylonians has the best
·title to rank as an exact science. But it would be wrong to
overlook such classificatory sciences as the petrology and
mineralogy, ~ttested for both Babylon and Egypt, which
·arose in con~ection with the practical activities of mining
and metallurgy. Nor must we forget the medicine and surgery of the Egyptians as revealed in the Edwin Smith
papyrus, nor the Egyptian calendar, which has been called
the only intelligent calendar in human history, nor the
highly developed systems of weights and measures in use
both among the Egyptians and Babylonians. In short, although the methods of transmission require further elucidation, we are in accordance with present knowledge when we
say that the Greeks owed to the older civilizations not only
techniques but a considerable body of scientific knowledge.
We may, to be sure, still talk of the Greeks as deducing
from the more empirical and fragmentary knowledge of
the peoples of the East a rigorously logical body of science.
The encyclopaedia of sciences constituted by Alexandrian
times was, with all its limitations, far beyond anything that
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hadpteviouslyexisted and remained unrivalled lihtilmodern'
, times. But in comparing the achievement of the Greeks with
that of their predecessors it 'would be well not to describe
as a difference of kind what is, after all, only a difference of,;'
degree; nor should we describe as a miracle what is no more'
than a brilliant phase in a connected historical development.:~",
c

TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE

So far we have been principally concerned with the
theoretical side of science. But it is necessary also to regard'
science from its more practical side. L_.G.:.~<;;"r:.Qw..t.h~r in his,
Social Relations of Science defines scienc,e. as 'thesy~.t.~!Jl.9f.
beh:J.Viol!f by which man acquires mastery of his environ, ment'. This too is a helpful approach, and here the tendency'
has been rather to underrate than exaggerate the originality·,
and proficiency of the Greeks. Many moderns, misled no
doubt by some of the ancient Greeks themselves, have coni~
bined pride in the theoretical brilliance of Greek science
, with a wish to ignore or deny its practical triumphs. The ,
result has been a lopsided picture which it is one purpose· ' I
of this volume to correct.
. ,\ ,1 '
Science, whatever be its ~l~imate developmc:;nFs,~1}~~.'~t;s
orig~~jn t~dlrirques; in_~tS an.d sraft§,. ~11 ~h.e variou~ .ff<;,tiyities by ~hich maril<iP..~.~~U! an.~. ~ody}og<,;!p~e!. Its source is
experience, its aims practical, its only test that it works.
Science arises in contact with things, it is dependent on the
evidence of the senses, and, however far it seems to move
from them, must always come back to them. It requires logic
and the elaboration of theory, but its strictest logic and choicest theory must be proved in practice. Science in the practical
sense is the necessary basis for abstract and speculative
science.
As thus conceived, science develops in close correspOn. dence with the stages of man's social progress and becomes.

.
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progressively more self-conscious asman's whole way o{life
becomes more purposive. A food-gatherer has one krnd of
. knowledge of his environment, a food-producer another.
:' The latter is more active and purposive in his relation to
.." mother earth. Increased mastery of the environment brings
increased productivity, which, in its turn, brings social
'change. The science of gentile or tribal society cannot be the
same ,as the science of political society. The division of labour
has an influence on the development of science. The emergence of a leisured class gives opportunity for reflection and
elaboration of theory. It also gives opportunity for theorizing
.without relation to facts. Furthermore, with the develop-'
,ment of classes, the need for a new kind of ' science' arises
.:. which might be defined as 'the system of behaviour by
. f which man acquires mastery' over man'. When the task of
, mastering men becomes the preoccupation of the ruling class
and the task of mastering nature becomes the forced labour
of another class, science takes a new and dangerous turn.
Fully to unqerstand the science of any society, we must be,
acquainted with the degree of its material advancement and
with its political structure. There is no such thing as science
in vacuo. There is only the science of a particular society at,
a particular p~ace and time. The history of science can only
be understood as a function of the total life of society. Hence,
in order that' we may get an historical understanding of
Greek science, we must understand something of the previous evolution of society from the point of view of technical
development and political structure, which is the purpose
of this chapter.
Man has been on earth, we are told by the best modern
authorities, for about five hundred thousand years. He has
been civilized for only about one hundredth of that period.
To put the point in another way:'!or"a out five hundred
thousand years there has been on earth a creature who could
talk and who had control of fire. It is only about five or six
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thousand years since there has been on earth a creature who "
could write and who could call on the police to protect him
itsomeone stole his fuel.
Before writing, before writs, was there anything that
could be called science? If we are prepared to accept the
definition of science as the system of behaviour by which,'
man acquires mastery of his environment, there certainly
was.
The earliest surviving implements used by man to master
his environment are stone tools. From these, experts draw
proof of the intellectual capacity and slow progress of man
even in the Old Stone Age. The growth of manual skill,
itself a form of intelligence, is shown in the improved working of the implements. Intellectual advance is shown in the
growing ability to, discriminate between different kinds of
stone. Evidence of increasing purpose and forctsight is not
lacking. Me~ mined for flints before they mined for metals.
At one stage of his advance man does no more than select
suitable stoncs for his purpose, and trim them. At a later "
stage he knocks off from a central core flakes of a desired,
shape and size. It is a revolution in technique. Then his tools
are made for increasingly specialized purposes; he has
scrapers, points, and chipping tools. He even has tools for
making tools, and tools for making tools for making tool~.
Nor was stone the only material that he used. Knowledge of
materials is a very important part of science. The early t061~:
maker was aware of the advantages for specific purposes of
materials other than stone. Wood, bone, antler, ivory, amber,
shells provide him with new tools, and witness to us of his
growing knowledge.
Nor is his knowledge only of materials. His growing appreciation of mechaaical principles is also evident. He early
senses the usefulness of the wedge. He makes a further,
advance when he combines in one tool the functions of the
wedge and the lever. The spear-thrower, the bow and arrow,
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, the bow-drill, are all so many landmarks in his progress in
'mechanics, although, of course, his appreciation of the prin,ciples involved is at first practical, sensuous, merged in the
'operations, untheoretical. But this practical knowledge is the
necessary basis of theory. Of Napoleon's great engineer
Conte it was said that he had all the sciences in his head and
all the arts in his hands. And even that does not quite strike
the nail on the head. ' As a physiologist,' writes J. B. S. Haldane, ' I note that it needs as large an area of brain to control
my hands as my vocal organs. And as a scientific worker I
note that some of my colleagues appear to do most of their
thinking with their hands, and are extremely inexpert at the
use ofwords.' Possibly primitive man talked a great deal of
nonsense. There is plenty of evidence that he acted a great
deal of sense.
1;'he existence of science before civilization is evident, of
course, also in the behaviour of contemporary savages. An
, excellent observer, Driberg, assures us that savages are reasonable beings qlpable of inference, logical thought, argument,
and speculatibn. 'There are savage thinkers and philosophers,
seers, leaders, and inventors.' Driberg is particularly emphatic on the truly scientific character of some of the activities of the savage. 'Not onLy does the savage adapt himself
to his natural surroundings, he also adapts his natural surroundings to his own needs. It is this unending battle between the forces of nature and human ingenuity which
eventually leads to some form of civilization.' To give examples - savages have elaborate devices for securing pure
drinking-water; they practise irrigation; afforestation is
undertaken for a multiplicity of objects - to restore the soil,
to provide protection from the wind, for strategic reasons,
for material for spear-shafts, to provide bark for cloth; rivers
are stocked; game is preserved. Out of centuries, out of
millennia, of such activities spring the arts and crafts on
which civilization is based.

22
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The actual origin of civilization depended on the simul~
taneous mastery or possession of a number of techniques,
some new, some old, which, taken together, sufficed to turn
man from being mainly a food-gatherer into being mainly a .
producer of food. A permanent surplus of food is the necessary basis for the emergence of civil society. Then greater .
concentrations of population became possible, urban life be~
gan, and the neolithic village was overshadowed by the
mighty town. The fundamental techniques were the domes-··
tication of animals, agriculture, horticulture, pottery, brickmaking, spinning, weaving, and metallurgy. These ways of
imitating and co-operating with nature constitute a revolu~.
tion in man's science and a revolution in his way of life. The'
. first area where civilizations based on the combination of
. these techniques came into existence was in the Near East
in the river valleys of the Nile, the Euphrates, and the
Indus. The vital period in which the new techniques w~re
developed is roughly the two millennia from 6000 ~o
4000 B.C.

. .

When history is really taught as it ought to be taught, so·
that everybody is made to. understand, as the foundation '0£
his intellectual life, the true story of human society, one~f'
the most fundamental lessons will be the' concrete and detailed exposition of the nature of this great revolutioni~
man's control over his environment. The film, the museurit,
the workshop, the lecture, the library will combine to make .•
the significance of these vital two thousand years sink into the .
historical consciousness of mankind. This technical revolution constitutes the material basis of ancient civilization: No
comparable change in human destinies took place between it
and the industrial revolution of the eighteenth century. The
clllt~res of the ancient empires of the Near East, of Greece
'l.n.d ~9me,.~n<;tof Medieval Europe, all rest on the te~hni~al'
~.chie"yefi.1ents. of the Neolithk Age. Their resemblances to
one another result from this fact. Their differences from us
I
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to-day can only be understood whe~ wer~alizethat weare
separated from them all by the second great technical revolu- .
tion, the coming of the Machine Age. Nothing short of a·
comprehensive reform of our system of education would
s\iffice to do justice to the significance of these truths. Mean- .
while two books may be brought to the notice of those who
wish to und~rstand the role of techniques in ancient society.
G~r?on Chllde (Man Makes Himself, Watts) has given a
. ~rilhant account of the technical revolution of the New Stone.
Ag~ .and the consequent rise of urban life. l Partington's
Ortgms and Development of Applied Chemistry (Longmans, Green & Co.) gives an exhaustive and up-to-date sum- .
mary of man's knowledge of materials from the dawn of
civilization down to 1500 B.C. - that is to say, to the end of
the Bronze Age. There were, he assures us, very few further
developments of applied chemistry between the end of the
~ronze Age and quite modern times. That amounts to say~
mg that there was stagnation for about 3,000 years in this
fundamental branch of knowledge - a period covering half
the life-tim,t of the civilization of the Near East, the whole·
of the Graeco-Roman civilization, and ending only as .
~odern Europe rose out of the Middle Ages. Here surely
IS a problem for the historian of science. We shall return .
to it.
, I~ the stud~ of the d~vel~pment of man,' writes Parting- ..
ton,. no part IS more Significant, even if more neglected,
than that concerning the use of materials.' We have spoken
of some of the m~terials used by man in the Old Stone Age.
In E~pt th~ vanous phas~s of man's progress are registered
by hiS growmg use of things. In the Predynastic period that is,. 4000 an.d earlier - the Egyptians were using stone,
bone, l.v0ry, flint, rock-crystal, quartz, carnelian, 'agate,
haematlte, ,amber, and a long list of other semi-precious
stones. Then their knowledge of metals begins, and gold,
1.

Add now his later book, What Happened in History (pdican).
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silver, electrum, copper, bronze, iron in small qua~tities,
lead, tin, antimony, platinum, galena, and malac~ite are
added to the list. A tomb-painting of the Old Klllgdom
(29 80-2475) shows a metal-worker's shop. Some of the men
are engaged in blowing the fire in a furnace throu~h what
are probably reeds tipped with clay. Oth.ers. are CUttlllg .and
hammering metals. Others again are weighlllg out. preclOus
metals and malachite. Weights at this early penod were
made of hard stone, cut in geometrical figures. Balances
were of the beam type.
We shall not attempt to describe the multifarious techniques of the Egyptians. The Legacy of Egypt (Ox~ord
University Press, 1942) has excellent ch.apters ~n the subject.
Enough has'been said to raise the questlOns which are fundamental for our enquiry, and to these we shall address ~ur
selves. What kind of knowledge is implied in these techmcal
operations? In what sort of way did it fall short of the science
of the Greeks? Men were weighing for thousands of years
before Archimedes worked out the laws of equilibrium; they
must have had practical and intuitional knowledge of the "
principles involved. What Archimedes did was to sort out·
the theoretical implications of this practical knowledge and
(-- present the resulting body of knowledge as a logical~~ c~her
ent system. Book I of his Treatise o.n Plane Equzlt.brzums
starts with seven postulates. Equal wetghts at equal dtstances
balance. If unequal weights operate at equal distances, the,
larger weighs down the smaller. Such are two of the postulates. They make formal and explicit the kind ~f assum~
tions which had been tacitly made for centunes. Their
number is reduced to the minimum on which the science can
be based. Then, arguing from these postulates, Archimedes
works up through a series of propositions to the fundamental
theorem, proved first for commensurable and th~n by
reductio ad absurdum for incommensurable magmtudes,
that: Two magnitudes, whether commensurable or incom-
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'mensurable, balance at distances reciprocally proportional to
the magnitudes. (Greek Mathematics, Heath, Vol. II, p. 75).
This is a typical example of what is meant by saying that
. the empirical' knowledge of the East was transformed into
theoretical science by the Greeks.
But not all technical practices yield a body of knowledge
which can be sorted out so readily into a series of propositions linked together by mathematical logic. Chemical practice, as we have seen, was very far advanced before 1500 B.C.
Chemical theory lagged far behind. 'Many of the more
historically important ideas were not at first put into words,'
writes Haldane. 'They were technical jnventions, which
were at first handed down by imitation, and only slowly
de~eloped a verbal theory. When they did the theory was
.generally nonsense, but the practice sound. This was obviously the case, for example, until quite recently, with the
extraction of metals fwm their ores.' From the practice of
weighing, the Greeks, in the person of Archimedes, succeeded in ~xtracting a science of statics. Aristotle and
Theophrasttis did not register a similar success in extracting
from the crafts of the potter and the smith a sound body of
chemical theory, though the treatise of the former, called
Meteorology IV, and that of the latter On Fire, both of
which will be discussed later, are most promising and contain genuine scientific elements. The successful constitution
of a science of statics and the failure to constitute a science
of chemistry give us a clue to the strength and the weakness
of the Greek scientific achievement.
But the absence of a correct theory must ,not blind us to
the genuinely scientific elements contained in the techniques
in which the Egyptian craftsmen excelled, and which the
Greeks borrowed from them. Consider, for instance, the
science implied in the manufacture of bronze. Bronze is an
alloy of copper and tin.. which has certain advantages over
pure copper. It has a lower melting point. It is harder. It has
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a finer colour and keeps it be~er. The Egyptian smiths were
". aware of these advantages, and experimented until they got
the best results. They knew, for instance, that the hardest.' .
bronze contains about 12 per cent of tin, that a lower percen- .
tage will not give the required hardness, and that a higher
percentage makes the bronze more fragile. Many other processes, such as the making of pottery and the making of
glass, equally illustrate their skill in applied chemistry. The.
Greeks borrowed this applied chemistry. But neither Egyp- .
tians nor Greeks produced a body of written chemical theory..
W h y ? :
Most techniques require at some stage the use of fire. FIre·
is a great teacher, man's greatest master in the art of chemistry. Pliny has a finely imaginative description of the role it
has played in civilization (Natural History, xxxvi, 68). 'I'
have now completed,' he writes, 'my description of the.'
works of human ingenuity by which ,art imitates nature, and
with great wonder I observe that fire is almost everywhere, .
the active agent. Fire takes in sand and gives back, now,' (
glass, now silver, now minium, now various kinds of lead,
now pigments, now medicines. By fire stones are melted into
bronze, by fire iron is. made and mastered, by fire gold is pro- ,
duced,. by fire that stone is calcined which, in the form of
cement, holds our houses over our heads. There are some.
things which it profits to submit more than once to the action'
of fire. The same original material becomes one thing at a.
cr another at a second, still another at a third. Coal
. first firin b'
.
itself, for example, begins to possess its strength only when..
extinguished, and when it might be thought to be ex~austed
its virtue is increased. 0 fire, thou measureless and Implacable portion of nature, shall we rightly call thee destroyer
or creator? '
But fire is not only a great teacher, it is also a hard task..
.master. It calls for blood, toil, tears, and sweat. ' I have seen
the blacksmith at his work at the mouth of his furnace,'
.26
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writes the Egyptian satirist, 'his fingers like the skin of a
crocodile; he smells worse than the rae of a fish.' 'I have
not,' he adds, ' seen a blacksmith ana commission, a founder'
who goes on an embassy.' Fire, therefore, it appears, has
effect not only on things, but on individual men and on the '
constitution of society. It js the social effect of techni,quc;s
involv~ng, the u~e of fire, and also of other toilsoIJ.l~. te<;h~i.qu~s as Gordon Childe has explained, w~i.~~.h.~.s.. ?.E~~~
~~.sLt4!r deve~opment of vvritte.n science.
The technical revolution of the Neolithic Age provided the
material basis for the civilization of the Near East. That
revoliItio~ also determin.eG the.socia). character of the civilization that was abo~t' to arise. it graduali'y ~perated to proeJ.~
~~ion in S9S~~t:y.~N~h,~a~ n9 t.£iY'!'<7?2.~~~.£ to any comparable extent. At one pole of society it ranged the workers,
at the other the administrators - here the peasant, the potter,
and the smith; there the king, the priests, the nobles, Ap-.
plied chemistry - the practice of transforming things by the.
agency of fire - was at one pole; applied politics, or the practice of contlflling men by fear, at the other. In ancient Egypt
the workshops were owned by the king, by corporations of
priests, or by a small class of wealthy merchants. Industry
was run in close connection with the great estates; the'
labourers, agricultural or industrial, were serfs or slaves or,
as some now claim, wage-slaves. Such were the main classes
in Egyptian society.
Now writing developed step by step with the development
of this class-divided civilization, and writing in its origin was
an instrument of administration. The scribe belonged, in his
humble fashion, to the administrative class. His profession
was, in fact, the main avenue by which individuals might
climb out of the class of manual workers into the civil service. The literary tradition, accor~ingly, embraced ?n!ysu~h
scienc(':s and. p~eudo-~~ience~ as were 4sefu1 foradmin~str.~tion
or served the needs of the administrative class. Before the end
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, mention also a certain structure of society without which the
organization of the extraction, transport, and handling of
the necessary materials could not have been achieved, Bot
it is only when our imaginations are informed by such a
picture as this that we are in a position to understand the
achievement of sixth-century Greek technicians like the
Samian artists Rhoecus, Telecles, and Theodorus. These'
men are credited with the invention of the technique ot
casting life-size statutes in bronze, and the invention meant ,
that the Greeks had now outstripped the rest of the world in
bronze metallurgy. These men also were great builders. It is
even recorded that Theodorus, achieving in this a triumph
which was not to be repeated till Roman times,introduced a
system of central-heating into the temple of Diana at
Ephesus. He has many other inventions also to his credit;
Readers of my third chapter will see that, in 'Obedience to,
tradition, and I think a sound tradition, I have given a,'
prominent place in my story of the beginnings of Greek, '
science to another Samian, Pythagoras, the exact contempor.ary of Theodorus, for both flourished about 530 B.C. Everybody has heard that Pythagoras, as well as being a mathe~," ,,~
matician, was a vegetarian who yet did not eat beans arid"
who believed in the transmigration of souls. I am loath to
disturb such traditional features in the history of thought;
I am only anxious to claim also a place for his contemporary,"
and fellow-islander who, as well as bronze-casting and "
central-heating, is credited with the invention of the level,
the square, the rule, the lathe. A better balance is given to
the history of science when we approach it also from the :,
technical side.
,,
The mention of bronze metallurgy reminds me, however,
that the Greeks were an Iron Age people. From Professor
Forbes again we can learn what further demands on human
ingenuity were made by the new technique. In bronze
metallurgy everything depends on the composition of the
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alloy, but in iron metallurgy the properties it is desired to
impart to the metal depend far more on the handling, 00
. the temperature to which the metal has been heated, on the~ ,
speed of quenching, on the time and temperature of annealing. In this new and complicated technique also the Greeks
came to play a pioneer part. Gordon Childe has showo
(Progress and Archaeology, p. 40) that before 500 B.C. the
Greeks by their invention of new iron tools had made a
decisive advance in man's control over nature. These are examples of the techni~al progress of the age in which Greek
science was born.
Though the later Greeks came to be indifferent to technical progress, there is evidence, in their painted vases and
elsewhere, of the pride which the Greeks of the end of the
sixth century took in these achievements. 'Greek art of the
archaic and classical periods,' writes Rostovtzeff (The H ellenistic World, p. 1200), 'never neglects representation of the
crafts,' as later it came to do in favour of mythology and
ornament. And on some vases we may actually see the
master smith or the master potter in his shop. On a vase of
515 B.C., for instance, Beazley (Potter and Painter in Ancient
Athens, p. 6) identifies the figure of the master of a potter's
shop in 'an old man with long white hair, dressed in a
cloak, and holding no ordinary walking-stick, but a goodly
sceptre-like staff', in token, of course, of his dignity. He
compares him to a bronze figure from Laconia, of date
about 500 B.C., which shows another old man' with long
hair and a clever face', carefully dressed, as befits his importance and again carrying a stick. Him he identifies with
the master of a foundry, supposing the bronze portrait to be
an offering dedicated by the original himself.
In fifteenth-century Florence, where science as well as art
stirred with new life, the goldsmiths' shops were the main
centre of the new activity. 'These workshops,' writes Hans
Baron (Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. IV, 1943),
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: performed in 0e fifteenth century the function discharged
In. la~er centunes by the industrial workshop and the
s~lentlfic laboratory. Here were found experiment, observation, causal thinking, among men whose handicrafts had
risen to high, soci~l esteem.' Some such conditions I imagine
to. have obtaIned 10 the first age, the Heroic Age, of Greek
sCIence.

.....

CHAPTER TWO
The Chief Periods of Greek Science - The Ionian Dawn - The
Milesian School and Heraclitus - The Influence of Techniques

*
THE CHIEF PERIODS OF GREEK SCIENCE
CHRONOLOGICAL divisions of historical movements must
always .have something arbitrary about them, but they assist
the memory at the start. They provide a sort of scaffolding
within which the huilding must be erected. Let us say, then,
that the history of Greek science occupies about 900 years and
falls into three great divisions of about 300 years each. The
&-~t period, the most origill,al an~ crt:~tiv!. peri?d, runs
from about 600 !l'C' to ti)e death of Aristotle in 322 B.C, The
s~~.w:Jfrom the foundation of Alexandria to the completion
of the Roman conquest of the East about the beginning of
the. Christian Era. The tbltd covers the first three centuries
of the Rorran Empire.
Of these 900 years, the first 300 are the most important
and the last 300 the least. Inside these divisions the most vital
years are: (1) the period 600-400 B.C., ~h~I1.;I. ~<:i~p_tifi<:,-qyt, l~k on the world and society was q::mstituted for. the~~t
ti.tneinhi~tory, and (2) the period 320-120 B.C., when, under
the patronage of the Ptolemies, whole branches of science
were constituted on what, roughly speaking, might be called
their present basis. The first of these periods has been called
by Heidel the Heroic Age. The latter might be called the
Age of the Text-book. The intervening period from 400 to
320 B.C., which covers the careers of Plato and Aristotle, is
notable for its philosophic development., It created the
logical. terminology without which the masterly text-books
of the later age could not have been written.
The.9.!:.igip.CJ I thing,in Greekscie~ce at its begi,nning is that
B
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it 9.ff.~~,.~s~ for the first time in h~story, an attempt t<:>iil-lPP}y
a P~_t:!y',natur_alist interpretation of the univ~rse as a wh,qk.
Cosmology takes the place of myth. The ancient empires of
the Near East had created or preserved a mass of highly,'
developed agricultural and industrial techniques. They had
brought to a certain level 6f systematization and theoretical
development' a _few officially approved sciences, such as
astronomy, mathematics, and medicine. But there is no
evidence of an attempt to give a naturalistic explanation of
the universe as a whole.,There is an official mythology; trims"
, mitted in priestly corporations and enshrined in elaborate
ceremonial, telling how things came to be as they are. There
are no individual thinkers offering a rational substitute for
this doctrine over their own names.
This state of science corresponds in general to the stage of
social development of the old empires. In the ancient civilizations of the river-valleys life depended on an artificial watersupply. Central governments came into existence, controlling
large areas with absolute authority, through their power to
give or withhold water. Gigantic works in brick or stone
witness to the power of government to direct the co-operative efforts of vast populations. Ziggurats, pyramids, temples,
palaces, colossal statues - the dwellings, tombs, and images
of kings and gods -:- apprise us of the organizing ability of
the great, the technical skill of the humqle, and the superstitions on which society was based. Astronomy was needed to
regulate the calendar, geometry to measure the fields,
arithmetic and a system of weights and measures to gather
the taxes. Medicine had its obvious uses. So, it must be observed, had superstition, and the superstition was such as to
preclude the beginning~ of a scientific cosmology. A sophisticated Greek of the fourth century B.C. cast a glance at the
official religion of Egypt and detected its social utility. The
Egyptian law-giver, he remarks, had established so many
contemptible superstitions, first, 'because he thought it

3S,
p~oper to ac~ustom the masses to obeying any command that
was given to them by their superiors', and, second, 'because
he judged that he could rely on those who displayed th~ir
_piety to be equally law-abiding in every other particular'.
(Isocrates, Busiris.) This is not the type of society in which
men with a rational outlook on the world and human life
<Ire encouraged to come to the fore.
'PART ONE

THE IONIAN DAWN. THE MILES IAN SCHOOL
AND HERACLITUS

[11 Ionia, on the Aegean fringe of the Anatolian mainland,
conditions in the sixth century were very different. Political ,
power "{as in r,he hands ohi. mercantile aristocracy and this
mercantile aristocracy was actively engaged.in promqting the
rapid d~yel0EII1ent of te\;hniq\les QI}. ",:,hic;lt their prosperity
depended. The institution of slavery had not yet developed
La a point at which the ruling class regarded techniques with
contempt. Wisdom was still practical and fruitful. Miletus,
where Natuq<il Philosophy was born, was the mostgo-a,head
town in the Greek world. It was the mother city of a numerClIIS brood of colonies in the Black Sea; and its commerce,
whereby its own products were exchanged for those of other
bnds, ranged far and wide over the Mediterranean. It was in
contact with the still-thriving civilization of Mesopotamia
hy land routes and with Egypt by sea. The information we
possess makes it clear that the first philosophers were the
n 'live type of man, interested in affair$, one would expect to
find in such a town. Everything that we know about them
ronf1rms the impression that the range of ideas and the
modes of thought they applied to speculation on the nature
of things in general were those which they derived from their
n tive interest in practical affairs. They were not reclu~es
'ngaged in pondering upon abstract questions, they were not
observers of nature' in an academic sense, but active
I
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practical men the novelry of whose philosophy consisted in
sense that mattered to men, was when some divine being
the fact. that, when they turned their minds to wondering " did the equivalent of saying, Let the dry land appear. The
how :hmgs ~orked, they did so in the light of everyday
, name of the Babylonian creator was Marduk. In on'e of the
expenence wIthout regard to ancient myths. Their freedom
.v .
Babylonian legends it says: 'All the lands were sea ... Marfrom dependence on mythological explanations was due to
duk bound a rush mat upon the face of the waters, he made
the. fa~t .that the comparatively simple political structure of
dirt and piled it beside the rush mat.' What Thales did was
theIr nSIn.g towns did ~~t impo~e upon them the necessity
to leave Marduk out. He, too, said that everything was once
of govermng by superStitIOn, as m the older empires.
water. But he. !!!C).l!ghUhat earth an <:1. everything else had
. Thales, the first of the Milesian philosophers, visited Egypt
been formed out of water by a, natural process, like the siltIn the course of business, and brought back from there a .
ing up of the delta of the Nile. The later Greeks invented a
know.ledge of.geometry. He made a new application of the
learned compound to describe the novelty of this outlook.
tech01que whIch the Egyptians had devised for measuring
They called the Old Ionians hylozoists, or Those-who-thinkl~nd. By means of the doctrine of similar triangles, he dematter-is-alive. That means that they did not think that life,
vIsed a method of determining the distance of ships at sea.
or soul, came into the world from outside, but that what is
From t.he Phoenicians he is said to have borrowed improvecalled life, or soul, or the cause of motion in things, was inments I~ the art of ~avigating by the stars. By the aid of
herent in matter, was just the way it behaved. The general
Bab<loman astron~mlc~1 tables he foretold an eclipse of the
picture Thales had of things was that the earth is a flat disc
s~n In 585 B.C. He ~s saId to h~ve made an advance on Egyp- .Aoating on water, that there is water above our heads as well
tlan geometry also 10 the very Important sense that he under-'
as all round us (where else could the rain come from ?), that
stood better than they the conditions of a general proof. He
the sun and t,hoon and stars are vapour in a state of incannot onl~ kne:v .~at a circle is bisected by its diameter, but
descence, and that they sail over our heads on the watery
prove.d It. HIS J~lnt reputation as philosopher and busines~
firmament above and then sail round, on the sea on which
man IS ~eAected 10 the story that, being twitted with a lack
the earth itself is afloat, to their appointed stations for rising
of practIcal sense, he confounded his critics by making a'
ill the East. It,is an admirable beginning, the whole point of
fortune in olive oil.
which is that it gathers together into a coherent picture a '/~--
The great renown of Thales, however, rests not on his
number of observed facts without letting Marduk in.
geometry or his turn for affairs, but on a new commonsense'
This naturalistic kind of speculation, once started, made
way of look~ng at the world of things. The Egyptians and
rapid progress. Anaximander, the second name in European
~he B~bylontans had old cosmogonies, part of their religious
philosophy, and also a native of Miletus, had a much more
l~hen~ance, which told how the world had come to be.
elaborate account of the universe to give, involving more
~lOce In both countri~s, in cold fact, the land on which they
xtensive observation and more profound reflection. As in
hve? .ha~ been won 10 a desperate struggle with nature by
the case of Thales, the observation and the reflection were
dra.lOlOg the s,":amps beside their rivers, naturally enough
turned primarily on techniques, and the phenomena of nature
theIr cosmogoOles embodied the idea that there was too
w n.: interpreted in the light of the ideas derived from them.
much water about, and that the beginning of things, in any
His general idea of how things came to be as they are is this.
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Once upon a time the four ele~ents of which the world is,
made lay in a more stratified form: earth, which is the
heaviest, at the centre, water covering it,- IIl!st above the
water, fir".<;_embracing all. The fire, heating the water, caused'
it to evaporate, making the dry land appear, but increasing
the volume of mist. The pressure grew to breaking point'.
The fiery integument of the universe burst and took the form
of wheels of fire enclosed in tubes of mist circling round.
earth and sea. That is the working model of the universe.
The heavenly bodies we see circling above our heads are
holes in the tubes through which the enclosed fire glows. An ,
eclipse is a closing, or partial closing, ofa hole. This very ,
arresting cosmology, while it has obvious reminiscences of:
the potter's yard, the smithy, or the kitchen, leaves no room
for Marduk at all. Even men are accounted for without his'
help. Anaximander thought that fish, as a form of life, pre" '
ceded land animals, and that man, accordingly, had once
. been a fish. But as the dry land appeared, some fish adapted
'themselves to life on land.
'
Certain striking advances in logic were also made by this t,
great thinker. He objected to the notion of Thales that every~ .
thing is water. Why not Earth, or Mist, or Fire, since all'
change into one another? Better to say that all four are f.orms ~
of a comqlOn indeterminate substance. He saw also the
naivety of supporting the earth on water. On what does the '
water rest? Rather should we say that the worldis poised in '
space yet stays where it is 'because of the equal distance"
from everything'.
The third thinker, Anaximenes, the last of the Milesians,'
plumped for Mist as the fundamental form Of things. This
looks like a step bach But he had, in fact, a most valuable
contribution to make. His idea was that everything is Mist,
but that it gets harder and heavier according as more of it is
packed into a given space. The idea, to judge by his termirio- '
logy, was suggested to him by the industrial process of felt-
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ing woven materials by pressure, and was confirmed by his
observation of the processes of evaporation and condensation
of liquids. R(lr.E.iq,~!i.9..n and condensation were his key words.
Rarefied Mist is Fire. Condensed Mist becomes first Water·
and then Earth. He thought also that rarefaction was accompanied by heat and condensation by cold. He ' proved'
this by an experiment. You were not just to take his word
(or it. Open your mouth wide and blow on your hand. The
'rarefied' vap'our comes out warm. Now purse your lips
togcther and emit a thin stream of ' condensed' vapour and
('d how cold it is. He did not know the true explanation of
this phenomenon. Do you?
'
()hsl:rve, in following this succession of thinkers, how
Ih '11' logic, their stock of ideas, their powers of abstraction,
illl'i'(':lse :1S they grapple with their problem. It was a great
Ildv:IIlCC in human thinking when Thales reduced the manilol.! :1\>pcJrances of things to one First Principle. Another
Ile:ll stcp was taken when Anaximander chose, as his First
l'riwill1(', not a visible form of things like water, but a conI (1,1 like the Indeterminate. But Anaximenes was still not
'<JIII"III. When Anaximander sought to explain how the
lil1, 1('111 rhings emerged from the Indeterminate, he gave a
i 'Idy Ih:11 was a mere metaphor. He said it was a process of
, l'1':t1':lling out'. Anaximenes felt that something more was
1I11'dnl. :llJd came forward with the complementary ideas of
It lI'I'(:I<'Iio/l and Condensation, which offered an explana,111111 of how quantitative changes could produce qualitative
1111(' • This ;Igain marked an advance. It gave a possible ex1,lllInli"11 o( the way in which one fundamental substance
II' ~hl exist ill four different states. But something was still
III It II' ILllndy, some explanation asto why things shoul<;l
'1111 lit Iy liS thcy are instead of being subject to perpetual
,111111) ('. 'l'h(' Milcsians attempted no answerto this question.
I. " "pinl th(' attention of a solitary thinker of another
11111 III (OWI1, I kraclitus of Ephesus.
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As Anaximenes had chosen Mist as his First Principle,
Heraclitus chose Fire. He was the philosopher of change.
H-i; doctrine has b~~ su~med up in the phrase Eve~ything
flows; but his choice of Fire as his First Principle ",:,as probably not due, as is often said, to its being the most im~er
manent of things, but to its being th~ a!=Jive agent whIch
produces change in so many technical and natural processes.
Still more important was his idea of TeI1§,i9n, brought in to
explain the relative permanence and fundamental impermanence of things. It is one of the richest and most helpful
ideas of the old philosophers, not a whit reduced in significance when we remember that it, too, had its origin in the
techniques of the time. The doctrine of Opposite Tension
which Heraclitus applied to the interpretation of nature was
derived, as his own words inform us, from his observation
of the state of the string in the bow and the lyre. Ac,cording
to Heraclitus there is in things a force that moves them on
the Upward Path to Fire, and an opposite force that moves,
them on the Downward Path to Earth. The existence of
matter in any particular state is the result of a balance of
opposing forces, of Tension. Even the most stable things in
appearance are the battleground of opposing forces, _and
their stability is only relative. One force is gradually gaining
on the other all the time. Nature as a whole is either on the,
Upward Path to Fire or on the Downward Path to Earth.
Its mode of existence is an eternal oscillation between these
two extremes.
There is great danger, in discussing these old thinkers,
that one may read into them the meaning of a later age. It
must always be remembered that they were ignorant of all
the accumulated knowledge of modern science and all the
refinement of ideQs that centuries of philosophical discusslop.
have produced. In the world of thought, as in the world of
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nature, everything flows. The very words with which we
translate the sayings. of Heraclitus are charged with' meanings unknown to him. It takes an'effort of historical research
and of historical imagination to put oneself back into the
frame of mind of this great old thinker when he supposed
himself to have solved the riddle of the universe by saying
rhat there was a tension in things, 'like the bow and the
lyre'. But, if there is danger of exaggerating the import of
I hese :wcient philosophies; there is also danger of denuding
I hem of significance. The judgement of Brunet and Mieli
(lli.rtoire des Sciences, Antiquite, p. II4), whose book is one
III the latest and one of the best on the subject, is worth
'1IIllting. 'These philosophers are,' they write, ' according to
1he :1Ccurate title given to them in antiquity, physiologoi,
III:ll is to say, observers of nature ." They observe the
phcnomena which present themselves to their eyes, and putI inl~ :Iside all supernatural or mystical intervention, they
'lIdC':lvour to give strictly natural explanations of them. It is
II I h i,~ sense, a-nd by their rejection of all magical intervenI 1111, I h:lt ther make the decisive step towards science and
l!lork rhe beginning, at least the conscious and systematic
ht Hillilillg, of a positive method applied to the interpretation
"f I he Llcts of nature.' This judgement is worth quoting,
11111 it Iln.:ds supplementing. The Milesians were _flotsimply
"I, crvns of nature. They were observers of nature whose
I
r h:1l1 heen' quickened, whose attention directed, and
WhONt' seleclion of phenomena to be observed had been cond I Illlrd, hy familiarity with a certain range of techniqu~s..
'I'h 1I11vclry of their modes of thought is only negatively
~l'l.d'll'd hy their rejection of mystical or supernatural interY III Oil. II is its positive content that is decisive. I~__pq~itiJe
111111 III is drawn from t?e ~echnique~_of_th:..a,ge.
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philosophers say that Fire, Water, Earth, and Air are the
first elements of all things, that these constitute Nature, and·
that the soul is formed out of these afterwards.
. Plato next sets forth the main ideas of the religious tradition of thought, which is also his own. According to this
view, the soul is the first of things. She is before all bodies,
:Inu is the chief author of their changes and transpositions.
:':he t~ings of the soul come before the things of the body.
I hat IS to say, Thought, Attention, Mind, Design, Law are
I'rior to the qualities of matter. Design, or Mind, or Provi<knce comes first, and after it come nature and the works of
Il~llure. What is called nature is under the government of
I )esign and Mind. This is the tradition which is said to
h:lVC originated with Pythagoras. Henceforth we shall need
10 keep in mind the double tradition. Both traditions are
1,IIeil embodied in a single philosopher.
I'ythagoras, for example, is not only the founder of the
religious tradition; he is also one of the greatest of Greek
.'il'iCliI ists. An Ionian Greek by origin, who probably (as is
:r1so said o~ Thales) had Phoenician blood in his veins, he
eilligr:ltedto the West when the advance of the Persi~n
IIi ,wcr to the Aegean threatened the liberties of the Asiatic
(;nTks, and settled in Croton in southern Italy. He is the
IOllilder of European culture in the western Mediterranean
PAR TONE
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PYTHAGORAS

LA T E R Greeks recoo-nized in the history of their thought'
about the nature of ~hings a double tradition - the purely'
naturalistic, or materialistic, or, as they sometimes called it,
atheistic tradition of Ionia, ~!1d the religious tradition whic.
originated with Pythagoras in Magna G~aecia in .the West._
Plato, in the tenth book of his Laws, gives a brief charac
terization of both systems of thought. The opinions ~
ascribes to the Ionian naturalists are as follows: The fo
elements, Earth, Air, Fire, and Water, all exist by natur
and chance, none of them by design or providence. Th
bodies which come next in order - the earth, the sun, th
moon, the stars - have been created by those absolutely in
animate elements, which are moved by some inherent for
according to certain affinities among them. In this way'th
whole heaven has been created and all that is in the heave;
as well as all plants and animals. The seasons als.o result f~o
the action of these elements, not from the actIon of mmd
or God, or providence, but by nature and cha~ce only
Design sprang up afterwards a~d out of these. It. 1S mo~
and of mortal birth. The variOUS arts, embodIments 0
design, have sprung up to co-operate :-,it~ nature - arts s? .
as medicine, husbandry, and even legIslatIon. The godslik
wise are products, not of nature, but of ~esign,. being co
stituted by the laws of the different states III whIch they
worshipped. Morality also, like religion, is a pr.oduct .
human design. The principles of justice have no eX1stence 1ft
nature; they are a mere convention. To sum up, the natural

.

,':

'11,hne.

Pythagoras was a native of the island of Samos, which
Ihis lime, like the city of Miletus, which sa\~-'t:h-~ birth of
( ;. C'ek science, was a commercial power in a vigorous, even
villlcllt, stage of growth. Its dictator, Polycrates, had brok~n
i1 w power of the landed aristocracy and was ruOliino- the
il!llld with the backing of the merchant class. In their interI t,I he enlarged and improved the harbour, and, as his capital
Ii y gn.:w, he caused to be executed one of the most astonishIll~ r ':lls of :lncient engineering. Fetching an engineer from
M,'g:II':I, olle Eupalinus by name, he had him tun a tunnel
II
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through the hill of Kastro to serve as an aqueduct to supply
the town. The tunnel, which is over 900 yards in length, was
begun from both ends. Modern excavations show that when
the two digging parties met in the centre their borings fell
short of exact coincidence only by a couple of feet.
The fact is full of warning and instruction for the historian
of science. If we were dependent on the literary record alone,
we should have to wait for a late writer, Hero of Alexandria,
who probably lived in the second century A.D., for a geometrical construction explaining how to perform this feat.
But the job was done, and well done, 600 years earlier,
and we may be certain that the necessary mathematical
knowledge also existed then, though we have no record
of it.
Pythagoras was about forty years of age when, about the
year 530 B.C., the Persi'!!1 .co}1.quest ot Ionia disturbed his
prospects in Samos and he fled for refuge to Croton. Here,
as no doubt he knew before he made the venture, he found a
commercial city not unlike his own. He was an active politician, and the probability is that he attached himself to the
merchant class in his new home, which, here as elsewhere,
occupied a middle position between the land.owning aristo-·
cracy and the peasants and workers. He became enormously
influential in his new home. Its political and religious life
were reshaped by him. Professor George Thomson, in his
, / 'Aeschylus and Athens, compares his position to that of
Calvin at Geneva.
THE RELIGIOUS TRADITION IN
GREEK PHILOSOPHY

Pythagoras, however, as we have said, was not only a religious reformer and politician, but a scientist. We shall
understand his science better if we do not forget his religion
and his politics, for they were intimately blended. The
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~ytha.gp~M~Q&9"xnI!Wlliry was a religious brotherhood for the
practice of asceticism and the study of mathematics.. The
brethren were required every day to conduct, in private
. med~tation, a~ examination of conscience. They believed in
the. Imm~rtalIty of the soul and its. transmigration; the
pensh.able body was but a tomb or prison which the soul
inhabIted for a time. These beliefs they held in common
With other adherents of the mystery religions then widespread in Greece. Pythagoreanism Vl'a~,jn efkct,.a .sophisticated for~ of rnys:eryreligion. The peculiarity of the system
was that It found In mathematics a key' to.t:he .ri..Q.qle of the
11I1iverse a~d an .~n~trumentfor.the p.urification of the soul.
'The function of geometry,' says Plutarch, speaking like a
good Pythagorean, 'is to dra~.~_'!.\'{.ey.J!:.om the .gmibk
:111<1 the.p-C;i~~b?!>L09_!h.~jntelligible.an(L!.~~al.
For the
(l)17tempZa.t.J/!,1}_9f the, ete~na(i!..!b~HlJLQilz.l:!jlosoihy., as the
((llltempJc?!Lo.lL.o!_J1JL1J!-Y.rkrir:,LiLlb.t:._f:llLo/...r.di.giQ.T:J..' The
p:'rallel is. s~gnifica~t. The Pythagoreans were the originators
01 Ihe relIgIOUS attItude towards mathematics. They did not
II}( Iced, at least in the earlier o-enerations of the school
d"spisc the practical applications ~f mathematics. Systemati~
'own'planning, which began in Greece at this period, is
dilC ~o Pythagorean influence. But the growth of religious
'"ystlclsm based on mathematics must be ascribed to this
;, ·hoo/.
PAil TONE

THE MATHEMATICAL UNIVERSE

.f'Iw school quickly registered remarkable advances in geom(·rry ;Ind .the theory of numbers. It is generally agreed that
Ily rhe middle of th.e fifth century they had arrived at most
Ii Ihe results which are systematized by Euclid in Books I,
II. V II, and IX of his Elements. This is a scientific achieveIl1rnt of the nrst order. But if you study thei.r mathematics
" Ille sober pages of Euclid's famous textbook, you will not
/( ('over its other aspect, the religious fervour with which

:..
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their views were held. A quotation from a fifth-centUry
Pythagorean will help us to do that.
, Consider,' exclaims Philolaus, ' the effects and the nature
of number ac.:ording to the power that resides in the decad.
It is great, all-powerful, all-sufficing, the first principle and
the guide in life of Gods, of Heaven, of Men. Without it
all is without limit, obscure, indiscernible. The na~re of
number is to be a standard of reference, of guidance, and of
instruction in every doubt and difficulty. Were it not for
number and its nature, nothing that exists would be clear to
. anybody either in itself or in its relation to other things ...
You can observe the power of number exercising itself not_
only in the affairs of demons and of gods, but in all the acts
and the thoughts of men, in all handicrafts and in music.
Nor does harmony and the nature of number admit of any ..
falsity. Falsity is in no way akin to "it. Only to the unlimited, .
the unintelligible, the irrational, do falseness and envy
belong.'
This passage, however, does something more than em~
phasize the religious aspect of Pythagorean mathematics. It.
also stresses the importance of mathematiq for the .pra~ti.¢al
afts. This is characteristic of the early period of Greek
philosophy, and remains to some extent characteristic of it
to the end. Plato, as may be 'seen from the quotation with
which we began this chapter, associated the Ionian p_~ilo
s9.phy.with a definite theory as to the nature and social f.une~~~1.l9f the practical arts. For the early Ionians there was no
essential difference between natural and technical processes.
The claim of the early Ionians that nature was intelligible
was based on their view that the practical arts were intelligent efforts of men to co-operate with nature for their
own good. The Pythagoreans, the prime moverS in the next
great philosophical movement, still have the same out1.ook.
Number, for them, is not only the' first principle of the
heavens, but exhibits its power also' in all the handicrafts'.
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The harmony produced by number will still be our. theme,
no matter what part of the Pythagorean universe we ex::Imine. Here we shall confine our attention to the tWo
.hranches of ~nowle~ge most powerfully influenced byPyth;gorean math.ematical the():fJ - cosmology and music.
The cosmology ot the Pythagoreans is very curious and
very important. They did not, like the Ionians, try to de~ITibe the universe in terms of the behaviour of certain
In:lterial elements and physical processes. They described it
.-xclusively in termsoLrlUrn_ber. Aristotle said long afterw;lrJs th;]..uh~y took..}2!·!_'E~r-!2..!:>s...Jhe_.mat ~a..s welL~tfu;
I"nn of t~e_uni~. Numbers constituted the actual stuff
"I' which their world was made. They called a point One,
.1 IIIlC Two, a surface Three, a solid Four, according to the
Illillimum number of points necessary to define each of these
dimensions. But their points had bulk, their lines breadth,
I h('i r surfaces depth. Points added up to lines, lines to surI:11'('5, surfaces to solids. Out of their One, Two, Three, and
10'''111 they could really build a world. No wonder that Ten,
'lte 511111 of .these numbers, was a sacred and omnipotent
1"1wn. It follows also that the theory of numbers which they
1""II!:ht to such perfection was for them something more
Ih III 1ll;lthcmatics. It was physics.
'I 'he iJentification of numbers with things is apt to appear
J'Il/,'/ling' to the student. It will be found less puzzling if we
11I11'lIv Iilr clue provided by the mathematical procedure
. hi, h led the Pythagoreans to this view. We have spoken of
IIi II .';IIJ<ly of the theory of numbers. In this study their
!I III hod W:IS to employ what are called. figurate numbers.
','Iii Y "rpresent the triangular numbers thus:

. . . and so on.
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The square numbers thus:

. and so on.
And the pentagonal numbers thus:

/

. and so on.
It was this new t~hnjSl-l!~_Qf...e.!lgJ_y'sing_th.~__ Illi!-I?~r~~~ q!
~~~-~h_if~;<:le poss.ible t:heir identi!Jcation of num~er~
with _~~!?gs and determined, as we shall see, the peculiarity
of their cosmological system.
This mathematical philosophy appeare<;l as ~ival _~o th~·
p.1!Yr.a.LphilosQphy_.oLtheIQoian..s. And here it becomes immediately apparent that, as a theory of the universe, it contained k.$.i.QL~l!~uous int.uitiQI} app mQr~ 9fah.stract thought
m?Jl.1.b.c...lmli-iJ.J)j'jgw.. Mathematical relations now take the
place of physical processes or states, like rarefaction and condensation, and tension. The univers<:7 so it appeared to the
Pythagoreans, cQ~ld.R~. ~etteh '!1lc!:mQI~_quic~lh~_flders!QQ.d
~L4t:?~ing diagra!Jls onsa~~_~ha~ ~Y..~5!.l~i.!1g..1t~U.t
Eh~_'l~m.~na like raised beaches, silting up of r!ver t:no~,
e'y?p..Qqtiqn, felting, and so forth. Herein lay a danger. This
mathematical approach was -a.djusted both to the religious
and social preconceptions of the school. Mathematics not
only seemed to provide a better explanation of things than
the Ionian view. Il.~q>!_!.b_~_.s_~~~..91!h~bre!lm::n..p.ur~fr.Qm
~:'E.~a..~t \Vi0_cl.2I::_~~rt1}ly! the material, and suited th~_~.hani·
i!.!-g .te.~Ee!._of a..lY.Qrjdjn which contempt fo.r. manualjabour
~p.!..£..~~~l~ tE_<:..gr0'Ytly. .?f slavery. In a society in which
contact with the technical processes of production became
ever more shameful, as being fit only for slaves, it was foun
/1i ()
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extraordinarily fortunate that the secret constitution of things
should be revealed, not to those who manipulated them, not
to those who worked with fire, but to those who drew patterns on the sand. For Heraclitus, who came at the end of a
school of thought in which industrial technique had played
a prominent role in providing the stock of ideas by which
nature was explained, nothing seemed more natural than to
regard fire, the chief agent in the technical manipulation of
things, as the fundamental element. The ~ubstimtion 2f
nu~per for fire as ths§t Princi£le marks a stage in J:he
separation of philosophy from the technique of production.
This separation is of fundamental importance in the interpretation of the history of Greek thought. Henceforth the
1);1I1ausic associations of the oven, the soldering-iron, the
hellows, and the potter's wheel reduce their influence on
(;rcek thought in comparison with the more gentlemanly
11IIrsuit of theory of numbers and geometry.
The Pythagoreans, having constructed matter out of
1llllnbers, next proceeded to arrange the main members of
III(' 11 ni ver~e according to a plan in which there was a little
ollsnv:ltion of nature and a lot of a priori mathematical
1'l':ISOI1; ng. Si nce they attached moral and aesthetic values to
"l.Ilhematical relations, and since they held the heavenly
III ," if'S to be divine, they had little difficulty in deciding that
Ill(' hClvcllly bodies are perfect spheres and move in perfect
I II (k~. I he word 'perfect' here having a moral as well as a
. '" Ilh('lll:lticJI significance. It has not, in fact, proved true
'II II lhe hClvenly bodies are perfect spheres, nor that they
""Ive ill perfect circles. Nevertheless the fact that·the PythaIII{' III'; Ill:l<lc great advances in mathematics and that they
'Illd;" their new technique to astronomy made them
I' lotH 'f~ ill Ihis domain. Their plan of the ul)iverse ~s•. _his~
loll I .11 • III Wl';1t importance. In the centre they put a mass
..! II ~ 1'0111111 it revolved the earth, the moon, the sun, the'
I , 1,1111\('1 'i. :1I1d lhe helVen of the fixed stars. The distances
PAR TONE
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of. the heavenly bodies from the central fire .they suppo.sed
to correspond to the intervals of the notes m the muslCal
scale. This provided a sort of ground plan for subsequent
workers. Gone are the tubes of fire of Anaximander, which
seem primitive in one aspect, but which ~ttempte~ to supply
a mechanical model of the universe. TheIr place IS taken by
a purely geometrical astronomy whic~ aims at m~p.ping out
the positions of heavenly bodies conceIved of as. dIvI.ne. V ~st
improvements in the understanding of ~e relatIve Sizes, diStances, and positions of the heavenly bodIes, the result of the
application of a new mathematical technique to a f~w observed facts, were to transform in the course of centunes the
simple Pythagorean plan into the complica.ted sy~tem of
Ptolemy which was not seriously attacked untIl the Sixteenth .
century of our own era. But fro~ now on the heavenly .
bodies, being divine and therefore Immortal, .cease to have a "
history. They are removed, though n~t WIthout a .sharp'
struggle, from the sphere of natural phIlosophy and mcor, porated in theology.
.
The Pythagorean contribution to musI.c, or, to be mo~e
accurate, to acollstics, is of even greater mterest than their
co;~~l~gy. How did they make the discovery of the fix.ed
intervals in the musical scale? It seems reasonable to claun
it as an early triumph of the method of obser~ation and .ex~
periment. A story is told about it in a l.ate ,,:n~er, Bo~th1Us,
who belongs fo the sixth century A.D. Smce It IS the kind of
story that antiquity was more inc~i~ed to. f~rg~t than to
invent, I agree with Brunet and MI~lI tha~ It IS lIkely to be
true. Here is the narration of BoethlUs, slIghtly condensed.
Pythagoras, haunted by the pr.oblem of. giving a mathematical explanation of the fixed mtervals In the scale, happened, by the grace of God, to pass a blacksmith's shop, ~nd
found his attention gripped by the more or. less musical
chime rung out by the hammers on the anvIl. It w~~ an
opportunity to investigate this problem under new c~)fid1t1on
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which he could not resist. In he went and observed long.
Then he had an idea that the different noteS might be proportioned to the strength of the men. 'Would they change
their hammers round? ' It was plain that his first idea was
wrong, for the chime was unaltered. The explanation must
lie in the hammers themselves, not in the men.
There were five hammers in action. 'Might he weigh
them? ' Ah, miracle of miracles, the weights of four of them
were in a proportion of 12, 9, 8, 6. The fifth, the weight of
which bore no significant numerical relation to the rest, was
I he one that was spoiling the perfection of the chime. It was
!['jected, and Pythagoras listened again. Yes, the heaviest
h:lrnmer, which was double the weight of the lightest, gave
him the octave lower. The doctrine of the arithmetic and
h:JrI11onic mean (12 - 9 - 6 and 12 - 8 - 6) revealed to him
,h" ratios which give the intervals of the fourth and fifth
1.l>llnded by the other two hammers. Surely it was the will of
( ;, ,d that he had passed that blacksmith's shop. He hurried
!i1>1I1C to continue his experiments - this time, one might
I I y. under l~boratory conditions.
I lid the whole reason for the harmony of these notes con- .
'11 ill the mathematical relations which had been observed?
I' I h:I.I~l>ras tried it out in a new medium, vibrating strings.
I I,' .ll>\IIld that the note given was proportioned to the length.
11111 wh:ll about the thickness and the tension of the strings?
111'1> i1\('sc two questions also he probed. Finally, returning
I" Illl" r,,!:Jtions of length he tried the matter out again on
"i,1 l'illCS of appropriate dimensions. Then at last he was
III ,Sudl is the tradition Boethius records.
'1'1.1'1'1'.' i.s some confusion in the tradition. The experiment
1111 !hl' hal1lmers could not give the results it is said to have
.1 U. If he did experiment on tension, his findings must
ht"" ["IZ,'I,kd him. The number of vibrations in a stretched
fllel .I, pends not on the weight which stretches it, but on the·
Ijlhll ('ool o( the weight. We lack evidence that Pythagoras,
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or any ancient, knew this. Neverthc:less these ~xperimen~s
are of crucial significance in the history of .sclence. It IS
admitted that the Greeks never brought expenment to anything like the system and thorough~ess which hav~ characterized it in modern times. But that IS not to admIt that they .
never practised it. Brunet and Mieli are. right to conclu?e
from these experiments that 'they constitute a form~l dis-,
p~oof of the belief affected by m~ny that the Greeks did no~
k!19.\IV experimental science. It IS fur0er to be remar~~d,
they add, 'that it is to Py~ago~as hImself that tra.dltlOn ,
ascribes this discovery, and 10 thiS case one may, WIth all
probability, admit the attrib~tion. ~he development of c:xperi mental method in acoustics and 10 other parts of physlc~
is one of the fairest titles to glory of the Pythagorean school. .
(Op. cit., p.

121.)

..

It remains to add one word about the cnsls that overtook
the Pythagorean geometrical view of the world about the
middle of the fifth century. The Pythagoreans, as I hav~
explained, built up their world out of points wit~ magni;
tude. It might not be possible to tell how n:any pOInts ther~
were in any particular line; but, theoretically, they were
finite in number. Then, with the progress of their own
mathematical science, the foundation of their unive~se was
suddenly swept away. It was ~iscovered that the dla~onal
and the side of a square are IOcommensurable. .j 2 IS an
, irrational' number. The term originated with them and
indicates their shock when they, who held that number and
reason were the same thing, found that they could not
express .j 2 by any number. Their con~usion was great. ~f
the diagonal and the side of a sq~a~c: are mc~mmens~rab~e, lt
follows that lines are infinitely diVISible. If lines are lfifinlte~y
divisible, the little points of which the Py.thagoreans bUllt
their universe do not exist. Or, if they do eXist, they have got
to be described in other than purely mathematical terms. In
" the fifth century B.C. they also had their crisis in physics,

CHAPTER FOUR
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*
PARMENIDES AND THE ATTACK ON
OBSERVATIONAL SCIENCE

natural philosophy of the Ionians, simple as it is, comprises two elements. There is an element of observation and
:111 element of tho..!!Kht. In order to explain the phe~~mena
l,f the senses they had had to invent a system of abstract ideas.
F:lrth and water, it is true, might seem names for things seen
,111<1 felt, but even these terms pass over into the more general
ide:ls of solid and liquid; that is to say, they tend to become
:11 Islract terms. Still more clearly abstract are such ideas as The
Ill(kterminate, or Condensation and Rarefaction, or TenlIioll. The terms may, indeed, be taken from everyday life,
IHlt, :lS used ~y the philosophers, they become names of conI "p's invented to explain percepts. The distinction between
,,,. lllind and the senses begins to appear. The first to express
IIlI :IW:lreness of this distinction was the deep thinker HeraI 1I111~. 'The eyes ana ears,' he said, 'are bad witnesses for
mCII, if the mind cannot interpret what they say.' And again,
III iI :IW:lre of the newness and difficulty of this distinction
I Wi weCIl thought and sense, he observes: 'Of all those
",''',,';e discourse I have heard there is not one who attains
III ill<' understanding that wisdom is apart from other
II gs,'
.
( )lIce the distinction had become clear there was bound to
III
COlllroversy as to which of the two, reason or sense., was
,,, Iflle method of approach to the understanding of nature.
111111' :lllempt to solve this problem the Pythagoreans played
t I' flmillcnt part. A younger contemporary of Pythagoras,
THE
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and an adherent of his school, Alcmaeon 6f Croton, in the
endeavour to expose the physical ba~is of sense-experience,
laid thefoundations of experimental physiology and eIllpirical psych~l()gy. He dissected and vivisected aniIllals. He discovered, among other things, the optic nerve, and he came to
the correct conclusion that the brain is the central organ of
sensation. His description of the tongue as the organ of taste.
is worth quoting. 'It is with the tongue that we discern
tastes. For this. being warm and soft dissolves the sapid particles by its heat, while by the porousness and delicacy of its
structure it admits them into its substance and transmits
them to the sensorium.' These striking words, which formed
part of a general account of the physiology of sensation, are
proof both of his powers of observation and of the systematic
researches carried on in the Pythagorean school.
The achievements of the Pythagorean experimenters sOOQ
came under the criticism of philosophers who believed in
seeking truth by pure reason alone unaided by the evidence
of the senses. Their criticism, such as it is, has its place .\
the history of science. The attack on the senses was opene
by the founder of another Italian school, Parmenides of Elea:,
the second of the religious philosophers of the Greeks. H
composed a poem in two books, called respectively The W a~
of Truth and T he Way of Opinion. In the first he propounded a view of the nature of reality based on the exclusive use of reason; in the second it is probable that he se.
forth, and rejected, the Pythagorean system which containe
too much observation for his liking. Considerable fragmentS
of his poem survive. One passage contains his attack on the
experimentalists, which is sweeping and direct. 'Turn your
mind away from this path of enquiry,' he cries. 'Let no
the habit engrained by manifold experience force you along
this path, to make an instrument of the blind eye, th~ ec~()o
ing ear, and the tongue, but test by reason my contrIbutlo
to the great debate.'
.
'.
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What had Parmenides in mind when he attacked the use
of the eye, the ear, and the tongue? Most commentators seem
to believe that he was addressino- a general caution to mankind to beware of the treachery ~f the senses. But his words
preclude this interpretation; he specifically attacks a method
of :e.s~arch ..Nor is it difficult to suggest the contemporary
aCtlvIt1es whIch he denounced. The astronomical activities of
the Ionian school were carried on at this time in an observatory on the island of Tenedos. This affords an outstanding
example of the use of the 'blind eye' in the interpretation
of the. univers~. The' echoing ear' irresistibly suggests the
acoustIC expenments of the Pythagoreans. The tongue, no
doubt, is to be understood, not as the organ of speech, as so'
many commentators strangely suppose, but as the organ of
taste so accurately described by A1cmaeon. The Hippocratic
doctors, whose contribution to science we shall discuss in our
next .chapter; ~ere already testing by taste the waters of every
localtty 1D which they settled, not to mention the humours
:1/1d excreta of the human body. It was against an established'
I,ractice qf observational science applied in a variety of
ddTerent fields that Parmenides' attack was directed.
.
If Parmenides thus fiercely attacked the scientists, of what
positive opi?ion was he the champion? Like his contempor:1 ry, HeraclItus of Ephesus, at the other end of the GreekspC:lking world, he was preoccupied with the problem ~f
lr:lson and the senses, and he thought that one should follow
r(":150n exclusively. His reason, however, led him to a di'a1IlC'lric:llly opposite conclusion from that of Heraclitus.
J IcLlclitus said; Everything changes. Parmenides said:'
NOI hing chang~s. Heraclitus said; Wisdom is nothing but
III(' IIIlclerstandmg of the way in which the world works.
I Irll1cllid~s said that the universe did not really work at all,
h"l. rcmamed absolutely still. For him change, motion,
VIII 1("1 y, were all illusions of sense.
I II- h:ld an argument, but no evidence, for this. He started
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off with two general and contradictory ideas, Being and NotBeing, What-is and What-is-not, which between them exhaust the universe of discourse. He then advanced two
simple propositions: What-is is ; What-is-not is not. If you
take these propositions seriously it is impossible to introduce
change, motion, or variety into the universe. Being can suffer
change of any kind only by admixture of something else that is, of Not-Being. But Not-Being does not exist. There- .
fore there is nothing in existence but absolute fulness of
Being. The idea of Anaximenes, that you could change the
primary substance from Earth into Water, from Water into
Mist, by having less of it in a given place, can only mean
that you dilute it, so to speak, with empty space, with nothing, with What-is-not, which does not exist. Satisfied with
this reasoning, Parmenides asserted that the reality was
a solid uncreated eternal motionless changeless uniform
sphere. There is nothing wrong with this argument except
that it flouts all experience. It is a way of thinking about
things which is perpetually refuted by actual contact with.
things. Hence the warning against reliance on ear, eye, or
tongue. With Parmenides thought finds itself at variance;
with action, with life.
What is the meaning of this strange philosophy of Parmenides? What is the significance of the fact that man,
proud in the possession of a newly defined activity, reason,
ventures by its aid to deny the reality of the manifold world
of sense ? We must understand the position of Parmenides in
its double aspect, as a protest and an assertion. On the one
hand he is p~otesting against the atheistic conseql,len~es of
the Ionian philosophy which was banishing the divine from
nature. On the other hand he is asserting the primacy of a
new technique now coming into notice for the first time, the
technique of logical argument. Parmenides has seized hold
of the logical principle of con~. He cannot admit
that a thing can both be and not be at the same time; yet

this a~mission is necessary if we are to account for change.
For hlIl~, a r.nan principally occupied with religious conceplIons (hlstoncally he should be regarded as a reformer of
Pythagorean theology), it meant nothing to throw change
overboard. He was, indeed, glad to do so. But, from the
poillt of view of the old Ionian school, whose modes of
ph i losophical explanation had arisen in close association with
I he :lctive processes of altering nature which are the business
:'~ techniques, it wa.s impossible to dispense with change.
I It<"y could not admit that philosophy should condemn and
I( jeer life. The controversy went deeper than words. Eleatic""II marks a further stage in the separation of philosophy
II 11111 I ts roots in practical life.
' '. ""
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F,~II'EDOCLES AND ANAXAGORAS TO THE RESCUE

"'he l1ext great thinker among the western Greeks, EmJlllln. b of Agrigentum in Sicily, did not find the stagnant
"llIln,\ollhy of Parmenides to his taste. He, too, cast the
i 11o:,iIIO Il of his views into the form of verse, and in some
, 111111 lilles 'we find his reply to the Parmenidean attack on
III /,l'/I.':es. 1Ie, of course, recognizes the fallibility of the
I II C'I" I'II( Jcfends the critical employment of the evidence
Illy 1IIII'Iily, 'Go .to, now,' he writes, 'consider with all thy
I II
I ('",h I hll1g In the way in which it is clear. Hold noth1111 I h II I hOIl seest in greater credence than what thou
III II! t, lilli' v;J!lle thy resounding ear above the clear instruc111111 IIi rI, Y lOllglle; and do not withhold thy confidence
'''illl Illy "~llcr bodily part by which there is an opening for
11.10/1 I 1llIldlllg, hut consider everything in the way in which
II I I II III ,'
, '111 II dillies look up the championship of the senses 'beII f I II
I he old (olli;II1S, he drew upon techniques for the
I Wllidl Ill" sought to explain the processes of nature.
II Itl III' of loillurs for painting, bread-making, and the

t'
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I. I ha~e allowed the traditional rendering of clepsydra as ' wat
clock' to stand in my text. But Hugh Last (Classical Quarterly, xvi
has proved to my satisfaction that the device referred to by Empe
cles was not the water-clock, which might hold gallons, but
, toddy-lifter' - a household vessel of small dimensions,
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sling, he mentions as sou~ces of his ideas. Also he was hin: .
self an experimentalist like Pythagoras and Alcmaeon. HIs'
great contribution to knowledge was his, experimental'
deIIlOnstrationof the corporeality of the viewless air. Before
him air had not been distinguished from empty space. The
four recognized forms of matter had not been Earth, Air,.
Fire, and Water, but Earth, Mist, Fire, and Water. Empedocles undertook an experimen'tal investigation of the air
we breathe. The Greeks had a water-clock, clepsydr:a,l which
consisted essentially of a hollow cylinder, open at one end
and terminating at the other in a cone with a small apertur
at the tip. The clepsydra was used to measure time by filling
it with water and letting the water escape through the small
hole at the tip of the cone. Like the sand in an hour-glass, th
water ran through in a measured interval of time. Em
pedocles now showed that, if the open end of the clepsydr
was thrust under water while a finger was held over the hoI
in the tip of the cone, the contained air prevented the wat
from entering the clepsydra. Conversely, the full clock
though turned upside-down, could not empty itself so Ion
as a finger was kept over the hole. The pressure of the ai
kept the water in. By these experiments he demonstrated th,
fact that the invisible air was something that could occup
space and exert power. The experiment is all the more inte
esting in that it was but part of a more comprehensive effo
to establish a relation between the external atmosphere an
the movement of the blood. He thought the blood moved u
and down in the body. As it rose it drove the air out ;35 i
sank it let it in again.
,
Both the method and the conclusion are memorable. T

",'

former affords further illustration of the fact that the Greeks,
though they had nothing like the modern technique of interrogating nature by an elaborate system of experiments
with instruments designed for the purpose, yet were not
without the practice of experimental research. As for the
result established, the proof of the corporeality of the air, it
seems to have been too little noted that it was crucial for the
whole future of Greek theory on the nature of matter and
the degree of validity of sense-evidence. It had now, ~~~~
ex perimentally shown that matter could eXIst Ina Jo.rrn too
fille tobe apprehended by sight, and yet, in thatfofIIl' y:lfe,r:t
ml1sieterab1e power. The bearing of this went far beyond the
sillgle point established. EmpedQcles had nQt merely shown
Ii corpo£<:.al f1,'.l~ure of air; he had shown how we can over, Ilme the limitations of our sensuous apprehension and di~
, Ilver, by a process of inference based on observation, truths
w,· Clnnot directly perceive. He had, by his cautious and
\ I i I iC:l1 use of the senses, s;onquered in the name of science
,I wllrld that lay beyond the normal range of man's percepI i' III'. He ¥ad revealed the existence of an imperceptible
I'hysic:d universe by examining its effects on the perceptible
I("

Willi,!.

'

,

importance of this as a step .towardsthe at.Qmic theory
,lccisive. For the Atomists, if we may anticipate our
1111' JlIII i: of their system, it was essential to show that' Nature
\ III k:. hy unseen bodies'. Of the truth of this proposition
II!I Illlwcr that could be exerted by the invisible air was the
IIII"lI '"11vincing proof. In his first book of the De Rerum
,",''''' I ,lIcretius gathers together the traditional proofs that
11111111 ,. works by unseen bodies. He makes a list of 'bodies'
Ihlll III' ill the number of things but which yet cannot be
lit I II '. (It these the most important is air. 'First of all,' he
I I( • 'I he force of the wind when aroused beats on the
hlh 1111111 S :llld whelms huge ships and scatters clouds; some·
lilt 'I ill swift whirling eddy it scours the plains and strews
'I'll("
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them with huge trees and scourges the mountain summits
with forest-rending blasts; so fiercely does the wind rave
with a shrill howling and rage with threatening roar. Winds
therefore sure enough are unseen bodies ... since in their
works and ways they are found to rival great rivers which
are of visible body.'
Nothing else in ~mpedocles was equally important with
his defence of the method of observation and his famous
e;~~~~nt. In cosmology he was an eclectic. He adopted as
his first principles all the four states of matter recognized by
his predecessors, except of course that Air now took the place
of Mist. Earth, Air, Fire, and Water he called the Roots of
.all things. As an equivalent for the Tension of Heraclitus he
taught that two forces, LQy_e and I-!;g~, set the elements in
motion, Love tending to draw the four elements into a
mixture and Hate to separate them again. Under the sway of
these forces nature went through a cycle like that imagined
by Heraclitus.
With these cosmological ideas he coupled a theory of senseperception which shows that the true nature of the problem
had not been grasped. He thought that, as men are composed
of the same elements as the rest of nature, sense-perception
might be explained on the basis of a physical intermingling
of like elements. By Fire we recognize Fire, by Water Water,
and so on. But perception is something different from a
physical mixing of material substances. When salt dissolves
in water the process is not accompanied by consciousness, at
least so far as we know. It is consciousness that needs to be
explained. His biological speculations have more interest.
He thought that the earth, when she was younger, had produced a much greater variety of living things, but that' many,
races of living things must have been unable to beget and
continue their breed. For in the case of every species that
now exists, either craft or courage or speed has from the
beginning of its existence protected and preserved it.' Here
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is a clear hint of the doctrine of the survival of the fittest.
Noteworthy also is the suggestion that the earth once had
powers she does not now possess.
Empedocles, by choosing four first principles, no doubt
hoped, to ~ircumvent the logic of Parmenides. By introducing
plurality Into the first principles, he sought to preserve the
possibility of change and motion. In this, he did not squarely
meel the logic of the great Monist, but he at least revealed
his determination to evade its consequences. A similar determination was shown 'by Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, a
philosopher of the Ionian school resident at Athens from
about 480 till his expulsion in 450 B.C. He went as far
as.i~ , is . possible to go in the direction of pl~ralisrn.' Accordmg to him, the first principles, which he called' seeds "
are infinite in number and variety, and every one of them
contain,S a little of all the qualities of which our senses give
us knowledge. He was led to this view by his meditations
on physiology. How does bread, for instance, when we eat it,
turn into bones, flesh, blood, sinews, skin, hair, and the rest,
unless the iparticles of wheat contai n, in some hidden form
JlI the va;iety of qualities which are later manifested in th~
several constituents of the body? Digestion must be a sorting
out of elements already there.
~hese conside.rations of Anaxagoras, deduced from physiologIcal observatIOns, show an increasing awareness of the
complexity of the problem of the structure of matter. He
;Ip~roached th~ same problem also from the physical side.
Anst~t1e (PhySICS, IV, 6, 213a) speaks of him as repeating the
t'xpenment of Empedocles with the clepsydra and further
demonstrating the resistant power of air by puffing up
bladders and endeavouring to compress them. He also conI ributed to the debate on the validity of sense-evidence.
'I 'here can be no question but that he regarded sense',vidence as indispensable for the investigation of nature, but,
Id<c Empedocles, he was concerned to show that there were
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physical prooesses too subtle for. our senses to pe~ceive
directly. Be devised a choice expenmental demonstratIon of
this fact. He took two vessels, one containing a white liquid,
the other a black. He transferred one liquid into the other
drop by drop. Physically there must be a chan~e of c?lo~
with every drop, but 'the eye is not able to discern It till
several drops have been let fall. It is hardly possible to imagine a neater demonstration of the limits of sense p~rcep
tion. We shall have occasion later to speak of the reactIon of
the Athenian public to the presence of an Ionian philosopher
in their midst. Anaxagoras was not one of those who was
prepared to yield astronomy to the theolo~ians. In astr6no~y
he followed the old Ionians, and his hardihood brought him
into trouble.
THE ATOMS OF DEMOCRITUS

It only remains, among fifth-century speculations on the
nature of matter and the structure and workings of the; ,
universe, to speak of the atomic theory of Democritus. The'
theory has been revived in modern times, and the degree of,'
similarity between the theory of I?emocritus an~ that of
Dalton entitles the ancient speculation to be descnbed as a
wonderful anticipation of the conclusions of later experi~'
mental science. This is true, though it is easy to misunder-'
stand the relation between ancient and modern atomism,
'Atomism was a brilliant hypothesis,' writes Cornford
(Before and After Socrates, p. 2~). 'Revived. by m.ode~n
science, it has led to the most lmportant dlscovenes m
chemistry and physics.' Surely tl;is is t~ put the cart ~e~or'e
the horse. It ought to read: Atomism was a bnlhapt
,hypothesis; important discoveries in, modern chemistry led
to its revival.' In the long series of researches that led to the
enunciation by Dalton of his atomic theory in the first decade
of the nineteenth century the speculations of Democritus
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played no part. The~p.legJ().r}'. gf.th,.C;:,A,tomism"Qf D,ep;1Q&ritus
is ~.~J..~"~?swered better than any oth~r, currenttheor.y ,,:he
p~?~e.~.~<?f.his,..?~w.p_c1ay. It is the culmination in antiquity
of the movement of rational speculation on the nature of the
universe begun by Thales. Its factual basis consists in observations of technical and natural processes by the unaided
senses, together with a few experimental demonstrations of
the kind we have described. Its theoretical merit is to have
reduced t?ese results to a greater logical coherence than any
other ancient system. The need for a renovation of the whole
:1 ncient system of speculation did not arise until the advance
of techniques had put into man's hands instruments of
investigation which enormously extended the range and
:Iccuracy of his sense perceptions. Ancient science had clearly
cstabhshed ,the -fact that Nature works by unseen bodies.
Modern science has devised progressively better methods of
SITing the unseen.
The atomism of the ancients asserted that the universe was
Ilude up ,of two things, the atoms and th~:~'oid.''the '~oid,-o;
f'lll pty space, was infinite in extent, the atoms infinite in
1I~lrnber. The atoms were all alike in substance, but might
dtlkr from one another in size, shape, arrangement, and
l",sition. The atoms, like the One of Parmenides, were unf rt':Il'cd and eternal, solid and uniform in substance , in themwives incapable of change; but, being in perpetual motion in
'he void, they wove, by their various combinations and dis101111 ions, all the pageant of our changing world. Thus was
p"ov iJcd an element of eternal rest to satisfy Parmenides and
1111 ckment of eternal change to satisfy Heraclitus. A world
II Iking underlay the world of Becoming. But the achieveII Will of this reconciliation required a bold revision of the
II11 i· of Parmenides in the light of experience. The existence
lit void had to be admitted equally .with the existence of
nllllln, The experience of the fact of change compelled the
• 1 I If,n that What-is-not exists just as certainly as What-is.
,

:..
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Matter, or the atom, was defined as an absolute plenum, vo' 1
as an absolute vacuum. The atom was completely impen~trable, void completely penetrable.
~
One originality of atomism was the assertion of th~
existence of the void. Another was the concept of the atom itself. The Pythagoreans, it will be remembered, had attempte<,i
to build the universe out of.poin.ts wit~ ~~lk, and, when th~y
discovered that space was mfimtely dIvISible, they could ~)
longer provide any clear definition of a point with bulk. F.t;
the mathematician a point simply marked positi<;>n but dic'j
not occupy space. Out of such points nothing could be built., .
Democritus defined the unit of which the universe is built
not in mathematical but in physical terms. His atoms, having bulk, were spatially divisible, but physically indivisible.
The concept of impenetrability, which derives from the
Parmenidean One, was the essential quality of the atom.
Democritus thus presented the Pythagoreans with a solid
little brick with which to build their mathematical world.
. The atomic theory also solved the problem of Anaxagoras,'
so far as it is permissible to speak of a solution in ancient.
times when theories of the constitution of matter could only
be more or less logical and could not be put to the proof.
On the atomic hypothesis the problem of digestion and
assimilation of food was easily solved. There was no difficulty in supposing that a fresh arrangement of the atoms
might transform bread into flesh and blood, just as a fresh
arrangement of the letters of the alphabet could transform a
Tragedy into a Comedy. The illustration is an ancient one.
By such analogies did the old Atomists eke out the inevitable
paucity of their observed facts.
.,
..
Democritus .made also a contnbutIon of capital Importance to the problem of sense-perception. Every perceptible
thing, according to him, is an arrangem.ent of. atoms wh~ch
differ only in size and shape. The qualities which we ascnbe
to this arrangement of atoms - the colours, the tastes, the
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noises, the smells, the tactile qualities - ar~' not qualities of
the bodies in themselves, but effects of the bodi~s on <;>ur
~ge!1~_Qf ~ense. Galileo in his day could do no better than
to repeat this brilliant suggestion.
To the other merits of his system must be added hi~_superb
PQ~e~ 9fg~n~ralization. His cosmology followed the general
Ionian plan, and need not detain us here. But the great
principles on which his argument rested were enunciated
with a new clarity. 'Nothing is created out of nothing.' ' By
necessity were fore-ordained all things that were and are
and are to be.' In such terms did he announce for the first
time the doctrines of the conservation of matter and the
reign of universal law. The disappearance of his book is
probably the greatest loss we have suffered by the almost total
destructjon of the works of the pre-Socratic philosopherscientists.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Hippocratic Medicine- The Cook and the Doctor- The Emerg- • ,
ence 01 the Idea 01 Positive Science - Science in the Service of
Mankind - Limitations of Hippocratic Medicine
.

*
HIPPOCRATIC MEDICINE

WE have spoken in the last chapter of the almost total destruction of the record of Greek science before Socrates.
Only for one department of early science has exception to be
made. Weare fortunate enough to possess a collection of
medical writings the oldest of which belong to the beginning.
of the fifth century. Several different schools are represented.
in the collection. Nevertheless the collection has come down
to us under the name of one, the Hippocratic. It is possible
that it forrped originally the library of the Hippocratic school
in the island of Cos. It owes its preservation to the famous
library of Alexandria, founded in the third century, where.
manuscripts were copied, corrected, and kept. There the
collection was put together in its present state, and its fortun~
.ate preservation enables us to form a good idea of the pro-.
gress of medical science in the Greek world during the two
preceding centuries. Not all the treatises in the collection
are of equal value, but the best of them show a fine blend of
science and humanity, while two or three are among the' ,
highest products of Greek culture.
THE COOK AND THE DOCTOR

The ongms of Greek medicine are generally sought by
historians in three sources - the old temple practice of
Asclepius, the God of Healing; the physiological opinions of
the philosophers; and the practice of the superintendents.
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of gymnasia. It is probable that the first of these sources is
to be rejected. ' Arts are not learned,' says Withington, 'in
temples by observing real or supposed supernatural intervention, but, as the Hippocratic writers tell us, by experience
and the application of reason to the nature of men and
things.'l With this opinion of Withington's the author of
this book is in complete agreement. He would, however,
add that, if we need to supply, as a source of medicine, a
substitute for the priest, whom we have rejected, we might
find him in the cook.
This, at any rate, was the opinion of one of the greatest
of Greek scientists, the unknown author of the Hippocratic
tract, On Ancient Medicine, which belongs to the middle of
the fifth century. The treatise is, perhaps, the most important
of the whole collection. The author, whoever he was,
deserves to be quoted at length. 'The fact is,' he writes, 'that
sheer necessity has caused men to seek and to find medicine,
because sick men did not, and do not, profit by the same
regimen as men do in health. To trace the matter yet further
back, I hot<! that not even the mode of living and nourishment enjoyed at the present time by men in health would
have been discovered, had a man been satisfied with the
silme food and drink as satisfy an ox, a horse, and every
nnimal save man, I mean the raw products of the earth fruits, leaves, and grass, For on these cattle feed, grow, and
live without distress, not needing any other diet. And indeed
I helieve that to begin with men used the same food. Our
pr 'sent ways of living have, I think, been discovered and
r111hof:)ted during a long period of time. For many and
I{,l'fihk were the sufferings of men from strong and brutish
living when they partook of crude foods, uncompounded and
P()~S ',~sing strong qualities - the same in fact as men would
I. S(,C' his brilliant article, The Asclepiadae and the Priests of
" rlql,,,,. in Singer's Studies in the History and Method of Science,
VIII. II, I'p. 192-2°5.
.
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suffer at the present day, falling into violent, pains ;md
diseases quickly followed by death. Formerly Indee? they
probably suffered less, because they were used to It, but
they suffered severely even then: ~he maj~rity naturally
perished, having too weak a cOnStltutlO.o, while the stron~er
resisted longer, just as at the present time some ~en easily
deal with strong foods, while others do so only With many
severe pains. For this reason the ancien~s seem .to me ~o have
souaht for nourishment that harmonIzed WIth their constit~tion, and to have discovered that which we use now: So
from wheat, by winnowing, grinding, sifting, steeping,
kneading, and baking it, they produced bread, and from
barley they produced cake. Experimenting with food they
boiled or baked, they mixed and mingled, putting strong
pure foods with weaker, until they adapted them to the
power and constitution of man. For they thought ~a~ from
foods which are too strong for the human constitution to
assimilate will come pain, disease, and death, while from such,
as can be assimilated will come nourishment, growth, and
health. To this discovery and research what juster or more
appropriate name could ?e give.n than medicine, seeing ~at
it has been discovered with a view to the health, well-being
and nourishment of man, in place of that mode of living
from which came the pai n, disease, and death? '
,
I have given this quotation at length so that re~der~ rm~ht
have the chance to appreciate its remarkable hlstoncal .msiaht, its combination of richness of ideas with close attentIon·
tol:>fact. and its clear realization of the unbroken development
of medical science from the oldest and humblest of the
techniques. It is noteworthy that the author of this brilliant
scientific work loves to call himself by the name of worker, '
craftsman, technician. It is because he sees his origin in the
cook that he describes his Art as ancient.
By the dialect which he empl,o~s the author be~ays that
he was an Ionian Greek. MediCine, no doubt, hke other
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practices, first became scientific in Ionia. But now, in the
fifth century, there were rival medical schools in the West
which did not possess the same understanding of medicine as
. originating in a technique, but sought to deduce the rules of
medical practice from a priori cosmological opinions. It was
to combat this new' philosophical' medicine that the treatise
we are discussing was written.
One of the western schools was at Croton, and its founder
was possibly the Pythagorean Alcmaeon whose researches
on the sense-organs we have already mentioned. After him,
if he was the founder of the school, the standard of Pythagorean medicine declined. Observation dwindled, speculation
increased. Philolaus of Tarentum, who lived towards the end
;;E th~fi£th ce~~ry, and whose panegyric on the decad we
have already quoted, shows the new trend. His opinions are
not without interest, but they concern philosophy rather
than the healing art. The Pythagoreans attached special
importance to the number four. Philolaus decided that there
were four principal organs in the human body. His choice of
the organs, ~s well as their number, was determined by considerations of a philosophical order. As all living things have
the power of reproduction, he included the organs of sex.
Then, following a classification of living things into plants,
which have only the power of growth, animals, which add
sensation, and men, who alone have reason, Philolaus chose,
as the other principal organs, the navel, the seat of the
vegetable life, to link man with the plants; the heart, the seat
of sensation, to link man with the animals ; and the brain,
the seat of the reason, which set men above the rest. This
somewhat arbitrary scheme is intended to assign man his
place in nature's plan; and the choice of the principal organs
is determined by this philosophical purpose. From the point
of view of the practical healer it might have been more
helpful to assign a less important place to the umbilicus and
say something more about the liver and the lungs. Or, if that
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is to ask too much of an ancient doc~or, at least it must be
observed that, if the philosopher had not forgotten the
connection between the doctor and the cook, he could not
have overlooked the stomach!
But it was in the school of Empedocles at Agrigentum that
cosmology produced its worst effects on the healing art.
There man, like everything else, was supposed to consist of
the four elements. The doctrine of the elements included a
theory as to their characteristic qualities. Earth was said to
be Cold and Dry; Air, Hot and Wet; Water, Cold and Wet;
Fire, Hot and Dry. The distemperature of man's body, like
the distemperature of nature; was ascribed to the excess or·
defect of one or other of these qualities. Fever was to be interpreted as an excess of the Hot, a chill as an excess of Cold.
This being so, wh~t remedies would a physician who was,
also a philosopher suggest? Would he not recommend a dose
of the Hot to cure a chill and of the Cold to cure a fever?
THE EMERGENCE OF THE IDEA OF
POSITIVE SCIENCE

When the new-fangled doctrines of the western philosophi- :
cal schools began to be spoken of in his beloved Ionia, anger'.
seized the heart of the author of Ancient Medicine. In his
opening sentence he leaps to the attack. ' All who attempt to
discuss the art of healing on the basis of a postulate - heat,
cold, moisture, dryness, or anything else they fancy - thus
narrowing down the causes of disease and death among men
to one or two postulates, are not only obviously wrong, but
are especially to be blamed because they are wrong in what
is an art or technique (techne), and one moreover which
all men use at the crises of life, highly honouring the practitioners and craftsmen in this art, if they are good.'
Into thisnrst sentence our author has managed to pack
four separate objections to the new trend in medicine. As
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. th.ey are all of great significance in the history of science, it .
will be well for us to pick them out and discuss them one by
one.
First he objects to the basingoof medicine on postulates.
The effect of this objection is to separate medicine as a
positive science, depending on observation and experiment,
~rom ~os~ology where experimental control was not possible
In anuqUlty. We proceed to quote his own words: 'Postulates are admissible in dealing with insoluble mysteries; for
example, things in the sky or below the earth. If a man were .
to ~ronounce on them neither he himself nor any of his
.audIence could tell whether lie was speaking the truth. For
there is n? ,test the application of which would 'give certainty.
But medICIne has long had all its means to hand, and has
d~scover~d both a principle and a method, through which the
dIscoverIes made over a long period are many and excellent,
and through which full discovery will be made, if the
enquirer be competent, conduct his researches with knowledge of the discoveries already made, and make them his
starting-poi1,lt.'
, Secon~ly, he protests. that the new-fangled doctors .are
narrowIng down the causes of death and disease'. This is
most ,remarkable. It is a protest by a practising technician,
conscIOUS of the richness of his positive science, against the
?arrenness of metaphysics. The historical significance of this
IS very great. The technician is appalled at the ignorance of / _
the philosophers. Art had not yet been made tono-ue-tied ,:b~ author~ty. For the Hippocratic doctor the qualities of
thIngs whIch affect a man's health were not three or four.
They were infinitely various. ' I know,' he protests, 'that it
makes a difference to a man's body whether bread be of
bolted or unbolted flour, whether it be of winnowed or unwinnowed wheat, whether it be kneaded with much or little
W:lter, whether jt be thoroughly kneaded or unkneaded
whether it be thoroughly baked or underbaked, and there ar~
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countless other differences. The same applies to barley. The
properties of every variety of grain are powerful and no one
is like another. But how could he who has not considered
these truths, or who considers them without learning, know
anything about human ailments? For each of these differences produces in a human being an effect and a change of
one sort or another and upon these differences is based all the
dieting of a man, whether he be in health, convalescent or
ill: Then he proceeds to supplement the handful of Empedoclean concepts with a list of others more relevant to medical
science - in foods, such qualities as sweetness, bitterness,
acidity, saltness, insipidity, astringency; in human anatomy,
the shapes of the organs; in human physiology, the capacity
of the organism to react to an external stimulus. Thus does
the cook rebuke the cosmologist.
The third reason for his anger is, not that ~he philosophc;r
should be wrong, but that he should be wrong in a technique
or art (techne). The reason why ignorance in respect of a
eechne is inexcusable is that no knowledge was worthy to be
called a techne unless it gave results. Here the justifiable
pride of the craftsman is noticeable; and it admonishes us
that the test of early science was, not the laboratory, but
practice. We must not overlook this fact when we debate the
point, whether Greek science knew experiment or not. A'
technique was a mode of ilUitating.nature. If it worked, that
was proof that the technician understood nature.
The fourth reason for his anger with the doctor who
possesses only philosophical postulates but is ignorant of the
art is that it is the patient who suffers. This concern for the
patient is specially characteristic of the Hippocratic doctors.
They were severely scientific at their best, but at their best
they also maintained that the first duty of the doctor is to
heal the sick rather than to study disease. In this there was a
certain measure of disagreement between them and the
neighbouring school at Cnidus. We might express the differ-
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ence by saying that the ideal of the men of Cnidus was
science, that ;of the men of Cos science in the service of
humanity.
SCIENCE IN THE SERVICE OF MANKIND

'IVe hav~ ~ow listed the four chief objections of our practismg p~yslClan to the medical innovations of the philosophers.
At thIS early date, before much positive knowledge had
accumulated, and before specialization had in consequence
become necessary, it was natural that a philosopher should
embrace every branch of knowledge. There is nothing therefore surprising in Empedocles turning his attention to
medicine. But his doing so brought sharply into view the
fact that there was a kind of speculation that was admissible
in cosmology but inadmissible in medicine. Cosmologists
tended· to start from some observation, or some few observations (change of water into ice or steam; the math~matical
relation between the lengths of vibrating strings; the transmutation of food into flesh), and then elaborate on this
slender f04ndation a theory of the universe, satisfied if the
system. they evolved h.ung together with reasonable logic.
But t:!tIscould not satIsfy the doctor, whose theories were
continually tested in practice, proved.right or wrong by their
effect on the patient. A stricter conception of the scientific
method was f~rmed. It can truly be said that the Hippocratic
d~ctors at theIr best advanced fully to the idea of a positive
sCience. What differentiated their science from ours was less
the failure to realize the importance of experiment than the
absen~e of instru~ents of exact measurement and of any
techmque of cherrucal analysis. They were as scientific as the
material conditions of their time permitted. This statement
we proceed to justify by a few quotations.
Our first quotation is again from the author of Ancient
Medicine. In it he claims that the method of observation and
experiment practised by the doctors, and not the a priort
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method of the cosmologists, is the only way to find out about
the nature of man. 'Certain physicians and philosophers
assert that nobody can know medicine who is ignorant what
man is: he who would treat his patients properly must, they
say, learn this. But the question they r.aise is one for philo/sophy ; it is the province of those who,.1Jke Empedocl~s, ~ave
written on natural science, what man is from the begmmng,
how he came into being at first, and from what elements he
was,orilrinally constructed. But my view is, first, that all that
philoso~hers or physicians have said or wr~tten on natural
science pertains less to medicine than to hterature. I also
hold that clear knowledge about the nature of man can be
acquired from medicine and from no ot~e~ so~rce, and that
one can attain this knowledge when medlclOe itself has been
properly comprehended, but till then it is im~ossible - I
mean to possess this information, what man IS, by what
causes he is made, and similar points accurately' (Ancient
.',
Medicine, chap. xx).
Our next quotation concerns the corre~t use of 1Df~rence '
where facts are involved which are not dIrectly accessible to
sense. The writer is discussing the difficulty of treating
internal complaints. 'Without doubt no man who sees only
with his eyes can know anything of what has been ~ere
described. It is for this reason that I have called these pomts
obscure, even as they have been judged to be by the art.
Their obscurity, however, does not mean that they are our
masters, but as far as is possible they have been m.astered, a ,
possibility limited only by the capacity of the Sick to. be ,
examined and of researchers to conduct research. More pams; ,
in fact, and quite as much time, are required to know ~em
as if they were seen by the eyes ;for what escapes the ?eszght
is mastered by the eye of the mind, and the suffenngs of
patients due to their not being quickly observed are the fa.ult,
not of the medical attendant, but of the nature of the panent.
and of the disease. The attendant in fact, as he could neither
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see the trouble with his eyes nor learn it with his ears, tried to
track it by reasoning' (The Art, chap. xi). The reader will
not fail to observe that what the Hippocratic doctor meant by
'the eye of the mind' was something very different from 1,/"
what Plato meant when he used the same phrase. Plato
meant deduction from a priori premises. The Hippocratic
writer meant the inferring of invisible facts from visible
symp~.()ms.

Our third quotation enumerates some of the devices
employed to get at the hidden secrets of the body. 'Now
medicine, being prevented, in cases of empyemas, and of
diseased liver, kidneys, and the cavities generally, from seeing with the sight with which all men see everything most
perfectly, has nevertheless discovered other means to help it.
There is clearness or roughness of the voice, rapidity or slowness of respiration, and the character of the customary
discharges: sometimes smell, sometimes colour, sometimes
thinness or thickness furnishing medicine with the means of
inferring 'fhat condition these symptoms indicate. Some
symptoms\'indicate that a part is already affected, others that
a part may be thereafter affected. When this information is
not afforded, and nature herself will yield nothing of her own
accord, medicine has found means of compulsion, whereby
nature is constrained, without being harmed, to give up her
secrets; when these are given up she makes clear to those
who understand the art what course ought to be pursued.
The art, for example, forces nature to disperse phlegm by
acrid foods and drinks, so that it may form a conclusion by
vision concerning those things which were before invisible.
Again, when respiration is symptomatic, by making patients
run uphill it compels nature to reveal symptoms' (The Art,
chap. xiii).
Our last quotation shows the physician attempting to
sketch a theory of cognition. 'One must attend in medical
practice not primarily to plausible theories, but to experience

.
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com~ined with reason. A true theory is a co~posite memory
of thIngs apprehended with sense-perception. For the senseperception, coming first in experience and conveying to the
mtellect the things subjected to it, is clearly imaged, and
the intellect, receiving these things many times, noting the
occasion, the time and the manner, stores them up in itself
and remembers. Now I approve of theorizing if it lays its
foundation in incident, and deduces its conclusions in accordance with phenomena. For if theorizing lays its foundation
in clear fact, it is found to exist in the domain of intellect,
which itself receives all its impressions from other sources.
So we must conceive of our nature as being stirred and
instructed under compulsion by the great variety of things ;
and the intellect, as I have said, taking over from nature the
impressions, leads us afterwards to the truth. But if it begins,
not from a clear impression, but from a plausible fiction, it
often induces a grievous and troublesome condition. All who
act so are lost in a blind alley' (Precepts, chap. i).
These quotations should serve to tnake clear the extent to
which the ancient doctors had advanced to the modern conception of a positive science. They also throw some light on
the question of the debt of Greek medicine to the philosophers, the second source usually mentioned by historians.
~hen we have in mind the tendency of the philosophers to
fOIst on to medicine the a priori methods of cosmology, then
we are inclined to feel that Hippocratic medicine owed as
little to the philosophers as to the priests. On the other hand,
when we consider the contribution of an Empedocles or an
Anaxagoras to the problem of the correct use of senseevidence, we see that their opinion on this point was identical
with that of the doctors. Furthermore, it was not altocrether '
bad for medicine that it should become a subject ~f discussion among the philosophers. A science can suffer if it
becomes divorced from the general intellectual life of the age, and the philosophers acted as something of a clearing-

h~use

of ideas, and contributed to the formation of a systematlc body of ·~edical ~eory which, even if premature, fed a
n~tur~l I~patl~nce. WIth the belief that the slow progress of
~cIentlfic mvestlga?on had reached its goal. In very truth, life
IS short and art IS long, and premature generalization is
sometimes better than none at all.
The third tributary to the stream of Greek medicine
usually mentioned in the books is that which Rowed from
the directors of the gymnasia. They possessed a wonderfully
accur~te knowledg~ of surface anatomy, developed a sound
techmque of handbng dislocations, and in their general concern for the preservation as well as the restoration of the
health of their patrons, paid attention to massage, diet, and
~raduated syst~ms of exercise. This was a genuine contribution, so far as It went, and the most important of the three
sour.cos discussed by the historians. It is not out of contempt
for It that we pass it by to deal with the major failure of
Greek ~edicine which this topic inevitably suggests. For the
gymnasIa were the haunts of the citizen, and of the wealthier
citizen a~j.that. They provided the opportunity for members
o~ th: leIsured .class to submit themselves, under expert
d~ectlon, to regImens of health; But the question we now
WIsh to enquire into is the health of the workers.
We have already quoted a passage from Xenophon which
sa.ys: 'What are called the mechanical arts carry
social
stigma and are rightly dishonoured in our cities. For these
a:ts damage the bodie.s of those who work at them or superVIse t~em, by ~ompelbng the workers to a sedentary life and
to an mdoor hfe, by compelling them, indeed, in some cases
to spend the whole day by the fire.' Now .it. is .certain that
thes~ workers, with their damaged bodies, did not forrTI' the
clientele of t~e d~rectors ~f the gymnasia, and, conversely,
that the contrIbutIOn the dIrectors made to medicine was not
~ntended, nor adapted, to the needs of the workers. Indeed,it
IS clear that, as society developed more and more in the'
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direction of making a sharp cleavage between the categories
of citizen and worker, medicine tended more and m~re:: t?
become a service directed to the needs of a leisured class.
'This produced a very paradoxical result.
One of the glories of Hippocratic medicine is that it endeavoured always to see man in relation to his environment.
The treatise Airs Waters Places is a pioneer work in its clearcut conception of the effect upon the human constitution
not only of man's natural, but of his political environment.
The Hippocratic doctor took into consideration the food a
man ate, the kind of water he drank, the climate he lived in,
and the effect on him of Greek freedom or Oriental despotism. But there is no aspect of a man's environment that
affects him more intimately or more constantly than his daily
occupation, and on this subject the Hippocratic treatises are
dumb. The study of occupational diseases did not begin till
quite recent times - with Paracelsus (c. 1490-1541) and, still
mOre important, Ramazzini ( 1633- 1714)'

CHAPTER SIX
Before and After Socrates - The First Science of Society - The
Sophists - The Socratic Revolution in Thought

*
BEFORE AND AFTER SOCRATES
WE HA VE now completed our survey of the chief figures in
the first age of Greek science, the Heroic Age, which runs
from Thales to Democritus. Philosophers call this the preSocratic Age, and it has been common with historians to
regard this age as having been mainly concerned with bold,
but unfounded, speculation on 'things in the heavens '. A
story, meant to be symbolical, was current in antiquity that
Thales, walking absent-mindedly through the town of
Miletus, had fallen into a well. His preoccupation with the
, things above' had made him neglect what was at his feet.
Such was ~he inevitable consequence of the impious attempt
to establish a philosophy of nature. From this false start
mankind was rescued, according to this view of the history
of thought, by the great Athenian moralist, Socrates.
He 'brought philosophy down from heaven to earth '. He
insisted that the proper study of mankind is man. He
diverted attention from physics to ethics. Under his influence philosophy abandoned its presumptuous attempt to
understand the heavens and turned to the humbler task of
teaching men how to behave as men.
This account of the relationship of Socrates to his predecessors is, in our view, false. The older natural philosophers
did not concentrate on speculation about the things in the
heavens to the neglect of human affairs. On the contrary, tJ.!.e
original and characteristic thing about the Ionian way of
thought was that it recognized no ultimate distinction between heaven and earth, that it sought to explain the
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my~teries of the universe in terms of familiar things. To be
precise, the source from whi<:~ Ionian philosophy sprang w~
~e new outlook on the world resulting from the control o.~u..

nature exercised by the technician who was also an honoured
member of a free society. A technique was a way of helping
oneself by imitating nature. It was the success with which
he applied the techniques that gave the Ionian natural
philosopher his confidence that he understood the workings of nature. The belief in the identity of natural and
technical processes is the clue to the mentality of the
period.
The sixth and fifth centuries, the period known as that of
pre-Socratic philosophy or as the Heroic Age of Science, are
cb.~.racterized not only by a development of abstract thought.
They were also a tif!le of great technical progressJ and what is
new and characteristic in their mode of thought is derived
from the techniques. Technical development was the magic
wand which was changing the old form of society bas~d
mainly on the land into a new form of society based largely
on manufacture. Technical progress was calling into existence
a ~ew cia~s of manufacturers and merchants which quickly
assumed political co~trol in the cities. In the first decade of
the sixth century, Solon, who represented the new class,
attempted to modernize Athens, the old Athens torn with
I [) the strife between landlord and peasant. In order to achieve
'lit, this, Solon, we are told by Plutarch, 'invested the crafts with
, honour'. He ' turned the attention of the citizens to arts and
V" crafts, and made a law that a son need not 'support his father
in old age unless the father had taught him a trade '. ' At that
time,' says Plutarch, 'work was no disgrace, nor did the
possession of a trade imply social inferiority.' The men then .
honoured were men like Anacharsisthe Scythian, whose
titles to glory were that he had improved the anchor and
invented the bellows and the potter's wheel. Or men like
Glaucus of Chios, the inventor of the soldering-iron; or
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Theodorus of Samos, who was credited with a long list of
technical inventions - the level, the square, the lathe, the
rule, the key, and the method of casting bronze. These
navigational and industrial achievements were appreciated
by the merchants of Miletus, among others. Their growing
prosperity depended on manufacture for export. It was
among them that Thales applied his skill in mathematics
and geometry to the improvement of the art of navigation. It
was for them that Anaximander made the first map of the
world. It was there that the world began to be thought of as
a machine. The temper of the age was such that honour was ...-_
still given to the technician. The Gree~ word for Wi~doIl:l' r-')
sophia, still meant at this time techni~al skill, ..1101 abstract,.
spe~ulati.~. Or rather the distinction between the two was
not forced, for the best speculation was based on technical
skill. The author of Ancient Medicine knows no higher title
than technician. It is in this context that the natural philosophy of the Ionians was born. To represent it as wholly
absorbed in speculation on the heavens to the neglect of
human int¢rests is false.
But the 'ripest product of this new outlook is still to be
mentioned. In the free cities of old Ionia the conquest of
natur~ _thrqugh techniq~es gave birth to the ambition of
extending the domain of reason over the whole of nature,
inc!uding life and man. There was' a definite and conscious
movement of rational thought over the whole sphere of
existence. There was a propaganda of enlightenment, as
many pages in the Hippocratic writings show. 'It seems to
me,' says one writer, dealing with the mysterious affliction
epilepsy, ' that the disease is no more divine than any other.
It has a hatural cause, just as other diseases have. Men think
it divine merely because they do not understand it. But if
they called everything divine which they do not understand,
why, there would be no end of divine things.' These are
truly clas~ical words. They mark ~e advent of a new epodi-
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in human culture. In their gentle irony they pronounce final
judgement on a past age, on the period of mythological.
explanation. True, their point of view has not yet prevailed
everywhere on earth. The battle is still joined and the issue
doubtful. Miracles are still the basis of the world-view of
large sections even of civilized mankind. Christendom has
not yet made up its mind to accept a strictly naturalistic
history of Christianity, or even, for that matter, of Joan of
Arc. But the old Ionian formulation remains to do its silent
work in the mind of civilized man. 'Men think it divine
merely because they do not understand it. But if they called
everything divine which they do not understand, why, there
would be no end of divine things.' The identification of the
divine with the not-yet-explained was the shrewdest of blows
for reason and nature.

account of its lightness, and for this reason the sun and
all the rest of the heavenly bodies were caught up in the
general rotatory movement. The more dense and turbid
portion of the Air joined the moist element and settled into
the same region with it by reason of its weight. When this
heavier matter had long crowded and revolved upon itself, it
formed the sea out of its moist elements and the earth out
of its more solid elements.
, The earth at first was muddy and quite soft. It was only
owing to the action of the sun's heat that the earth began
to harden. Then, on account of the heat, some of the moist
elements swelled and the earth began to bubble up at many
places. At these places there formed fermentations enclosed
in delicate membranes, a phenomenon still to be observed
in marshes and bogs when a rapid rise in the temperature of
the air supervenes suddenly on a chilling of the earth. In this
manner, through the action of the heat, the moist elements
began to produce life. The embryos thus formed got their
nourishment at night from the mist which fell from the
surroundirlg air, while by day the action of the sun's heat
imparted firmness. At the end of this stage, when the embryos had got their full development and the membranes had
been dried up by the heat and had burst, all sorts 6f living
things <;ame forth. Of these, those which had the largest
share of heat went off to the upper regions and became birds;
those which had a greater admixture of earth formed the
class of creeping things and other land animals; while those
which had more of the moist element went off to the region
akin to them and became what we call fish. But the continuing action of the sun and wind hardened the earth still more,
until it was no longer able to bring to life any of the larger
creatures, but each of the larger living things was reproduced
through intercourse of like with like.
, The first men lived a random life like wild animals, going
Ollt to pasture independently of one another, moving towards

THE FIRST SCIENCE OF SOCIETY

The movement of enlightenment which has left its mark
on the Hippocratic writings produced also a sketch of the .'
t:ise of human culture, which is a contribution of the Ionian-~~hool to science -of absolutely first-class importance. l
, At the time of the original constitution of the universe,'
runs the text, 'heaven and earth had but one form, their
elements being mixed together. Then their substances separated, and the cosmos completely assumed the order we now
observe in it, but the Air continued in a state of agitation.
As a result of this movement, the fiery portion of the Air'
. collected ~n the upper spaces, its nature tending to rise on,
1. This sketch survives in the history of Diodorus Siculus, Bk. I,
chaps. vii and viii. Its attribution to Democritus was plausibly
suggested by K. Reinhardt (Hermes, Band 47, pp. 492 fl.), but this
attribution is contested by others on the ground that the sketch con-.
tains no clear reference to atomism. It may well be pre-atomic. The
point is immaterial to our argument.
'
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whatever vegetation attracted them and to the uncultivated
fruits of the trees. It was expediency that taught them to cooperate because individuals became the prey of wild beasts.
It ~as only when fear brought them together that they slowly
arnved at mutual recognition of their common form. Their
utterance was at first confused and without significance. I~
was. only gradually that they became articulate, agreed on
conventional sounds for each object, and made their discourse on every topic mutually intelligible.
• Groups like this formed over the whole habitable earth ;
but they did not all use the same forms of speech, for: each
group had determined their locutions as chance decided.
Accordingly all sorts of languages came into existence. The
first groups of men to be constituted became parents of all
the races of mankind. Since none of the conveniences of life
had been discovered, the first men lived a burdensome life.
They were without any clothing, unacquainted with houses
or fire, and had no idea at all of cultivated foods. Even the
idea of making a store of wild foods had not occurred to them
and they made no provision against want. The result was that
they died in great numbers during the winters through cold
and l~ck of nourishment. Gradually, however, learning from
expenence, they began to take refuge in caves during the
WInter, and to store such fruits as admitted of being kept.
Then fire and other conveniences were discovered, and the
arts and all the things that promote social life were invented...
The general law of the process is that it is necessity that
teaches man everything. Necessity is the intimate guide who·
conducts man through every lesson, and necessity has in man
a naturally apt pupil, equipped as he is with hands, speech,
and mother-wit for every purpose.'
Diodorus, who has preserved for us this summary sketch
of the history of man and society, was, as we know from a·
careful study of his book, not the most intelligent of men. It
is unlikely that he has done full justice to the thought of his
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o.riginaJ. But. eno~gh remains to be extraordinarily impressive. ~he wnter, It appears, had a dialectical concept of the
evolutionary process. Under certain historical conditions he
imagines that new forms of existence can arise. At a certain
stage~f its develop~ent the earth is able to produce living
~rgamsms. When thiS stage passes, spontaneous generation
IS succ~eded, at least for the larger creatures, by sexual
generatIOn. The process of evolution combines quantitative
development with qualitative leaps. Further, this dialectical
pr~ess is applied n.o~ only to the origin and development
of Me, but to the ongln and development of society. Man is
no~ by nature a political animal. He becomes a political
ammal by a gradual process of experience, since only those
men who l~arn to. c?""operate escape destruction by wild
beasts. Man IS not divmely endowed with the gift of speech.
He becomes a talking animal by a process of historical development. The meanings of words are conventional. Instead,. ~erefore, of ~ndeavouring to understand nature by
exammmg tpe meamngs of words - a procedure which later
became the ~haracteristic vice of Greek thought - the writer
was f?r u~derstandinI? the meanings of words by the study
of SOCial history. Man IS not by definition, and in his essential
nature, a rational animal. He becomes a rational animal
through ~ rigorous schooling by necessity, and largely because he IS possessed of a capable pair of hands. The writer
recognized the importance of the techniques in the history of
human culture. He makes clear that man out-distanced the
0tI:~r animals in the race for survival by his superior teachability. From other sources we learn that Democritus who
may be the author, thought that man had got the hi~t for
weaving from the spider, and for architecture from the
swallow, and that it was by imitating the birds that he had
learned to sing.
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The influence throughout Greek lands of the new modes
of thought which had been fashioned and published by such
men a'S Anaximander, Empedocles, Anaxagoras, and Democritus is not easy to assess accurately. There is no doubt
that it was great. Anaxagoras, a native of Clazomenae, who
li,:,ed at Athens from 480 to 450 and taught Pericles as a youth,
did much to spread the new knowledge. Another distinguished foreigner who spent much of his life at Athens was
Protagoras of Abdera. He is the first example we have had
occasion to mention of a new class of man, the Sophist;
characteristic of this time. The Sophists were itinerant
lecturers who went from town to town spreading the new
ideas. They specialized in history and politics, and professed
to be able to teach the art of government. There.is little room
to doubt that the general background of th~~, iskas.9n.soci<:ty
was that of the sketch by the unknown write]" we have illst
quoted; Plato, who was diametrically opposed to this theory
of the origin and nature of civilization, singled out the "
opinions of the Sophists, and their manner of life, for attack.
The three most distinguished of the Sophists were the
Protagoras already mentioned (who came from the same
town as Democritus - Abdera seems to have been a most
enlightened place), Gorgias, of Leontini in Sicily, and.
Hippias, of Elis in the Peloponnese. Plato has given them a
bad name, and much that has survived about them is de-'
signed to illustrate the irresponsibility of their teachings and
the vulgarity of their self-advertisement. It is doubtful if _
these criticisms are well founded. Protagoras said: Man is '
th~ measure of all things. For this he figures in the history of
phIlosophy as the representative of the principle of subjectiv;;ity in its most extreme form. Gorgias said: There is no
truth; if there were, it could not be known; it known, it
could not be communicated, He has become the type of,
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s~pti~. Hip~ias, who has the reputation of a braggart, distlll~U1she~ hlIDself by attending the games at Olympia in

festIve attIre, every particle of which had been made by his
ow~ hands, and professing himself ready to lecture on any
subJe~t, from, astronomy to ancient history. Subjectivity,

SceptICISm, and boastfulness, not to mention love of gain,
such ,:,ere the vices of the Sophists from which Socrates,
acco:dI~g to Plato, rescued Greek thought by the example
of hIS Me and conversation.
It can be no part of a short history of Greek science to e~ter
upon ~e discussion of the philosophical issues raised by the
Platolllc attack upon the Sophists. But from the point of view
of the historian of science a few words must be said about
each of the three. With regard to the first, Protagoras, it is
extremely doubtful whether the saying attributed to him is
correctly interpreted as an uncompromising assertion of the J'
principle of subjectivity. Protagoras was a legislator. At the
request of Pericles he made a constitution for the famous
col~ny of Thurii in south Italy, a progressive community
WhI~h bel¥:v,ed in planning and employed the Pythagorean
archItect, Hippodamus of Miletus, to build them a model
town. The enlightened legislator for this community regarded laws as a human creation. He had much the same
view of the evolution of human society as his fellow-townsman, Dem,ocritus. He believed, like the Ionian philosophers
generally, 1ll the contractual view of justice. When he said
that man was the measure of all things, h~ ..~J.!Dg§J.c:_cr!a,inly'
m~m that human institutions should be adapted ,to suit
changing human requirements. But this idea was anathema
to Plato, who, through the mouth of Socrates in his Republic,
taught that the Idea of Justice was eternal and was to be
understood not through the study of history but by pure '"
reason. This, and not the principle of subjectivity, would.
appear to be the real ground of difference between Protagoras and the Platonic Socrates.
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How the saying of Gorgias is to b~ interpreted is unsure.
Let us tak~ it at its face value as an expression of extreme
scepticism. JAs such it can in no sense be regarded as the
product of Ionian materialism. The natural philosophy of the
Ionians provides a much better answer to such scepticism
than the Ideal theory of the Platonic Socrates. The authors
of the Hippocratic treatises were convinced that truth exists,
that truth can be known, and that truth can be communicated. So were Empedocles, Anaxagoras, and Democritus.
The tradition of science they built up is the only way to
establish the objectivity of truth. It was the Platonic schools
which later drifted into a scepticism which might very aptly
be summed up in the formula of Gorgias. To this day it is
the Platonic philosophy, not the scientific tradition, which
is the breeding-ground of scepticism.
As for Hippias, arrayed entirely in articles of his own
making down to the ring on his finger, he is a perfectillustration of the fact that the older tradition of wisdom induded
th.e .techniques. A spinner, weaver, tanner, tailor, cobbler,
and smith, all in his own person, he is typical of the older
generation of wise men whose title to wisdom was not compromised by the ability and readiness to use their hands. He
was prepared, we are told, to lecture on ancient history.
Nothing is more certain that his conception of history gave
recognition to the crafts as a factor in human development.

with the evidence to state the matter thus. The Ionian school
of na,~p.r~l philosophers had offered a materialisti~ explanation 9f the evolu~ion of the cosmos, they inculcated the ideal
of P5~sit!ve science and the reign of univefsallaw, they gave
an account of the development of civilization in which man,
through his conquest of techniques, figured as the author of
hi~.. o:w.n.progress, they supported the contractual theory of
j'!~.!i~e. Socrates, on the other hand, discouraged research
into nature, substituted for the ideal of positive $.c~en<;e a
thegfY of Ideas closely linked with a belief in the Soul as an
immortal being temporarily inhabiting a hoqse of clay,
soug~~ to explain nature teleologically and human history
prgYidentially, and regarded Justice as an eternal idea
independent of time, place, and circumstance. In a word,
Socrates abandoned the scientific view of nature and man
which had been developed by the thinkers of the Ionian
school from Thales to Democritus, and substituted for it a
development of the religious view which had come down
from Pythagoras and Parmenides. He did not so much bring
philosophY,;down from heaven to earth as devote himself to
persuading men that they must so live on earth that when
they died their souls would return at once to heaven. It is
likely that he made important contributions to logic. Aristotle
credits him with introducing Induction and Definition. But
his mastery of these arts was displayed solely in the sphere
of ethics and politics, and, at that, was metaphysical ramer
than historical in character. He made no contribution to
SCience.

THE SOCRA TIC REVOLUTION IN THOUGHT

If we sum up the evidence given in this chapter, we see
that it is quite inadequate to describe the older philosophers
as dreamers about the things in heaven to the detriment of
their understanding of human affairs. It follows thatit cannot be correct to describe the Socratic revolution in thought
as consisting essentially in his having brought philosophy
down from heaven to <;arth. It would be more in accordance
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Athens before Plato was history. The implicit purpose of
Herodotus, the explicitly avowed purpose of Thucydides,
was so to present the record of the past that it might serve to,
guide men's actions in the futu're. Historians, respectively, of
the rise and fall of Athenian democracy, they sought to maketheir public conscious of the drama of Greek civilization in
which Athens had played the leading part. History with_0_~,m
was the school of polItics. Their temper was objective, like
t:hat-~,£th~j~~Ia-;;N~t'ur~1 Philosophers to whose movement
they essentially belong. They sought the law of the development of human society, as the philosophers had sought the
law of the development of nature. There is the closest resemblance in world outlook between Thucydides, Democritus, and the best writers in the Hippocratic corpus. An
idea common to all is that, as men are products of nature, so'
their characters are products of their society. Thucydides.
paints a terrifying picture of the moral degeneration of
Greece during the Peloponnesian War. The degeneration of
the individual is the consequence, not the cause, of the war.
PART ONE

CHAPTER SEVEN
Plato - The Platonic Attitude to Natural Philosophy - Theological Astronomy - The Eye of the Soul and the Eye of the
Body - Philosophy and Techniques

*
PLATO

A PAR T from the Hippocratic corpus we have no complete
works of Greek philosophy or science extant before Plato,
and none of the Hippocratic writings can be assigned with
absolute certainty to any particular author. Of Plato we not
only have complete works extant, we have all his published
work. I-!.~ is th1J..s the first philosopher about whose opinions
we are adequately informed. True, the record of his oral
instruction in the ,Academy has not survived, but none of his
dialogues has perished. About thirty of the dialogues ascribed
to him are accepted as genuine. They constitute a great bulk
of writing, roughly equal to the Bible in size. The largest of
them, the Republic and the Laws, are in ten and twelve
books respectively.
The Republic, written in his forties, and the Laws, lacking
only its final polish when he died in his eighty-first year,
dominate the whole collection. The first attempts to sketch
an ideal society; the second resumes the same theme in a
more practical spirit and in the light of greater experience;.
together they inform us of what was the major effort of his
life, the regeneration of the political life of Greece. The
Academy was founded for the same purpose, to train a new
type of citizen of the ruling class, who was not to remain in
the Academy, but go back to public life. This attempt to re-'
form ppblic life by the training of a new type of individual
was, like the general trend of his philosophy, Pythagorean.
The only important prose which had been written in

,;

THE PLATONIC ATTITUDE TO NATURAL PHILOSOPHY

With Plato the emphasis shifts to the individu~l soul. Wars"
external and internecine, are the product of the individual
man's unruly desires (Phaedo 66c). 'The Republic,' says,
Professor A. E. Taylor, 'which opens with an old man's remarks about approaching death and apprehension of what
may come after death, and ends with a myth of judgement,
has all through for its central theme a question more intimate
than that of the best form of government or the most eugenic
form of propagation; its question is, How does a man attain
or forfeit eternal salvation? ' The heart of Plato's th911ghtis ,;1-'
doctrine of the immortalityof the soul which he shares with
the Pyt~ai?5.e~s. Man's soul becomes the field on which the
battle between good and evil is fought out, and the battle,.
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at th~ same ~ime, takes on a transcendental significance, for
man s soul IS not a part of nature, but a visitor from a
celestial realm. This individual salvation will not be effected
by'}W_~_li~, pQlicies nourished _on_a ,stl,ldy~(history '~!:ItJ?y
arn'y'~qg at an understanding of the eternal values: Truth,
Beauty, and Goodness. The. path. to .this understanding lkli
~hX.9.J:lghP1athematics and dialectics. Over the door of his
Academy Plato had writt~n up: You cannot enter here
u.nless you know geometry. When the great moment of his
life came and he was invited to assist in the government of
Syracuse, the most powerful city at that time in the Greek
world, Plato's appreciation of this opportunity was shown by
. the use he made of it. He began to teach the young prince
who had invited him geometry. Thus early did the word
academic merit its present significance.
The mere bulk of his writings, surviving in the midst of
the general wreck, would suffice to give Plato, in the eyes of
modern students of antiquity, :i unique importance. To this
must be added their superb artistry. Being endowed with
dramatic gifts that matched his discursive powers, Plato cast
his thoughts into the form of dialogues. Here, grouped
generally round the central figure of Socrates, he brought
upon the scene his sophists, generals, statesmen, artists, and
others, and made them talk. If the disquisitions are sometimes.tedious and arbitrary as well as profound, they are set
~ff wIth ~ gold~n eloqUl~nce to which wit, irony, imaginatIOn, passIOn alike contrIbute. Furthermore, these writings
are preserved to us with a textual purity due mainly, no
doubt, to the fact that the Academy enjoyed as an institution
an uninterrupted life of some nine hundred years, which i~
unique in the record of ancient literature. The student who
masters his idiom ca? enter, with a fullness of knowledge
rarely paralleled untIl modern times, into the life of the
Athens that was the school of Hellas then and has since
become the school of mankind.
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For these reasons, and many more, the Platonic writing~
have long attracted, and still attract, a degree of attention
which the earlier philosophers and sophists cannot claim. But
the great prestige of his writings constitutes a difficulty
for the historian of science. Plato wrote much about those
problems of epistemology which lie on the border between
philosophy and science. There is no doubt about his eminence as a philosopher. His contribution to science is, however, open to question. Does he deserve the same place in
the history of science which by universal accord he holds in
philosophy?
Science before Plato had achieved remarkable advances
which we may roughly classify under three heads. The first
and decisive step, which we associate especially with the
Milesians, was the new attitude of attempting to explain the
P4<;!1.QP1ena of nature, including human ,"!at~re, withl,)ut
stlP.e~n(1tural intervention. Secondly, we find that a _rE<HITl~~tary technique of int<;rrogating nature.• b.y means .. 9£
experi_m~~ts had begun. There was a growing practice of
observati~n and experiments, in Ionia, in Italy, in Sicily, in
Athens itself, accompanied, as its philosophical implications
became more clearly understood, by a lively debate on the
validity of sense-evidence. Thirdly, although the importance
of this has been little recognized and the fact has been denied
by some, ~J1~J:.e. was_~e.vit?l.cQnne~ti<m between natural
ph.~9J.ophy and techniques, which determined the char~~t~r
of the early philosophy of nature. In developing his attack
on the Ionian philosophers, Plato accords their recognition
of this connection an important place in their general world~
outlook. The following are the words in which he describes
their point of view: 'The arts which make the most serious
contribution to human life are those which blend their own
power with that of nature, like medicine, agriculture,' and
gymnastics' (Laws, X, 8B9d). This plainly implies a philosophy of the techniques, an attempt to define their essential
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character and to assign them their very important place in
the development of civilized society. We shall discuss Plato's
attitude to the science of his predecessors under these three
heads. First we shall consider his attitude to the naturalism,
or atheism, of the Ionians.
THEOLOGICAL ASTRONOMY

When the Ionians began to explain the phenomena of the
heavens in naturalistic terms, there can be no doubt either
of the ,novelty of their outlook or of the scandal it caused.
The new teaching conflicted not only with vague popular
beliefs in the divinity of the heavenly bodies, but with formal
theological doctrines inculcating similar views. An effort was
made by the Pythagoreans, and later by Plato, to put the
supernatural back into astronomy; and, in fact, astronomy
did not really make its way with the Greek public until it
had been rescued from atheism. This is a typical o~currence
, in the history of thought. A scientific hypothesis has oftell
failed to gain currency until it has received the stamp. ,0£
rejigign. A modern, and more familiar, example, will illustrate the phenomenon in question. It is not without its
importance for the understanding of the history of science.
'It seems probable to me,' wrote Newton, echoing
Gassendi, ' that God in the beginning formed matter in solid,
massy, hard, impenetrable particles, of such sizes and figures,
and with such other properties, in such proportions to space,
as most conduced to the end for which He formed them; and
that these primitive particles, being solids, are incomparably
harder than any porous bodies compounded of them; even
so very hard as never to wear or break in pieces: no ordinary
power being able to divide what God Himself made one in ,
the first creation.' Here it is obvious that two traditions are
mingled. The atoms, with their various properties, belong
to the scientific tradition; they are nothing more'or less than
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the atoms of Democritus. But the atoms, as they left the - '
mind of Democritus, belon'ged to an atheistic universe which
was ~o be explained entirely by natural law. This had at all
times proved an obstacle to their acceptance. Newton, however, wove another tradition in with his account of the atoms.
God, the Creation, the end God has in view, and the impossibility of putting asunder that which God has once joined,
belong to the religious tradition. The passage then, as it left
the pen of Newton, is a strange amalgam of religion and
scien~e ; and it is to the intimate blend of the two that the
success of Newton's views is partly due. The scientific
hypothesis would have had little chance of making its way in
seventeenth-century Europe if it had clashed violently with
the theological fashion of the age. It was therefore altogether fortunate for the success of the Newtonian physics that the
author should have been convinced that the atoms of Democritus had been made by God, which was no part of ~he
original conception. Descartes, it may be relevant to recall,
had had to hold up his Principia Philosophiae for eleven
years whil~ he sought a formula by which his unorthodox
position might be made to appear acceptable to authority. In
the end he. did not find one. Newton was more fortunate. In
good faith he re-wrote the first verse of the first chapter of
Genesis in the light of the science of the Greek atomists: In
the beginning God created the atoms and the void. The
English genius for compromise has never been better
illustrated.
The atoms had to await the seventeenth century of our era
to be baptized into Christianity. Astronomy was Pythagoreanized and Platonized within a few generations of the
Ionian dawn. In one of the best text-books of ancient science
which has come down to us, an Alexandrian hand-book on
astronomy by one Geminus, we have this account of the
Pythagorean influence on astronomy:
'There underlies the whole science of astronomy,' he
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writes,' the assumption that the sun and the moon and the
~ five planets move at even speeds in perfect circles in an
opposite direction to the cosmos. It was the Pythagoreans, the
first to approach these questions, who laid down the hypothesis of a circular and uniform motion for the sun, moon, and
planets. Their view was that, in regard of divine and eternal
beings, a supposition of such disorder as that these bodies
should move now more quickly and now more slowly, or
should even stop, as in what are called the stations of the
planets, is inadmissible. Even in the human sphere such
irregularity is incompatible with the orderly procedure of a
gentleman. And even if "the crude necessities of life often
impose upon men occasions of haste or loitering, it is not to
be supposed that such occasions inhere in the incorruptible
nature of the stars. For this reason they defined their problem as the explanation of the phenomena on the hypothesis
of circular and uniform motion.'
We have already spoken of the blend of science, religion,
and politics in Pythagorean thought. It is here illustrated
in a topic of major importance for the history of European
culture. The application of mathematics to astronomy was a
scientific step; the belief that the heavenly bodies are divine
belongs to religion; the notion that a gentleman partakes in
an especial degree of the characteristics of divinity belongs to
class politics, which have throughout the history of civilization been granted a cosmic significance they do not deserve.
When beggars die there are no comets seen;
The heavens themselves blaze forth the death of princes.
Not till the time of Kepler did astronomy rid itself of the
necessity of interpreting the behaviour of the planets in terms
of the social prejudices of the Pythagoreans.
These politico-religious prejudices remained to trouble
the astronomical science of Plato, who felt the scandal of
the planets in an especial degree. Plato was the author, or
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propagator, of an astral theology' in which the stars were cast
for the role of patterns of divine regularity. He found it
incompatible with this requirement that, conspicuous among
the hosts of heaven, where
Round the ancient track marched rank on rank
The army of unalterable law,
should be a parcel of five disorderly vagabonds (the word
planet means vagabond in Greek). The inconvenience wa~:..
especially great inasmuch as the problem of human vaga-'
bondage had reached a crisis at this time in Greece.
Plato's contemporary, Isocrates, had made a special study
of the problem of these sturdy beggars. The remedy he
proposed was not increased production and better distribution of this world's goods. Faced with an ever-increasing
throng pf roving outcasts, his idea was to enlist them, drill
them, and hurl them against the Persian Empire. If they
could not conquer it outright, they could at least tear enough
off its territory to provide living-space for themselves. The
alternative ~as revolution at home. ' If we cannot check the
growing strength of these vagabonds,' wrote Isocrates, 'by
providing them with a satisfactory life, before we know
where we are they will be so numerous that they will constitute as great a danger to the Greeks as to the barbarians'
(Philip, 121). Under these circumstances it is not surprising
that, as a contribution to the liquidation of vagabondage on
earth, Plato should have determined to liquidate it in
heaven. He ' set it as a problem to all earnest students to find
"what are the uniform and ordered movements by the
assumption of which the apparent movements of the planets
can be accounted for" '. Until this problem could be solved,
his astral theology, by which he set much store in his proposed reconstruction of society, risked total failure. Why
worship the stars if these divine beings could do no better
than set a conspicuous example of irregularity and disorder?
D
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It is altogether false to regard Plato's challenge to the mathematicians to reduce the planets to order as proof of a disinterested love of science. It was not an attempt to find out
the facts, but to conjure away socially inconvenient appearances on the basis of any plausible hypothesis.
Plato's disciples were not slow in providing him with the
desired solution of his problem. The apparent paths of the
planets were analysed, by Eudoxus and Callippus, into the
resultants of over thirty circular rotatory movements. On
this basis, astronomy, which had before been tainted with
atheism, was given citizen rights in Greece. Plutarch, in his
Life" of Nicias, is our informant on this point, the military
dis:l:ster at Syracuse, brought about by that distinguished "
general's superstitious dread of eclipses, prompting his bie- "
grapher to give some account of the progress of astronomical
knowledge among the public at large. .
•The eclipse frightened Nicias very much, as well as all
the others who were ignorant or superstitious enough to
mind such things. For though by this time even the masses
had accepted the idea that an eclipse of the sun towards the
end of the month had something to do with the moon, they
could by no effort conceive what could get in the way of the
moon to produce the effect of a full moon suddenly becoming'
obscured and altered in colour. This they thought uncanny,
a sign sent from God to announce some great calamity..
Anaxagoras, the first man who had the understanding and
the courage to commit to writing an explanation of the
phases of the moon, was but a recent authority and his book
little esteemed. In fact, it circulated in secret, was read by
few, and was cautiously received. For in those days there was
no tolerance for the natural philosophers or "babblers about:
things in heaven" as they were called. They were charged
with explaining away the divine and substituting for it·
irrational causes, blind forces, and the sway of necessity.
So Protagoras was banished, Anaxagoras was gaoled and it
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was all that Pericles could do to get him out, and Socrates,
though he had nothing to do at all in the matter, was put to
death ,for being a philosopher. It was only much later,
through the brilliant repute of Plato, that the reproach was
removed from astronomical studies and access to them
opened up for all. This was on account of the respect in
which his life was held and because. he made nat.ur:a.l)flo/.S
subo~di!!ate to the authorityof.divine pripcipl~s.'
Such. is Plutarch's account of the matter. Nor are we
dependent only on such a late authority. In a curious passage"
in the Laws (820-:-822) Plato himself gives us the same iriformation. There he makes his mouthpiece say that a new
astronomical discovery has made it unnecessary to submit to
the generally accepted view that astronomy is a dangerous
and impious study. And what is this new discovery? Simply
that the sun, moon, and with them those vagabonds, the
planets, do not really move irregularly, as they appear to do.
Accordingly, says Plato, our attitude to the teaching of
astronomy needs" to be revised. It has now become a safe,
even a de~irable subject, up to a point. Students must by no
means be' allowed to hear, as the old natural philosophers
taught, that the sun and moon are lumps of inanimate
matter. But they will pray and sacrifice to the heavenly bodies
in a more acceptable spirit when they have been made to
understand that they are divine beings whose motions are
patterns of regularity.
This kind of astronomy, in which natural laws were subordinated to divine principles, and in which more regard was'
paid to the heavenly bodies as objects of worship than subjects of scientific study, was further developed by Aristotle.
Systematizing the doctrines of Plato and the Pythagoreans,
he taught, not only that the circular motions of the heavenly
bodies are proof of their being under the control of divine
intelligence, but that the very substance of which they are
made - what he called' the fifth element', to distinguish it
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from Earth, Air, Fire, and Water - is different from any
that exists below the circle of the moon. The astronomy
which he taught in his theological mood .(it must be s~essed
that it is not chara.cteristic of his scientific outlook) IS that
inherited by the Middle Ages.
Aristotle's account was that the universe consists of fiftynine concentric spheres, with the earth at the centre. To the
earth were allowed four spheres, one for each of the four
elements. Outside the four terrestrial spheres were fifty-five
celestial spheres, that of the moon being the lowest and that
of the fixed stars the highest. The spheres were supposed to
revol~e round a stationary earth and carry with them, in
their revolutions, the heavenly bodies. Only below the m~on,
in Aristotle's scheme of the universe, was change possible.
There the four elements, whose ' natural' movements were
up and down, might mingle and be tran.sformed .into one
another. But above the moon, in the etherial spheres, whose
, natural' movement was in circles, no change occurred. In
this scheme as the substance of heaven is different from that
of earth, s~ are the laws of motion different. There is a
celestial mechanics and a terrestrial mechanics, and the rules
of one are not valid for the other. Not till Newton did
terrestrial mechanics regain control of heaven.
It would be wrong, however, to leave the impression that
the Platonic compromise, which sought to '.make natur~l
laws subordinate to divine principles', met With no OppoSItion or was universally accepted. Aristotle himself affords
proof of the uneasiness .with ~~ich it ~as regarded.. In the
account of his astronomical 0pIOlons which we have gIven so
far we have ·been following his treatise On the Heavens,
which seems to be an early work written when he was
strongly under the influence of Plato .and t~e Academy. In
his Metaphysics (XI. 8, I073b 8 ff.), dISCUSSing the apparent
motion of the heavenly bodies, he puts forward a more.
cautious view which is worth quoting. ' That the movements .
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are more numerous than the bodies that are moved is evident
to those who have given even moderate attention to the
matter ; for each of the planets has more than one movement. But as to the actual number of the movements, we
now - to give some notion of the subject - quote what some
of the mathematicians say, that our thought may have some
definite number to grasp; but, for the rest, we must partly
investigate for ourselves, partly learn from other investigators, and if those who study this subject form an opinion
contrary to what we have now stated, we must esteem both
parties, indeed, but follow the more accurate.'
This is spoken like the great scientist that Aristotle was;
and it is relevant here to observe that sometimes, even when
Aristotle reverses a correct opinion of his predecessors, he
does so because he is in possession of more abundant evidence
than they. Some justification may be found, from this point
of view, even for his disastrous separation between terrestrial
and celestial mechanics. The old Ionians, ignorant of the
true or even approximate sizes of the heavenly bodies, their
distances Uom one another, and their distances from earth,
had been incapable of a true distinction between astronomy
and meteorology. For them the heavenly bodies were small
in comparison with the earth. A couple of centuries of the
application of mathematics to astronomy had changed all
this. Aristotle can casually remark (Meteorologica, 34oa),
'The bulk of the earth is infinitesimal in comparison with
the whole universe which surrounds it'. Accordingly, while
the Ionians could argue, without misgiving, from processes
going on on earth to processes in the sky, Aristotle felt he
could no longer do so. ' It is absurd,' he writes, 'to make the
universe to be in process of change because of small and
trifling changes on earth, when the bulk and size of the
(';uth are surely as nothing in comparison with the whole
universe' (ib., 352a). Aristotle could thus support his incorrect celestial p~ilosophy by the latest findings of astronomy.
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Science does not advance evenly along its whole course, but,
like the planets, now hurries, now halts, and sometimes even
seems to be in reverse.

although the fairest and most perfect of visible things, must
necessarily be deemed inferior far to the true motions of
absolute swiftness and absolute slowness.... These are to be
apprehended by reason and intelligence, but not by sight....
The spangled heavens should be used as a pattern and with a
view to that higher knowledge.... But a true astronomer will
never imagine that the proportions of night and day, or of
both to themonth, or of the month to the year, or of the stars
to these and to one another, and any other things that are
material and visible can also be eternal and subject to no
deviation '- that would be absurd; and it is equally absurd to
take so much pains in establishing their exact truth.... In
astronomy, as in geOrhetry, we should employ problems, and
let the heavens alone if we would approach the subject in
the right way.' '
His attitude to experiment in acoustics is as hostile as his
attitude to observation in astronomy. In a continuation of
the passage on astronomy just quoted, he makes Socrates
complain: , 'The teachers of harmony compare the sounds
and consoq'ances which are heard only, and their labour, like
that of the astronomers, is in vain.' To which Glaucon rejoins; , Yes, by heaven! And it is as good as a play to hear
them talking about their condensed notes, as they call them;
they fut their ears close alongside of the strings like persons
c:ltchmg a sound from their neighbour's wall - one set of
them declaring that they distinguish an intermediate note
and have found the least interval which should be the unit of
measurement; the others insisting that the two sounds have .
p:'ssed into the same - either party setting their ears before
their understanding.' Socrates fully approves of this: 'You
mean those gentlemen who tease and torture the strings and
rack th,em on the pegs of the instrument ... they too are in
crror, like the astronomers; they investigate the numbers of
t:!l(" h3rmonies which are heard, but they never attain to probklns.' From all of which two things are apparent; first, that

THE EYE OF THE SOUL AND THE EYE OF THE BODY

The second gain we put to the credit of thinkers before
Plato was the progress made towards the conception of
positive science and the beginnings of a correct theory of the
role of observation and experiment in the building up of the
positive sciences. What wasPlato's attitude to the new hab~~
of interrogating nature in ,order to wrest her secrets fr9!!l
~~[r blithe whole, it must be admitted that he was opposed
to It. It is in regard to astronomy and acoustics that he
expresses his attitude most clearly. We shall take up these
two s\lbjects in turn.
In his dialogue the Phaedo, in which he expounds the
doctrine of the immortality of the soul, Plato makes Socrates
say: 'If we are ever to know anything absolutely, we must be
free from the body and behold the actual realities with the
eye of the soul alone.... While we live we shall be nearest to
knowledge when we avoid, so far as possible, intercourse and
communion with the body, except what is absolutely
necessary, and are not infected by its nature, but keep ourselves free from it until God himself sets us free.' There is no
room for doubt that Plato allowed this desire, to be free from'
the body and behold the actual realities with the eye of the
soul alone, to affect his attitude to research. It checked the
impulse to physical research and shifted the whole emphasis
to abstract mathematics. Plato was one of those who was,
prepared to listen to Parmenides. Like him, he distrusted the
blind eye and the echoing ear.
In Republic vii, 529, 530, he gives the following advice:,
with regard to astronomy: 'The starry heaven which we
behold is wrought upon a visible ground, and therefore,
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a ~~.n~i,n.~I!!0,!.lnt of systematicexp,eri.IP,eIlt, \V~s _going, for.
~~~d, and second, that Plat.9"sJ;(Q.!1gly_ili.~~()};lraged)t.
H1i:s~gain, as in the matter of reviving the belief in the
divinity of the stars, Plato ~.~.~~. a reaction. But again, as
before, there is something to be said on the other side. Plato
ldded nothing' to science in the observational and experi~
mental sense. It is extremely doubtful whether he added
anything to mathematics; Heath's judgement on his m~the
matical attainment is that' he does not appear to have peen
more than up to date' (op. cit., p. 294). Buthe did contribute
to the philosophy of mathematics. What fascinated him was
the meaning of those mathematical_tr~ths which seenJ. to be
in.gependent of experience. In Republit! vi, 510, he says of the
geometers: ' You know that they make use of visible figures
and argue about them, but in doing so they are not thinking
of these figures but of the things which they represent; thus
it is the absolute square and the absolute diameter which is
the object of their argument, not the diameter which they
draw.' In distinguishing this type of knowledge from the
, knowledge which appears to be wholly. dependent on sensu, ous impressions, Plato made a fundamental contribution to
epistemology. It is his concern for this that must excuse, if
anything can excuse, a hostility to practical geometry so
great that he regarded the mere construction of figures as
essentially antagonistic to a true study of the subject.
PHILOSOPHY AND TECHNIQUES

When we come to the third point, the connection between
philosophy and the techniques, which had proved so fruitful
in an earlier period, we find that Pl~to _has nothing ,~~
contribute. Preoccupied with theological, metaphysical, or
political problems, and disbelieving in the possibility of a
science of nature, Plato has little appreciation of the connections between Greek thought and Greek practice which were
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clear to an earlier age. These connections are many. Astronomy was, of course, not studied out of mere curiosity. It was
studied in order to solve those very problems concern with
which Plato deprecates - the exact relations of the lengths
of day and night, of both to the month, and of the month to
the year. On the solution of these problems depended the
improvement of the calendar. On the improvement of the
calendar depended improvements in agriculture, navigation,
and the general conduct of public affairs. Neither was
geometry studied, outside the Academy, purely for the good
of the soul. It was studied in connection with land-surveying,
navigation, architecture, and engineering. Mechanical science
was applied in the theatre, the field of battle, the docks
and dockyards, the quarries, and wherever building was
afoot. Medicine was a conspicuous example of applied
science. It was a scientific study of man jn his environment
with a view to promoting his well-being. But the political
programme put forward by Plato in the Republic and the
Laws is all but barren of understanding of the role of
applied sci~nce in the improvement of the lot of humanity.
In his Republic and Laws Plato is wholly occupied with the
problem of managing men, not at all with the problem of
the control of the material environment. Accordingly the
w?rks, jf full of political ingenuity, are devoid of natural
sCIence.
Plato carries this hostility, or indifference, to the science
implicit in the techniques to very great lengths. A character- '
istic of the Ionian scientists had been the honour paid to
great inventors, such as Anacharsis, who invented the bellows and made an improvement in the design of the anchor,
or Glaucus of Chias, who invented the soldering-iron. These
were examples of human ingenuity to an older age. Plato,however (Republic x, 597), did. not think a human craftsman
(ollld originate anything; he had to wait for God to invent
th· Idea or F()rm,ofit. A carpenter, says Plato, could oIlly
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make a bed by fixing his mind's eye on the Idea of the bed
made by God. Theodorus of Samos, who invented the level,
the lathe, the set-square, and the key, was thus shorn of his
originality and of his title to honour; and Z.opyrus, who
invented the gastrophetes, or cross-bow held agalOst the belly,
had stolen the patent from God. The propounders of the
modern theory of evolution found themselves embarra~sed
by the teaching of the Old Testament, that. the varlOUS
species of plants and animals, as they now eXIst, had been
created by God. The technicians of the ancient worl~ must
have found it still more embarrassing to be told to walt upon
the divine initiative before originating, or even improving,
any technical device, since the present stage of technical
development represented the divine plan.
.
But Plato went further than this in depressing the lOtellectual status of the technician. Not only is the technician ,
robbed of the credit of inventiveness, he is also denied the .
possession of any true science in the art of man~.£acture. By
an ingenious piece of sophistry Plato proves, 10 the same
passage of the Republic, that it is not the man .wh? makes a ,
thing, but the man who uses it, who has true sCle~tIfic knowledge about it. The user, who alone has true sClenc~, must
impart his science to the maker, who then h~~ correct
opinion'. This doctrine effectually exalts the posltlOn of the ,
consumer in society and reduces the status of the producer.
Its political importance, in a slave-owning society, is obvious. •
A slave who made things could not be allowed to be the
possessor of a science superior to that of the mast~r who used.
them. But it constitutes an effective bar to techmcal advance,
or a tr~e history of science. Plato has here, in fact, prepare~' ,
the way for the grotesquely unhistorical opinion. later current
in antiquity, that it was philosophers who lOvented the
techniques and handed them over to slav?s.
Why did Plato think in this way? Plato had one of the b~t ,
brains of which human history holds record. Why do hiS
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. arguments lead sometimes to such wrong-headed conclusions? The answer is not difficult to give. It will be argued
more closely in our last chapter. Suffice it here to suggest that
Plato's thought was corrupted by hi..s approval of the slave
society in which he lived. PI<l~o and Ari~!9~~ .Le.gr.~ttsgme
fact that any free labour still sur~lve(L In his Politics (Bk. I ;
chap. xiii) Aristotle remarks: 'The slave and his master have
a common existence; whereas the artisan stands to his master
in a relation far less close and participates in virtue only in
so far as he participates in slavery.' In his Laws (806d) Plato
organizes society on the basis of slavery, and, having done so,
puts a momentous question: 'We have now made arrangements to secure ourselves a modest provision of the necessities of life; the business of the arts and crafts has been
passed on to others; agriculture has been handed over to
slaves on condition of their granting us a sufficient return to
live in a fit and seemly fashion; how now shallwe organize
our lives? ' A still more pertinent question would have been:
, How will our new way of life reorganize our thoughts? '
For the n~\v way of life did bring a new way of thinking,
and one that proved inimical to science. It was henceforth
difficult to hold to the view that true knowledge could be
arrived at by interrogating nature, for all the implements and
processes by which nature is made to obey man's will had
become, if not in fact yet in the political philosophy of
Plato and Aristotle, the province of the slave.
We have now examined the respects in which Platonism
constitutes a reaction from Ionian science. Plato, however,
had an all-important contribution to offer in another sphere.
The debate as to whether the reason or the senses is the
true path to knowledge was now an old one. Plato had come
down strongly on the side of reason. The consensus of opinion among scientists was that reason could not contribute
anything without the evidence of the senses. Plato could not
avoid the discussion, and in two dialogues, the Theaetetus.
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and the Sophist, his treatment of it yields results of classic
importance.
. ,
.
In the former .dialogue, abandonmg the mtranslgent
attitude of the Phaedo, Plato is prepared to admit that the
data of sensation are the material of knowledge, but insists
(as, indeed, others had done before him) that sensation is
not in itself knowledge. Here he makes a more thorough.
analysis of the problem than his predecessors, the Hippocratic doctors, whose opinions we have quoted, had done. He
clearly distinguishes between sense-perception an~ thought,
and'tecrches that knowledge is the result of the acnon of the
latter on the former . We may quote his own words. 'The
simple sensations which reach the soul through the body a~e
given at birth to men and a~imals .by natur:, but theIr
reflections on these and on theIr relanons to bemg and use
are slowly and hardly gained, if they are ever gained, by education and long experience.'
Here there is a very valuable thought very clearly expressed.
But even here it might be urged that, if Plato had been able
to follow out the train of his thought to its logical conclusion,
the result would have disrupted hi~ whole philosophy as
dramatically as the discovery of the irrationali~ ~f ';2. did .
the number physics of the Pythagoreans. For It IS ObVlOUS
that, if the source and growth of knowledge are such as P.lato
now describes - namely, reflection on simple sensanons
matured by education and experience - then human ~on
sciousness is externally conditioned by nature and by SOCIety,
and does not consist in the perception by the soul of eternal
verities. If Plato had pursued this line of thought, he would
have had to admit, with the Ionians, what in the back of his
mind he clearly knew,the connection between human
practice and human knowledge. In s.hort, he would h.ave been
dangerously near to adopting the VIews of De.mocntus. B~t
it is time to stop speculating on what Plato mIght have said
and report what he actually did say.

-
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As we have seen, Plato had now arrived at the position that
the sensory faculties are organs by which mind apprehends
external nature. We proceed to give, in condensed form, the
further steps of his argument - ' We do not see -.yith the eyes
but through them. We do not hear with the ears but through
them. Nor could anyone sense itself distinguish between its
own activity and that of another sense.' A new point this,
and a fine one, of which there was no hint in the Hippocratic
writers. 'There must be something connected with both
senses,' Plato continues, 'caU it soul or anything else you
like - with which we truly perceive all that is conveyed to
us throtfgh the sensory faculties. It is the soul, or psyche, that
makes us aware that we perceive and that distinguishes the
data of one sense-organ from those of another.'
The contribution here made is already of first importance,
and Plato has stiU more to give. He points out that we have
other psychic activities less directly dependent on sensestimulation than those already mentioned. Such activities
are recoUection, expectation, imagination, and those higher
operations! of the mind by which we apprehend mathematical or' logical arguments, or lay hold of such absolute
Ideas as the Good, the Beautiful, and the True. It is not
necessary to accept Plato's view that these activities prove the
immortality of the soul and its independence of the body in
order to admit that he has here raised the whole problem of
consciousness to a higher level.
In the Sophist the immateriality of the soul is strongly
emphasized. The materialists are impaled on the horns of a
dilemma. Do they, or do they not, admit the existence of
soul, and that some souls are wise and good, others foolish
and bad? If they say Yes, as they must, they are to be asked
whether this does not imply that wisdom and the other
virtues are something, and whether they are things that can
QC seen and handled. They may try to save themselves by
~ying that the soul is a kind of body. They will find it hard
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to say that wisdom is a kind of body. If they can be got. to'
admit that anything can be without being a body, thepolOt
has been gained.
We cannot pursue further this early stage of ~~ n0:-V
ancient controversy on the nature of the soul. But It IS falI'
to add that we know what answer the materialists made. The
Epicureans have preserved it for us~ They said: Yes, we
admit, of course, the existence of soul, of mind, of characters
good and bad; we merely deny their existence apart from the
appropriate physical and physiological structure, 'far away
from the sinews and the blood' (Lucretius 1lI, 788,9).
We conclude that Plato not only made no direct contrfb,:!:".
!i~!2..~?.pos_itive science, but did much to discoura~e it: That
is not to say, however, that he made no contributIOn to
tho~&ht. He fostered the study .of mi1ili.~matics, an essential
element in the modern conception of sCience. He advanced
the study of logic more than all the thinkers :,ho prece~ed
. him. His criticism of the role of sense-perceptIon and J;llln~L
in the process of the cogI?ition of the external was epochmaking. The foundation of the Academy was no ~ean contribution to the conception of science as an orgalllzed and
co-operative effort. The composition of his great s~ries of
dialogues, touching so many aspects of human hfe ~nd
thought with language of subtlety and" power, was a? I~
perishable gift to mankind. ~;;...w.hJt wa.s .fQrr:BRUn hlS
thouK,ht, .~.C: .~.~all. b,est uf.l~(:~~!.?:!:.9A.~I}.d mosLfairly judge
it when we see in it the corruetion..2U~.e .ag(:; For the most
;ital; th;-~~st~;j~~bk:thingin Plato is that he endeavoured
to think like a citizen, even if a reactionary citizen of a decay- .
ing society. ~tj~J!i~.~~ns~ of _the_.~ci~.!an9.l?9.!.i_tic~J.irrullica- :
ti9E.~_.(?J _lllf!1.:~...Y,9ug~t on. ~.ve!t. s~bjec~ ~n~~!.~eayen t?'!.t
~oth. :-:v~~p~.~i.~ o_~n thiIl~!I1.g a.?~ len~sltl!fe, comp!exlry,
passi2£1!_~.c:..ig~t. When we observe him, who had such a .
luminous intellect, putting the lamps of knowledge out, we
see through his personal crisis into the crisis of ancient
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society. He lacked the serenity of a former age when to
think meant to foresee progress for mankind. When he
looked into the future he was afraid. But he was not above
the battle. He was the least in the world like the pure philosopher lost to all considerations of place and time that his
present defenders represent him to be. It is owing, indeed, to
his absorption in political problems that he made an important contribution to our knowledge of the conditions of
labour in the Greek world of his time. In several passages we
have cited from him it is possible to note his concern with
the organization of the labour process. So prominent is this
interest that Glotz (Ancient Greece at Work, London, 19 26,
p. 220) is able with some colour to claim that the genius of
Plato gave to the economic sciences for the first time a theory
of the division of labour.
.
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Aristotl(

*
WE H A V E spoken of Plato as being the first philosopher
whose writings have survived in bulk. Aristotle was both a
great philosopher and a great scientist, and his writings have
also survived in bulk. Apart from the Hippocratic writings,
which are with difficulty ascribed to definite authors and
represent a school rather than a man, the .f.\.ristotelian c<;l!.P'!!~
i§...tlu~_fust.bqdy of scientifi~ writings to~~rvi~. H~ is the
e~rlll';st Greek s~ientist. whose words can be adequately
studied in their original foqn. From Thales to Democritus
we are dependent on fragments, on later quotations and
comments. We have voluminous treatises from the pen of
Aristotle.
But though the works of ,poth Plato and Aristotle have
survived, the fortune of the two men has been very different.
We have all the works of Plato which he prepared for publication; we merely guess at the substance of his lectures in the
Academy. Aristotle, when he was still a member of the ~
Academy, wrote and published dialogues. We have lost them
all. What we do possess is the substance of the lectures he
gave as head of his own institution, the Lyceum. The works
of Aristotle which we possess are technical treatises. With the
exception, therefore, of isolated passages of general import
and exceptionally finished form, Aristotle is not readable as
Plato is.
Neglecting certain smaller works we may classify the
Aristotelian writings under four heads - (I) phy'.sical, (2)
logical and metaphysical, (3) ethical and. polivcal , (4) bi?:"
. logical. . Th( physical treatius, from the point of view of
modern science, are the least satisf<l~tory. They are under the
<
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domination of the teleological philosophy of the Academy.
The logical and metaphysicaltr(atius represent a great effort
of criticism ?Lt!t~ work of I:is predec~g;or~_C::.§'p-e£~lJL.9J
PElto. The net resultcjf .Aristotle's criticism is to transform
the Ideal Theory into an instrument for the study of nature.
With Aristotle the Ideas or Forms do not exist apart fro
nature, but are embodied in nature and have no othe
existence. Science consists in finding the permanent Forms
which underlie the shifting phenomena of nature. With the
ethical and political treatises we cannot be directly concerned here; but they are of great importance, nevertheless,
in so far as they re.y~!!Lt.o__ !1s_!..4~_ c?n_~,:~Ei_0.EY~_ whic~,~!.e.
numerous and intimate, between Aristotle's views on nature
~i;;[~j~-.vie~.~~~-s~iety..In 'biology ~ist~tle· ~;d~)l~.gi~~!
cJ.2ntributWll.-tO~f.lg.. It has been called the greatest
contribution to science ever made by an individual.
Obviously the mental history of such a man as Aristotle, if
we could come by it, would be of extraordinary interest. We
may feel confident that we do, in its main outlines, possess
that histqry, though it has been understood only quite
recently. it is of extraordinary interest. But how can we be
sure that we possess it? And how did it lie concealed so
long?
.
It must be understood that the illJ~C~.L in the mental
history of the individual ~..9uit<:. a mO~~!F.. thL~. Plato has
given us a voluminous account of the life and conversation
of Socrates. In vain do we look in it for an intelligible
account of the mental development of his hero. Socrates was
tile wisest man Plato knew; Plato makes him the vehicle for
his own wisdom. He did not play Boswell to Socrates' Johnson. Pluldrch, again, has left us a gallery of portraits of the
great men of Greece and Rome. He accepted no sitter unless
he was a general or a statesman. No artist, scientist, or philosopher figures in the list. It is not biography in the modern
sense that Plutarch writes, but rather military and political
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history from a new angle, that of the individual participants.
The same is true of his Roman imitator, Cornelius Nepos.
The great crisis of the ancient world, the breakdown of
paganism and the evolution of Christianity, inaugurated a
change. In the Meditations of Marcus ,Aurelius and the
Confessions of St Augustine, we have the records of mental
histories, but they bore no great fruit. When the Christian
world had taken shape we begin to get again an abundant
biographical literature. But the Lives of the Saints are not,
except in the most superficial sense, the mental histories of
men:.They are schematized accounts of the operations of
Divine Grace. It was the movement of Humanism that
f9.!:~h~g,ow<:d the birth of biography in the modern sense.
But long before this, Aristotle, an Aristotle without mental
development, had become part of European culture. The
medieval schoolmen consJ;cted Christian theology on the
. basis of Aristotle's works. Scientists at the' Renaissance
accepted or rejected Aristotle's views. In either case' Aristotle' meant anything that had survived with Aristotle's
name attached to it. All his writings had equal authority. No
one knew in what order his works had been written, or
bothered to enquire. That is the reason why the mental
history 'of Aristotle was concealed from us.
The detailed reconstruction of the order of composition
of Aristotle's works is not easy. Probably it is impossible. To
his pupils at the Lyceum, Aristotle lectured on a vast range
of subjects over a period of many years. His courses on all'
these subjects grew under his hands. They have in them
earlier and later strata, and have numerous cross-references
to one another. Nevertheless their general development is
clear. The acceptance by W. D. Ross (Aristotle, p. 19) of the
order of composition suggested by Werner Jaeger in his
Aristoteles represents the final judgement of informed.
opinion. With this order the mental development of Aristotle
corresponds to the external events of his life.
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Aristotle was the son of· a physician at the court of the
Macedonian king Philip II, and doubtless was expected to
follow his father's profession. It is almost certain that, in
accordance with the practice of the time, he had been
apprenticed to his father's art. If so, he had, as a boy, had
opportunity to understand the double aspect of Hippocratic
medicine, which was, as we have seen, both a science and a
technique. He would have conceived of the healing art as a
growing body of positive knowledge; and, as a future practitioner in that art, he would have been taught to let blood,
to bind wounds, to apply poultices, and perform many other
simple medical operations. Then, as a youth of about seventeen, we find that he had transferred himself to the Academy
at Athens, there to be introduced to a different mental and
spiritual world. He would now receive an initiation in
Pythagorean mathematics which would be succeeded by a
rigorous training in dialectics. He would be taught to understand things, as Parmenides had advised, not through the
senses but through reasoning. He would accept the Parmenidean max,4m that the logical and the real are identical. The
goal of hi~ ambition would no longer be to know nature but
the absolute. He would meditate long on the words of
Socrates in the Phaedo: 'If we are ever to know anything
absolutely, we must be free from the body and must behold
the actual realities with the eye of the soul alone.'
Together with this introduction to the ideal philosophy,
Aristotle would learn in the Academy to despise techniques.
. It as a boy he had learned to employ the hand in healing, he
would now be taught that to employ the hand in learning,
even to the limited extent of making physical models of
mathematical objects, was a vulgar thing of which he ought
to be ashamed. But probably Aristotle did not need this
lesson. His early training in surgery would not imply exemption from the growing prejudice against manual labour in
general. The important thing for his future career as a
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biologist was that in this one department at least he was not
ashamed to use his hands.
.
Aristotle remained nearly twenty years in the Academy.
Jaeger has remarked that so protracted a pupilage in a man
afterwards distinguished for originality is without parallel
in the intellectual history of mankind. It must, however, be
remembered that Aristotle was already an author of repute
while still a member of the Academy. 'The ancient schools
of philosophy,' Ross reminds us, 'were bodies of men united
by a common spirit and sharing the same fundamental views,
but following out their 7.wn enquiries in comparative independence.' That Aristotle was, while still a member of the
Academy, critical of some features of Platonism is clear, and·
in 348, when Plato dieq and was succeeded in the headship
of the Academy by his nephew Speusippus, the divergence of
view became still more marked. Aristotle complained of the
tendency of the Academy to 'turn philosophy into mathematics' and abandoned it. He would be then about thirtyfive years old.
The next thirteen years of his life were spent away from
Athens, mainly in Assos and Mitylene. To this period belong
many of his researches in biology. Fleeing from Athens and
mathematics, Aristotle took refuge in Ionia and natural
history. Would that we knew more of his associates at this
time and of the strength of the old Ionian tradition! Then,
in 334, being now near fifty years of age, Aristotle returned
to Athens and set up school for himself at the Lyceum. To
the next twelve years, when he was head of the Lyceum, the
completion of his own wonderful extant corpus of writings
belongs. He withdrew again from Athens in 323, and died
the next year. The inner tension in his writings, producing
glimpses of a spiritual drama underneath their dry technical
exterior, resides in his combination of respect for Platonic
idealism with devotion to positive research. 'If we ask in
what order it is psychologically most likely that Aristotle's
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works were written,' says Ross, 'the answer must be that
presumably his writings would reflect a progressive withdrawal from Plato's influence. '" The general movement was
from otherworldliness towards an intense interest in the
concrete facts both of nature and of history, and a conviction
that the "form" and meaning of the world is to be found
not apart from but embedded in its" matter".'
A hundred and forty years ago the famous Platonist,
Thomas Taylor, summed up the general difference between
the two philosophers by remarking that Aristotle, even when
he considered theology, did so physically, while Plato considered even physics theologically. The theological physics of
Pl~to are set forth in his famous, or notorious, dialogue, the
Tzmaeus, and the best introduction to the physical treatises of
~istotle, which are the earliest and most Platonic part of
h~s extant writings, is the Timaeus. In this dialogue Plato
gIves an account of the creation of the world. The work
constitutes the high point of the Pythagorean tradition of
theologic"l philosophy. Its teaching is that the phenomenal
world is llO image of the eternal world, and that the cause .
of the creation of this phenomenal world on the model of the
eternal world is the goodness of God. In other words, its
major themes are providence and teleology. A priori arguments are adduced for the opinion that the world is one, that
it is in the form of a perfect sphere, that it is necessarily made
up of the four elements, Earth, Air, Fire, and Water, and
that it has a soul. Human bodies, we next learn, are likewise
made up of the four elements and likewise contain souls.
These souls have been divinely instructed in the moral law
of the universe. The purpose of God in endowing men with
sight and hearing was that they might learn the lesson of law
and order from astronomy and music and apply it to their
own lives.
'
The following passage, which seeks to explain why the
world had to be made of the four elements, will make clear
!
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what Thomas Taylor meant when he said that Plato treated
physics theologically. ' Being bodily, that which has come to
be must be visible and tangible. Without fire nothing visible
can come to be, nothing tangible without solidity, nothing
solid without earth. Hence God, in the beginning of his
fashioning, made the body of the universe out of fire and
earth. Now two terms cannot be brought together without a .
third. There must be a bond between them to bring them
together.... If the body of the universe could have been a
plane without depth, one middle term would have suffice,d
to bind together the extremes and itself. But in fact the world
was to be solid, and solids must always be 'conjoined not
by one middle term, but by two. So God inserted water and
air between fire and earth, and made them all, so far as was
possible, proportional to one another, air being to water as
fire to air, and water to earth as air to water.' The magic
wand of Pythagorean mathematics has transformed the
natural philosophy of the lonians into theology.
The constitution of human bodies is treated in the same
a priori way by verbal logic. The pathology of both body and
mind is deduced from the general account of the structure of
the universe, in the manner long before denounced by the
author of Ancient Medicine. By way of finale, the existence
of women and the other lower animals is accounted for by a
doctrine of the progressive deterioration of men! 'Those of
the men first created who led a life of cowardice and injustice
were suitably reborn as women in the second generation, and
this is why it was at this particular juncture that the gods
contrived the lust of copulation.' ' Beasts who go on all fours
came from men who were wholly unconversant with philosophy and had never gazed on the heavens.' When he goes
as far as this Plato is probably intending to be consciously
funny, but it is to be noted that his shafts of wit are directed
against the old Ionian thinkers. Anaximander, anticipating
modern views and basing himself on evidence, had taught
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that man was descended from a fish. Accordingly Plato
maintains that fish are descended from men. 'The fourth
kind of animal, whose habitat is water, came from the most
utterly mindless men.' And if, says Plato, fools like Anaximander have been turned into fish, other philosophic fools·
have been turned into birds. 'Birds sprang by a change of
form from harmless but light-witted men who paid attention
to the things in the heavens but in their simplicity supposed
that the surest evidence in these matters is that of the
eye.'
But it is not merely, or even principally, the use of the
senses that Plato protests against in the Timaeus. In quarrelling with the philosophy of the old lonians he is also concerned to dismiss the modes of explanation of natural
phenomena which, as we have seen, they had drawn from
techniques, and to substitute for them modes of explanation
drawn from Pythagorean mathematics and Parmenidean
logic. The kind of concepts Plato will not admit are solidification, liquefaction, inflammation, coalescence, condensation
and so foith, that is to say, physical processes which men
control in' techniques. What he substituted for them can be
seen in the following typical passage.
'When the ordering of the universe was set about, God
first began by laying out by figure and number the patterns
of fir~ and water a~d earth an~ air, which heretofore, though
showmg some vestIges of theIr structure, were altogether in
such a state as might be expected when God is absent. That
He shaped them to be, as they had not been before, wholly
beauteous and good, so far as might be, we must assume
throughout as our standing principle. What I have now to
disclose to you is the particular structure and origin of them
each and all. The argument will be novel, but you have been
schooled in the branches of knowledge needed for the explanation of my propositions and so will be able to follow. First,
then, it must be obvious to anyone that fire, earth, water, and
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air are bodies, and all body has volume. Volume, again, is
necessarily enclosed by surface, and rectilinear surface is composed of triangles. All triangles are derived from two, and
each of these has one right angle and two acute. One of them
has, on either side, half a right angle, subtended by equal
sides. The other has, on either side, unequal parts of a right
angle subtended by unequal sides. So we postulate this as the
source of fire and of the other bodies, as. we pursue our argument which combines necessity with probability. What still
more recondite sources there may be of these bodies is known
to God and such men as God loves.' Thus the nature of fire
is explained by the properties of the scalene triangle. The
argument is famous in history. Nevertheless its importance
would seem to be less than that of the elder Pliny's description of the role of fire in techniques.
'The safest general characterization of the European
philosophical tradition,' says Whitehead, 'is that it consists
of a series of footnotes to Plato.' As we are not here concerned, except incidentally, with philosophy, it is not our
intention to discuss this dictum. We merely wish to enter a
caution against the mistake of regarding Plato as being
equally important for the history of science. From the
scientific point of view the Timaeus is an aberration.
Aristotle, who was born about the time the Republic was
composed, was a student at the Academy in his twenties
when the Timaeus was being written. The Timaeus gives us
the mode of explanation of the universe in which he was
systematically trained. We have already seen in our last
chapter how Aristotle contributed to the elaboration of
Plato's theological astronomy. The whole of his physics is
also inspired, and vitiated, by the Platonic ideal. It is not
contended that in these writings acute argument will not be
found. Chapter 8, Book II of the Physics, in which nature is
proved to be teleological, may be recommended to the attention of the reader. If not convincing, it is at least interesting.

Nor is criticism of his predecessors absent. Even Parmenides
and Plato come in for their share of it. Still it is their spirit
that presides over the work. It is what Bacon called disputatious. The modern reader cries out for evidence, not
argument.
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Nur das Beispiel fiihrt zum Licht;
Vieles Reden thut es nicht.
It is the same with other physical treatises. Plato had
assumed throughout as his standing principle that God had
shaped things to be, so far as might be, wholly beauteous and
good. With the substitution of Nature for God, it is precisely
the same teleology that informs, for instance, Aristotle's
treatise On the Heavens. The heaven is a sphere, because a
sphere is the perfect figure; it rotates in a circle, because only
circular motion, having no beginning and no end, is eternal,
and so on. On the Heavens is an exercise in the manner of
the Timaeus.
But, as we have already seen, Aristotle became gradually
more and qtore convinced of the necessity of observation, and
of the primacy of clear sense-evidence over any argument,
however plausible. 'I decided to take refuge from the confusion of the senses in argument and by means of argument
to determine the truth of reality,' Socrates is made to say in
the Phaedo. Not without hesitation Aristotle reversed this
course and decided to give sense-evidence the primacy where
it promised greater accuracy. Accordingly, the element of
observation shows a steady tendency to increase in his
physical treatises. The Meteorologica comes late among the
physical writings, as is clear from the fact that Book I begins
with a resume of what is in the earlier works - the Physics,
the treatise On the Heavens, and that On Generation and
Corruption. Ross, while observing that the information, even
in this late treatise, is 'rendered to a large extent nugatory
by a priori theorizing', rightly stresses the fact that' through-
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out there is evidence of a very considerable amount of close
observation'.
We quote some of his remarks on the moon rainbow in
support of this contention. 'The rainbow is seen by day, and
'",,- it was formerly thought that it never appeared by night as
a moon rainbow. This opinion was due to the rarity of the
occurrence: it was not observed, for, though it does happen,
it does so rarely. The reason is that the colours are not easy
to see in the dark and that many other conditions must
coincide, and all that in a single day in the month. For if
there is to be a moon rainbow it must be at full moon, and
then as the moon is either rising or setting. So we have met
with only two instances of a moon rainbow in more than
fifty years.'
As we have already indicated, the problem of the rival
claims" of sense and reason had occupied the attention of
Plato throughout his life, and in his dialogues, T heaetetus
,and Sophistes, he had made a notable contribution to its
solution. The problem continued to trouble Aristotle
throughout the whole of his 'Work on physical topics. It was,
in fact, the ddving-force of his developing thought, and in
the next great division of his writings, his metaphysical and
logical treatises, we find his answer to it.
It is perhaps natural that those mainly interested in the
growth of positive scientific knowledge should regard this
problem with some impatience. The impatience is unjustified, for the emergence of the idea of positive science .
necessarily brings with it the problem o£'the validity of knowledge. As soon as men consciously consider the problem of
Being, of existence, they inevitably raise for themselves the
new problem of Knowing, of consciousness. What is apprehended by thought is not an immediate datum of sensation.
If we call a hundred objects present to our sight by the one
name of star, we do so in virtue of something they share in
common, though they are all different. As soon as we try to
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define what they have in common, we have begun to philosophize. If we say, with Thales, that everything that exists is
Water, we' are plunging still deeper into metaphysics. Stars
differ in position, but they are more or less the same sort of
thing. But what have Water, Earth, Fire, and Air in common, that we should seek to establish an identity in such .
manifest difference? In pursuit of such problems, the mind
soon creates for itself a whole apparatus of concepts by
means of which it seeks to understand nature. The problem
of Being has called into existence the problem of Knowing.
The Ideal Theory, which we associate with the name of
, the Platonic Socrates, was an attempt to solve the problem
of knowing. Knowing things means bringing things under
classes. To classify things you must define what is essential
to them, what is their Idea or Form. This Idea or Form is the
permanent and intelligible aspect of things. Everything, as
Heraclitus taught, is in a state of flux. But what flows, what
changes, is the sensible element in things. The in~e~ligible
aspect, the Idea, remains. The Idea alone has vahdlty for
thought. Plato accorded the Idea a separate existence of its
own - he hypostatized the Idea, as the technical expression '
goes - and taught that the only valid science was knowledge
of the Ideas. Of the changing world of sense we could never
hope, he taught, to have more than' correct opinion ~. This
Ideal theory had its religious aspect. It was killt up With the
belief in the immortality of the soul. The immortal soul,
before incorporation in a man's body at birth, had knowledge of the eternal patterns or archetypes of things. The
body, with its obscure sensations, gave knowledge only of the
flux of the phenomenal world. The Ideal Theory, as the
writer of this book contends, had also its social aspect. It was
a leisure-class theory. It was a theory only possible to men
who only thought about things and did not act upon them.
The Idea became separated from the thing, when the thinker
became separated from the doer. Bacon saw the point and
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put it clearly. He called the Forms of things' the laws of
simple action', and sought for such a science as would enable
.
tnen to act upon matter.
Now, ~~_~~~1~~19_~~t.up(:m__J?atter ~!~~ly~si4.ent in
~~,~()~~'s:-Y2:&I]g~ if we e:;xcept,.rW.()_.~ritings, M~c:b/lI1!..t~CS
and Meteorology IV, both discussed later, which, by reason
of their practical bent, have often been considered not
r genuine. From the practical point of view the Ideal theory
held no inconvenience for him. The difficulty about the
Ideal theory, which to some extent bothered Plato and which
gave Aristotle no rest, was that it implied the abandonment
of the attempt to establish a science of nature, and itself
constituted an insuperable obstacle to it. The eye of the soul
might suffice to inform one about the world of Forms. Only
th.e eye of the body could bring the necessary data for a
SCIence of nature. The result of Plato's later thought about
this problem was a tacit abandonment of the Ideal Theory
and the substitution for it of a distinction between matter
and mind. Plato had a picture of a material universe that was
either motionless or disorderly. Over against this he set
Mi~d, which was the source of life and orderly motion, and
whIch brought harmony, proportion, and intelligibility into
matter. To the division of the universe into matter and mind
corresponded the division of man into body and soul.
This whole enquiry Aristotle took up again in his Metaphysics. T~e book is an enquiry into the nature of reality,
and, as ArIstotle was executing a 'progressive withdrawal
from Plato's influence', the main problem to be considered is
whether the Platonic Forms exist and, if so, in what sense.
His answer, to put it briefly, is that the Forms do exist, but
alw~ys .in inseparable as.sociation with matter. The hypostatlzatlOn of the Ideas IS openly and decisively set aside.
Matter and Form appear as two aspects of existence.
. This is a gre.at advance on the Ideal Theory. The problem
IS brought further towards a solution by being merged in a
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larger question, the general question of cause. Aristotle
differs from Plato in making more allusion to his Ionian
predecessors, not avoiding even the dreaded name of Democritus. He seeks to put the doctrine of the Academy, and his
own development of that doctrine, in its historical setting.
Out of the whole movement of thought on the nature of
things from Thales to himself he sees developing a fourfold
~eory ~f c.ause. The early Ionians, with their quest for a
FIrst Pnnclple, had been looking for the material cause of
things. The Pythagoreans, with their emphasis on number,
had hinted at the formal cause. Heraclitus, with the active
role he assigns to Fire, Empedocles, with his doctrine of Love
and Hate, had been concerned to find the efficient cause.
Socrates, in insisting that the reason for things being so
rather than so is because it is best that they should be
as the~ are, had suggested the final cause. An adequate explanation of nature must recognize the fourfold nature of
cause.
This neW: doctrine of cause hardly did justice to the rich
experiential c.ontent of the teachings of the older philosophers, but It cleared the ground for a fresh advance in
another field. Aristotle created almost ab initio a new science,
or technique, that of logic. The object of this science was to
determine the limits of validity of the exercise of reason in
arriving at a knowledge of reality and in communicating it.
So long as the, Platonic doctrine of Ideas held the field it was
not possible that the science of logic should develop. For
Plato could not bridge the gap between the Ideas, which were
the only objects of true science, and the phenomenal world,
whic~ lay beyond the reach of science. Plato's Logic could
not gIve knowledge of the natural world. But Aristotle had
advanced to the view that the Idea had no separate existence,
th~t what really exists is the concrete individual thing, a
union of mJtter and form. The only reality is ' immattered
form '. Form, since it has no separate existence. cannot be
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.apprehended except by the study of the thing. To arrive at
the universal we must study the particulars. But this is the
very problem of logic. What are the valid processes by which
we arrive at the universal by the study of the particulars? .
How can we find the Form in Matter? And, having found it,
how can we validly discuss it, utilize it, and draw conclusions
from it? The Aristotelian doctrines of Induction, Definition,
and Deduction, with all the various forms of the Syllogism,
were the answer to these newly created demands. Aristotle's'
logic did promote knowledge of the natural world as it
exists. It gave no help in changing it.
A parallel development was made in psychology. As Matter
and Form were no longer allowed separate existence in the
universe at large, so in the little world of man, body and soul .
were not allowed separate existence either. The soul was no
longer looked upon as a stranger temporarily imprisoned in
the body. Soul and body were two aspects of a living thing.
The activity of the mind was not distinct from, or opposed
to, the activity of the senses, but continuous with it, a part
of the same living process. In his treatise On the Soul Aristotle analyses very penetratingly the physiological basis of the
various movements of the soul - imagination, memory,
dreaming, the passions.' Mental processes become for him
psycho-physical. This development should have carried with
it the denial of the doctrine of the immortality of the souL
But here Aristotle exhibits a characteristic recoil. One
activity of the soul remained for him purely psychical. The
teaching of his Metaphysics and his Logic had vindicated the
claim that there could be a true science of nature, that valid
thinking was possible about things. But it was also possible
to think about thought. Thought about thought had no
material content, only a formal one. This, then, taught .
Al istotle, is the highest exercise of mind; man, in so far as .
he is capable of this exercise, may claim immortality. In
thinking about thought the eternal part of man is concerned
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with the eternal. The part of the soul that thinks about
thought cannot die. In a noble, and pathetic, sentence in his
Ethics Aristotle admonishes mortal man to ' be as immortal
as possible'. The phrase, at least, is immortal, as we mortals
reckon immortality.
The effect of Aristotle's criticism of the Theory of Ideas'
was that he had again made possible a science of nature. By
refusing any separate existence to the Idea, by teaching that
the Idea existed only as it was embodied in t!le material
world, he had made the Idea capable of yielding knowledge
of appearances. The task of the researcher became to find the
Forms in the material world. This new conception of the
relations of Being and Knowing provided the basis for the
biological work which occupied the last twelve years of his
life. He produced a great series of works - the most important ar~ the History of Animals, On the Parts of Animals,
On the Generation of Animals - based partly on second-hand
information, partly on original research. He mentions some
500 different kinds of animals, he personally dissected some
fifty differ<j:nt types. His newly created logic came into its
own. The task of classifying the animal kingdom according
to its genera and species was the task of finding the Forms in
Matter. Biology was the pre-ordained field for the application of Aristotle's logic. Nobody was proposing to change
plants or animals. His logic had no fruitful application to
chemical practices, unless Meteorology IV (see pp. 185, 186)
is his.
In embarking on his biological researches Aristotle again
reveals his awareness of the fact that he is departing from
the tradition of the Academy which he had followed so
closely in his Physical treatises. He feels the need of defending his innovation, but his defence is now confident and
finTl in tone. 'Natural objects,' he writes, 'fall into two great
",lasses, the immortal ones that are without beginning or end,
alld those that are subject to generation and decay. The
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former are worthy of honour, for they are divine, but they
are less within the reach of our observation. All our speculations about them and our aspirations after knowledge of
them can only in the rarest instances be confirmed by direct
perception. But when we turn to the plants and animals that
perish, we find ourselves better able to come to a knowledge
of them, for we are inhabitants of the same earth. Anyone
who is willing to take the necessary trouble can learn a great
deal about 'all the species that exist. Both enquiries have their
charm. In the case of the heavenly bodies we can achieve
little owing to their being out of our reach, yet the veneration
in which they are held imparts to our knowledge of them a
degree of pleasure greater than appertains to any of the
things that are within our reach, as a lover would rather catch,
a chance glimpse of his beloved than have a complete view
of many other precious things. But terrestrial objects, owing
to our better and fuller acquaintance with them, have the
advantage from the scientific point of view. Indeed their
nearness to us and their kinship with us may be said to
counterbalance the claims of divine philosophy. And, as I
have already expressed my views on the former subject, it
remains for me to treat biology, omitting nothing so far as I
can avoid it, however little or great be the honour in which
it is held' (Th~ Parts of Animals, I, 5). This interesting passage, of which space alone prevents us from quoting more,
confirms the view that the biological works are later than the
physical and that they are the result of a new attitude to
nature and to observation.
At the same time, in searching for the Forms in nature,
Aristotle maintained the teleological method of interpretation, a method not in favour with most modern biologists.
Aristotle had carefully distinguished the Formal from the
Final cause. In fact the two concepts lie very close together.
The Forms represent the intelligible side of nature, the
design in nature. They also represent the active element.
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Matter is inert, passive. The Forms are active and compel
nature to take their shape. The whole activity of nature consists in the bringing of order out of chaos by stamping Form
on Matter. The Forms are, in short, merely an alias for Providence or God. The Final is ultimately indistinguishable
from the Formal cause. The old Socratic mode of explanation, that things are as they are because it is for the best that
they should be so, reappears in a more sophisticated dress.
An illustration of this point will be helpful. We shall choose
one that will again bring to light the great divergence be~
tween the Ionian and the Socratic view of nature.
We have already referred to the opinion of Anaxagoras,
that it was the possession of hands that had made man the
most intelligent of the animals, an opinion itself dependent
on an understanding of the role of techniques in the development,of man. Let us now hear the argument by which
Aristotle rejects this opinion. 'Man alone of all the animals
is erect, because his nature and his substance are divine. To
think, to exercise intelligence, is the characteristic of that
which is (nost divine. This is not easy if much of the body is
situated in the upper part. For weight renders the exercise of
thought and perception sluggish. Accordingly, if the weight
and the bodily element increase, bodies must bow down to
earth; then, for security, nature must substitute forelegs for
hands and arms, and we get quadrupeds.... But man being
erect has no need of forelegs; instead of them nature has
given him hands and arms. Now Anaxagoras has said that it
is the possession of hands that has made man the most intelligent of the animals. The probability is that it was because
he was the most intelligent that he got hands. For hands are
a tool, and nature, like an intelligent man, always distributes
tools to those that can use them. The proper thing is to give
a genuine flute-player a flute rather than to give a man who
happens to have a flute the skill to play; for that is to add the
lesser to the greater and more august instead of adding the
E
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greater and more precious to the lesser. If, then, it is best
that it should be so, and if nature, out of what is possible,
always does the best, it is not because he has hands that man is
wise, but because he is the wisest of the animals he has hands'
(Parts of Animals, IV, 10). This is nothing but the Timaeus
over again. It is astonishing to find this passage embedded in
the biological works of the closing years of his life. Very
probably it was written early. But there is no part of Aristotle's writings in which the outlook of the Timaeus may
not recur.
This question of hands serves also to introduce our last
topic. Following the subdivision we made in our chapter on
Plato, we have now discussed Aristotle's attitude to astronomy, and to what the ancients called physics, and have
found that here he achieves only a slight and hesitant
advance on Plato. Secondly we have examined his attitude to
observational research, and found that in his biological
studies he makes an immense step forward. What was his
attitude to our third topic, that of the role of techniques in
the development of society and in supplying concepts for
the interp!"etation of nature?
Our earliest, and in many ways our best, account of the
pioneers of Greek science comes from Aristotle, from the
first book of his Metaphysics, or Theology, as he himself
called it. Here it is amusing to observe his anxiety to dissociate the origins of this branch of philosophy from production,
from the techniques. 'That it is not a productive science is
clear,' he writes, 'even from the consideration of the earliest
philosophies. For men were first led to study philosophy, as
indeed they are to-day, by wonder. At first they felt wonder
about the more superficial problems; afterwards they advanced gradually by perpleXing themselves over greater difficulties ; e.g., the behaviour of the moon, the phenomena of
the sun, and the origination of the universe. Now he who is
perplexed and wonders believes himself to be ignorant.
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Hence even 'the lover of myths is, in a sense, a philosopher,
for a myth is a tissue of wonders. Thus if they took to philosophy to escape ignorance, it is patent that they were pursuing science for the sake of knowledge itself, and not for any
utilitarian applications. This is confirmed by the course of
the historical development itself. For nearly all the requisites
both of comfort and social refinement had been secured before the quest for this form of enlightenment began. So it is
clear that we do not seek it for the sake of any ulterior
application. Just as we call a man free who exists for his own
ends and not for those of another, so it is with this, which is
the only free man's science: it alone oCthe sciences exists
for its own sake.' His main point is clear. As a free man is
to his slaves, so is philosophy to the practical sciences.
Again, in the same connection, he writes: 'It was natural
that in the earliest times the inventor of any Art which goes
beyond the common sense-perceptions of mankind should be
universally admired, not merely for any utility to be found in
his inventions, but for the wisdom by which he was distinguish~ from other men. But when a variety of arts had
been invented, some of them being concerned with the
necessities and others with the social refinements of life, the
inventors of the latter were naturally always considered wiser
than the former because their knowledge was not directed
to immediate utility. Hence when everything of these kinds
had been already provided, those sciences were discovered
which deal neither with the necessities nor with the enjoyments of life, and this took place earliest in regions where
men had leisure. This is why the mathematical arts were first
put together in Egypt, for in that country the priestly caste
were indulged with leisure.' Again the main point deserves
emphasis. We owe the beginning of a true knowledge of
reality to the leisured priests of Egypt, not to the technicians .
who found out how to do things.
The importance Aristotle attaches to this new leisure-class
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mode of thinking about nature, which he calls either First
Philosophy or Theology, leads him~ howeve~, ~o some unhistorical judgements which contradict the 0pI~lons of older
thinkers. (I) Aristotle asserts that the mathema?cal arts w~re
first invented in Egypt because there the pnests were mdulged with leisure. The opinion of Herodotus (II, 109),
universally accepted in modern times, is th~t geometry arose
in Egypt owing to the necessity of resurveymg the land after
the inundations of the Nile. (2) Aristotle tells us that the
inventors of the refinements of life were always considered
wiser than the inventors of the utilities because their inventions were not useful. Plato makes it clear that the outlook of
the Ionian thinkers was very different. He tells us that they
regarded as the most important of the arts thos~ that h~l~ed
man by supplementing and imitating ~ature, lIke medlcme
and agriculture. (3) But the most arrestmg feat~re about. ~e
whole passage is this, that, in his concern to a.scnbe the onglll
of true Philosophy to the faculty of wonder m man, and ~ot
to utility, Aristotle makes it clear that he regards .applzed
science as something which has already completed tts ~~sk.
Metaphysics is only possible because' nearly all the reqUISites
of comfort and social refinement have been secured " because
, everything of these kinds has already been provided ': The
whole idea of a more effective exploitation of nature m the
interests of mankind is dead for Aristotle. The fact that the
comforts and refinements are available only for the few is
not discussed. This outlook is reflected not only in his philosophical and scientific works, but informs the ,:hole of his
political philosophy, which is solely concerne~ With the management of men. The fundamental problem IS ~at of securing a docile labouring class. He .hopes .for .the disappearance
of the free labourer and the uDlversalizatlOn of the masterand-slave relationship. This, he says, is what nature intends.
It is only because nature is not 100 per cent reliable that she
does not produce two distinct physical types. When the
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statesman, instructed in the Aristotelian point of view, helps
nature to realize her intention, when men really are unmistakably born Masters and Slaves, or divided by society into
these two classes, the leisured class will be free for the noblest
exercise of the intelligence, to wit, Metaphysics, First Philosophy, Theology. Thus, by virtue of the existence of the
slave class, will the Master be enabled to fulfil the injunction
to ' be as immortal as possible', to think about thought, not
about things. Immortality itself becomes a class privilege.
The failure of Aristotle, the tutor of Alexander, to. allow
f()~- further decisive progress in techniques, is a reflection of
the. generaIfailure of the society of the age. Rostovtzeff, in
his Hellenistic World (pp. rr66ff.) discusses this phenomenon. He speaks of the failure to acclimatize plants and
animals, the failure to use the Mesopotamian oilfields and
the Dead-Sea bitumen, the absence of technical advances in
agriculture and in metallurgy, the failure to devise any improvement in methods of extracting mineral ores other than
forced labour in· ever larger quantities, the arrest of the
textile ind6.stry at a pre-Hellenistic level. It is a sad picture,
but it is the precise counterpart of the teaching of the
Republic and the Laws of Plato and of the Metaphysics of
Aristotle. The arrest of Greek scte.pc~ is only one aspect of
t~e _arrest of Greek society.
Note. For Aristotle's views on slavery see especially his Politics,
Bk. I, chaps. iv-vii.
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Scientific thought is distinguished from other modes of
thought by being proved valid in action. Our opinion on this
matter may be expressed in the words of a French writer
whose work appears to have missed recognition in this
country.
'At the same time as the religious idea,' writes Felix
Sartiaux, 'but much more slowly, because it requires much
greater effort, the idea ~!~ESE: separates itself out from the
magico-mystical mentality of primitive man. By handling
tools, by making objects for a predetermined end, man, in
spite of his inclination to represent things in his own image,
seizes distinctions, forms ideas of classes, observes relations
~hich do not depend upon his imagination. He comes to see
that things do not happen as the rites represent, that they
do not behave in the manner of spirits. If he had kept to his
magico-religious and his religious dreams, he could never.
have done anything. But in fact, from remotest times he
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really kills animals and soon domesticates them, he cultivates 000
pla?ts, he extracts metals from ores, he makes objects for ends
,I
which he sets before himself. These actions, whatever be the I' '.'
representations which accompany them, succeed. Accord.
ingly, consciously or not, man grasps true relations and sub~its himself to them. The existence of t.~chnLgE,~~, which go
nght back to the palaeolithic age, shows that there exist in
the most primitive thought traces of the scientific spirit.'l
In the ancient civilizations of th~Nem:_East this scientific
mode of thought hardly succeededln'extending itself beyond
the sphere of the techniques themselves, but coexisted with a
my~hol~gical inte~pretation of the universe. This mythological mterpretatlOn of the universe was developed and
hand~~ down in priestly corporations, and served very largely
a .2ohncal purpose. The technicians, whose practice CODtamed the germ of science, were engaged in manipulating
matter. The priests, on whose shoulders rested the maintenance of the social structure, were mainly occupied in controlling men. In particular the need to control men necessitat~d the ~aintenance of mythological interpretations of the
maJ?r phenomena of nature - the motions of the heavenly
bodies, the changes of the seasons, vegetation, irregularities
or violences in nature.
T~e specific originality of ~.lc;m~&¥,pk.e,ft5was that they
aPP~led to the interpret~tion of the motions of the heavenly
.
bodIes and all the maJor phenomena of nature modes of., '.i,
thought derived from their control of techniques. Fortunat~~·t2:t1\
,P?liti.c:~Ls.iI~.lL~~!?P.~~,~Pl<.!(:k.it.-P-Q£sibk.f9IJh~-=-gQ-bll~ (~::(~'
I hey represented a new element in society, a new class of
~
manufacturers and merchants which brought a temporary
peace and prosperity to communities worn out with the
struggle between the landed aristocracy and dispossessed
peasants. Being dominant in society, they made their mode
of thought dominant. While feeling still secure in their
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CHAPTER NINE

IN THE preceding chapters an effort has been made to think
out afresh the meaning of the history of science in the ancient
world, and especially in the formative period of Greek
thought. The subject is difficult. Opinions on it differ. Our
effort in this chapter will be to make as clear as we can
what precisely are the lessons we see in it for the modern
world.
In the first place, ~e c~im tha.!. th~um~£~vitL':Y~£;,J.l!
science 9i(:LQ.o.f..9!.igiP3K..:tS_~.m.o_d~.Q£Jhjp.kiJ1g.;:tb.,Qy!.ilii!!gs
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caves without knowledge of brick-making or carpentry, he
now lived in well-built houses facing the sun. Previously he
could not anticipate the coming of winter, spring, or summer;
now he had learned to read the stars, and had made himself
a calendar. Previously he could neither reckon nor write;
now he had a system of numerals and an alphabet. Previously
he had had himself to toil as a beast of burden; now he had
subdued wild animals to bear pack and harness. Previously
he had not known how to cross the seas, cure himself when
ill, or read the future; now he had linen sails, herbal
remedies, and an art of divination. To crown all, he had
brought up from their hiding place in earth those buried
treasures, gold, silver, bronze, iron. 1 Such is the account of
the growth of civilization given by Aeschylus. Plainly for
him the conquest of the techniques is identical with the
growth of intelligence. T.j:l£..lfl~ ...<2L a .~_~i<;~ce... ~~_~:P!. as
appEe.~,_~~.~_~<?5~~;;H! t.?..hLI!l:
A few years later ~QIiliQ.c;;lS:1i.. in a famous chorus of his
Antigone (332 ff.), again takes up the theme of the technical
inventiven~ss of man. Wonders are many, he sings, but
nothing is more wonderful than man. He is the power that
crosses the white sea. He makes use of the storm-winds to
bear him along under surges that threaten to engulf him.
From year to year, the mule, the new strong animal he has
bred from the horse, drags his ploughshares through the soil
of Earth, oldest of the gods. In his toils, by his superior wit,
he snares the birds, the beasts, the fishes of the deep. The
shaggy-maned horse and the tireless mountain bull he tames
;lnd puts beneath the yoke. He has taught himself how to
speak. He has taught himself how to think.' He has taught
himself the modes of civilized behaviour. He has made himself houses to escape the frost and the rain. For everything
except death he has found a remedy. He can even cure
disease. His technical ingenuity, though it brings him now to
PART ONE

possession of political power, they did not hesitate to ridicule
the old mythological explanations of nature and attempt to
substitute for them explanations of 'the things above'·
derived from their practical experience of 'the things
below'.
l'h~ econo.mic. qasi~ 9f tJ:1is way of l?oking at the: ~or.l~_~.~.~
ig!E.2~~iL i.!}g> ~!Q~~ at tJ.t~ b.eg~t;~t:z of tP~. sixth. C~I1~Q'
~ Sol~l}. Solon was a merchant who was called upon to
rescue Athens from a desperate impasse into which it had
fallen in the course of the usual struggle between the landlords and the peasants. He provided an economic alternative
to the land by the introduction of the industrial techniques,
.and tried to secure that every Athenian should teach his son
a trade. Athens was an industrial and trading town in the
centre of an agricultural area when it became a democracy.
" 0 0 ' It is interesting to note,' writes W. H. S. Jones, 'that the
. I. j .:f~ were distinguished from the ~£!S'p'c~~ only when Greek
1 \V
-.1 thought was past its zenith.'l In the middle of the great fifth
century, at the height of the Periclean Age, this distinction
had not yet been made at Athens. This was the age when a
working sculptor like Pheidias, or a working architect like
Ictinus, were ornaments in the best society. This is the outlook which is reflected in the finest products of the literary
art of the time.
~eschylus, for instance, writing just before the middle of
the century, puts into the mouth of the fire-bringer Prometheus a splendidly imaginative account of the role of
techniques in the development of human society. Man, he
makes Prometheus say, was in the beginning as witless as a
babe. He had eyes but could not see, ears but could not hear,
and lived in a dream-world of illusion, until Prometheus
planted in him mind and the gift of understanding. In what
did the gift of understanding consist? In this, that whereas
man had before lived like an insect in sunless subterranean
1.

I

Hippocrates (Loeb Library), IV, p. xxiii.
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evil now to good, shows a wisdom which defies imagination.
These are but pedestrian paraphrases of the untranslatable
poetry of these great tributes to the inventive genius of man,
but they will serve to indicate their content. The list of man's
achievements in Sophocles is much the same as that in
Aeschylus, but whereas the exigencies of his plot compel
Aeschylus to refer the invention of all the techniques to
Prometheus, Sophocles openly states what, of course,
Aeschylus does not intend to deny, that all these are the
achievements of man himself. Such, of course, was the
opinion of their contemporary, the philosopher M..~~
also a resident in Periclean Athens, who taught that it was
through the possession of a capable pair of hands that man
became wise.
In the wreck .of the ancient literature it is not easy to
illustrate as abundantly as one could wish the method of the
philosopher-scientists who saw in the techniques the clue to
the understanding of the operations of nature. One treatise,
however, which we have examined at some length, stressed
the contribution made by the cook to the understanding of
human nature and of nature in general. And, amid numerous
other examples, we have seen the attempt of ~!n~9~ to
throw light on the relation of the external atmosphere and
the movement of the blood in the human body by an experiment with the water-clock. This experiment also established
the conclusion that the fundamental operations of nature,
the interaction between the elements, takes place on a level
below the apprehension of our senses. It became a problem
for the scientist to infer the hidden operations from observation of the visible ones.
There is extant another Hippocratic writing 1 which shows
us how one scientist attempted to put this method- into use.
The treatise seems to be the work of the director of a
gymnaslUm who lived about the end of the fifth century.
1. Regimen, I, chapters xi-xxiv.

His belief was that human nature was a blend of fire and
water. His difficulty was that these elements, on which depend the vital activities of man, are, in their ultimate nature,
like the air investigated by Empedocles, too subtle for man
to perceive directly. How does he get over his difficulty?
From internal evidence it is clear that he was a student of
Heraclitus, of Empedocles, of Anaxagoras, in whose thought
about the universe we have found many traces of the influence of techniques. As these cosmologists had used ideas
derived from techniques to explain the nature of the universe, so our physician turns to techniques for his explanation
of the nature of man. He talks a lot of nonsense in doing so,
as his predecessors who employed the same method also did.
But the point we are concerned with for the moment is the
method, not the results.
First he enunciates his general principle. The invisible
processes of human nature, he says, may be observed by
attending to the visible processes of the techniques. Men
miss this point, for they do not understand that the technical
processes they consciously control are imitations of unconscious processes in man. The mind of the gods, he explains,
has taught men to copy in their arts t~e functions of their
bodies. Men understand the arts (i.e., employ them successfully), but they fail to understand what the arts are copies
of. They should realize that the arts are a clue to the obscure
operations of nature.
Here it is important to consider what the writer means by
'understanding '. He does not mean the ability to give a verbal explanation. He means the ability to act consciously to
achieve a desired end. He wants to act upon the human body
with' a view to promoting and preserving its health. He
thinks he can derive hints from the already established arts
for the new art of health he is trying to create. The arts to
which he directs attention are those of the seer, the blacksmith, the fuller, the cobbler, the carpenter, the builder, the
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musician, the cook, the currier, the basket-maker, the goldsmith, the statuary, the potter, the scribe. His master idea
seems to be that, if we act rightly in regard to the visible
aspect of things, the invisible processes we desire will inevitably follow.
It is in this sense that he sees an analogy between certain
physiological processes and seercraft. The seer, by observing
the visible, i.e., present events, is able to foretell the invisible,
i.e., future events. So a man and a woman by a present act of
intercourse begin the process which results in the future in
the birth of a baby. In the same way, he implies, we may
hope to discover the course of present action which will
result in future health.
He tries to get closer to answering this question by consideration of the manufacture of iron tools. In his view of
things man is a mixture of fire and water, but fire and water
are also constituent elements of steel. The smith, by blowing
fire on iron, takes 'nourishment' out of the iron, which
becomes' rare' and pliable. He then beats it, welds it, and
tempers it with water. The tempering with water is a way of
putting the nourishment back. The same happens to a man
when he is trained. His breath fans the fire in him which
consumes the nourishm~nt. When he has been made' rare'
he is struck, rubbed, and purged. Then the application of
water (i.e., nourishment) makes him strong.
We shall not here follow out the analogies he draws between his regimen of health and the long list of other arts
mentioned. They are fantastic enough, but it would be a
mistake to regard them as devoid of all scientific value.
Only those unfamiliar with the prodigious difficulty of the
first steps in any science, and with the tentative and groping
thoughts that accompany these steps, will fall into this error.
Our author is proposing to do various things to men's bodies.
His prescriptions of exercises, baths, massage, purgings, and
dietings are far from useless. By comparison with other arts
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he tries to get a clearer understanding of what he is doing.
But our main point here is not the value of the results but
the nature of the method. The more fantastic the analogies
between physiological processes and industrial techniques,
the more significant is the fact that our author should have
had recourse to this method. At a more primitive level he
would have supposed the body to be the abode of spirits and
would have prescribed accordingly. Now he thinks human
physiology to be like the operations of the smith, cobbler,
and potter, and prescribes accordingly. The primitive con-,
ception of nature has been transformed by the same force as .
had transformed primitive society itself, the practice of the
techniques of production.
In the earlier period of Greek thought, then, when the
sciences were not distinguished from the techniques, science
was plainly a way of doing something. With Plato it became
a way of knowing, which, in the absence of any practical test,
meant only talking consistently. This new kind of ' science',
like its predecessor the technical mode of explanation, resulted from a change in the character of society. Historians
of society are still disputing the precise degree to which the
industrial techniques had, by Plato's time, passed into the
hands of slaves. For our purpose it is not necessary to give '
a more precise answer to this question than to say that for
Plato, and for Aristotle, the normal and ckID,£~~g was '
that the citizen should be exempted from the burden of
manual work and even from direct control of the workers.
The kind of science they aimed at creating was a science for
citizens who would not directly engage in the operational"
control of the physical environment. Their modes of explanation necessarily excluded ideas derived from the techniques.
Their science consisted in being able to give the right answers
to any questions that might be asked. !.h~!igh~.l2.~§LQLth~
answeLm.a.iP1Y_.fk~J~..9~(LQnjts.lQgical consistency. This was
not all loss. The enormous advances that were made in
PART ONE
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mathematics largely through the encouragement of Plato and
the influence of the Academy transformed the conception
of the universe. Whereas the Ionians had such incorrect ideas
of the sizes and distances of the heavenly bodies that their
astronomy is not to be distinguished from meteorology, the
mathematicians soon began to make it clear that our world
is but a speck in a vast universe of space. Again, !he Iop.i.an~,
fertile in.._ide~s, _~~~ bu~ littl<: develop~cl th~ ~c~Ea<;i~ ..t9
~n.~IY~ ..!:h.c::i[. J2gi~~i~p!iS<l;~j9E~' A page of good Aristotelian
logic can make their world of discourse seem as primitive as
the mathematicians made their world of sun, moon, and
stars. 'B1,!t in spite of these advances in mathematics and
logic, tbe s~.<lE~!i()f!: .~Uc~en.ce from the. ferqli;?,iI1..g_AJJq~<;o~
1£2.llin "..EE)_1?:t..~~t .~ith !e~hniqu~ dt:a1t it a cdppling.blQW
frC?m _':Yhkh Jhr.Q.ughout. the ~hole period of .antiquity,amI
tp~Ml~9!S.f.>...g~~.~~J~iled.,t9. rec~,~er.
.
. 'J;'h~~~S~.,~()I}E<:pti9.!l of science which came in with Plato
and Aristotle demonstrably had its origin in the new form of
society which rested on the division between citizen and
slave. There is no aspect of Plato's thought which does not
reflect a fundamental dichotomy derived from this division
in society. In the developed theory of slavery the slave was
not regarded as a rational being. The master alone was capable of reason, the slave might hold 'correct opinion' If he
strictly followed the directions of his master. This masterand-slave relation became fundamental for Plato's thought
in every sphere.
First the political sphere. Here Plato conceives of the relation of ruler and ruled in terms of master and slave. He
intends government to be for the good of the governed, but
it does not require their consent. His golden men, the fully
enlightened aristocrats who are to rule, are a small minority
of the population. All the rest are in some degree slaves,
whose only chance of doing good is to obey mechanically the
commands of their superiors. The manual labourer if left to
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himself could not rule himself, he would be ruled by his
appetites. Plato oddly conceived the main activities of the
worker to be concentrated, not in his hands, but in his belly
and his loins. Artisans are to stand to philosophers in the
relation of slaves to masters. There is no difference between
the art of the slave-owner and that of the king except the
size of their respective establishments. This is the doctrine
Plato preached in the city the basis of whose democratic life
had been the implanting of the arts by Solon.
Plato's psychology, physiology, and ethics are all three
made to conform to this master plan. In the State Plato had
conceived of three classes - the Rulers, their Auxiliaries (the
soldiers and police), and the Producers. The introduction of
a third class does not involve any fundamental departure
from the master-and-slave relationship, for the main function
of the. Auxiliaries is to secure the control of the Producers by
the Rulers. On this analogy the soul is made to consist of
three parts, the reason, the spirit, and the appetites - the
reason corresponding to the rulers, the spirit to the police,
a.ndjfithe ~ppetfiteths to the workers. Here we perceive thesocial t....
sign cance 0
e rejection of the view of Anaxagoras, that
the hand had been the chief instrument in the creation of intelligence.The workers are not embodiments of manual skill,
but of appetite. Compare Plato with Aeschylus and Sophocles
and realize the greatness of the change.
The physiological counterpart of this class-psychology is
worked out in detail in the Timaeus. The head is separated
from the trunk by the neck, because the divine part of the 1
soul, which is located in the head, must be saved from pollu- . '
tion by the mortal part, which is situated in the trunk. Then
the trunk itself is divided by the diaphragm, so that the
womanish and servile elements in the soul may be lodged
apart in the lower chamber, while the manly and spirited
element is lodged above, 'within earshot', as he says, 'of the
discourse' of reason which goes on in the head, so that it
PART ON~
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may combine with reason in suppressing any rebellion of the
appetites. The ethical system which flowed from this psychology was harsh and puritanical. There is a sharp cleavage
between soul and body. Soul stands to body in the relation of
master to slave. The notion that the bodily sensations. of
pleasure and pain should be attended to by the mind as a
basis for ethical action is viewed with the same suspicion as
the political proposal that the mob should have a voice in
the making of the laws.
To his interpretation of the system of the universe the
same key was applied. ~ind_..~~~ ~~tter stand ?P£o~ed to
.one ano0:~£E.JIgs~~r a.~q sl'ilYc;. If there is any regularity or
beauty in Nature, it is because mind imposes order on
matter, which is essentially disorderly. It follows that reason,
not sense-evidence, is the true path to science. Reason brings
us directly into contact with the mind which imposes order
on matter. In the phenomenal world, with which the senses
hold converse, this order is but imperfectly achieved.
This new view of the relation of mind and matter implies
a radical departure from the first premiss of the older school
of natural philosophers. The older view had been that there
is a necessary order in the material world, and that the
human mind grasps truth in so far as it grasps this necessary
order. This order could only be apprehended by sense-evidence. To the interpretation of this evidence human experi- ."
ence in the exercise of techniques lent the necessary clue. For
Plato, however, true science is teleological. It consists in
interpreting phenomena in the light of the ends at which the
Mind which strives to direct all things is presumed to aim.
These ends are discovered, not by observation, but by reason.
Not by trying to act upon nature but by argument about
ends will the truth be discovered.
T.lJ.is...s.trange. new vie\\' of rna. tt~r as. a _pri!l.£!Fk.91 dis.Qr.d~,r
!,llldellie§.~I~~ ~e -philosophy of Aristotle. 'Matter is made
responsible for most irregularities', as one of the latest
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puzzled enquirer puts it, 1 noting at the same time that this
involves a radical departure from the Ionian point of view.
To the puzzle which he raises this enquirer can give no
answer, nor is he likely to be able to do so while he continues
to look in the wrong place. The clue to Aristotle's strange
view of matter is not to be found in his physical treatises but
in his Politics. As with Plato, the master-and-slave relation
provides the basic pattern for his thought in every sphere.
Aristotle, as is well known, ~a~ .apeF~I"l:~.<:f.2L~!~YE,r.Y...en
the~r:ounti.a.t~!a_,:~D'_ is..~a.!~~!. By calling it natural he
meant, as a recent authority has reminded us, that' it follows
a pattern that pervades all nature '.2 In Aristotle's own words:
'In every composite thing, there is always found a ruling and
a subject factor, and this characteristic of living things is
present in them as an outcome of the whole of nature.'3 One
must not be put off here by the bad logic. It is difficult to
suppose that Aristotle really regarded master and slave as
forming a 'composite thing '. But all the logic of Aristotle's
justification of slavery is bad. As Montesquieu long ago
observed, ,:' Aristotle undertakes to prove that slavery is
natural and what he says does not prove it'. What concerns
us now is not his attempted justification of slavery, but the
effect of the attempted justification on his science. Seeing the
master-and-slave relation as a pattern that pervades all
nature, he regards matter as being refractory, disorderly, and
resistant, and Nature, or Mind, as imposing on matter the
working out of definite ends. The attributes which Aristotle
applies to matter are puzzling until one understands that
they are the same attributes as he applies to the slave.
I. D. M. Balme, Greek Science and Meclzanism, CI, Q. xxxiii,
p. 132 •
2. Gregory Vlastos, 'Slavery in Plato's Thought '. Philosophical
Review, May 1941. This very valuable paper gives the rderences
to Plato's text on which the argument of the preceding paragraphs
rests.
3· Politics, I25¥·
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His famous fourfold theory of causation derives from this
conception of the relation of Nature to matter. According to,
Aristotle, the earlier thinkers, the Ionian natural philosophers, had considered only the material cause and constituted thereby only a primitive, 'stammering' kind of
science. This was all that could be expected since they considered only the subject, slavish element in any product of
Nature. Aristotle himself proposes to add three additional
types of cause, the Efficient, the Formal, and the Final.
These are the types of cause which explain how Nature imposes ends on refractory matter. This is Aristotle's dominant
conception of science - the understanding of the way in
which Nature, which resembles a Master in having ends at
which it aims, imposes its will on matter, which sometimes
resists those ends, and, like the slave, can achieve nothing
except under the direction of a superior will. He even goes so
far as to claim that the difficulty in distinguishing a natural
slave from a natural master is due to a failure of Nature to
impose her will on matter. Nature intends, he says, to produc<: a type of man who will be immediately recognizable as
devoid of reason, 'a living implement', but fails to do so
because matter is refractory. Part of his art of politics is
designed to make good this failure of Nature. When men are
natural slaves and do not know it, it is, he says, the business
of the natural masters to bring it home to them.
'
In an earlier chapter we saw how the importation of ideas
from the politico-religious sphere had affected the development of astronomy. Here we have a further illustration of
the same point. The older Ionian conception of an objective
order in Nature had been derived from the necessity of con-,
forming oneself to the regular behaviour of matter if one was '
to be successful in the performance of technical processes. It
,was not the orderly motion of the heavenly bodies that gave
man his first idea of regularity in nature, but the experience,
endlessly repeated, that things have their own ways of behav-

ing - that you cannot gather figs of thistles, nor make the
hardest bronze unless you put one portion of tin to ten of
copper, nor get the octave higher unless you halve the string..
The conception of Nature as infinitely various and ingenious
but inexorable in its laws is the conception of technicians
who attempt to exercise over matter an operational control,
~~_~?~~pg~EU).LI'i';l_t~r.~.l
.. ?~.:,~,.,PQJ¥~l.,witiu;.!J,d$...m
v~<;.\Y.1.~J.1.i.<:h ~QfQr:~qi.ts.

rnatl~[", i.$

,We ,co,[],<;:e:;p~i9P

will on. asubor:dinat.e..b~tr:s:f!~.<;tPt:y

oLa l1Jast~.r".who"goy'~,Q,ul;\y!;~.
We have now completed our brief survey of the earlier
period. We set ourselves a limited objective, and are all too
painfully aware how imperfectly we have attained it. We
have passed in review the contributions to science of anum·
ber of outstanding men: Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes,'
Heraclitus, Pythagoras, Parmenides, Empedocles, Anaxagoras,' Democritus, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, not to mention
the nameless contributors to the Hippocratic corpus. The
fascination of their thoughts has not been weakened by the
passage of time. But our purpose has not been achieved, nor
the meaning for us of Greek science revealed, unless we have
also brought to light what historians have too little considered, ~~, intima~e connection between the. .devdopmen.t
o(Jh.aL~2.d.y_ qLth.~qLY~!1d th~t-PT_a.cticalactiyj,ty_ we ,c<!U
scien.c.e•.and.. the total life .of, the society in .which .it.-takes
shape. Better histories of Greek science will soon be written
than the world has yet seen. But the necessary pre-requisite
is the acquisition of a better knowledge of the technical
history of Classical antiquity and of its interaction with the
total life of the time. The understanding of Greek science is
not going to be advanced if historians, instead of revealing
the historical genesis of the theories of the Greeks, spend
their energies wondering whether the Greeks, by some extraordinary gift of speculative genius, had not been able to leap
the centuries and anticipate the findings of modern science.
If Aristotle, for instance, talks of the irregular behaviour of
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matter, it is not wise to attempt to explain this by suggesting
that he had anticipated the modern theory of indeterminacy.
Better explanations lie nearer to hand. The history of science
must be really historical.
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
1. Ancient Writers. The fragmentary remains of the Greek
thinkers from Thales to Democritus can best be studied in
Hermann Diels, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker (sth ed. by
Walther Kranz, 1934)' Two recent works by Kathleen Freeman,
Companion to the Pre-Socratic Philosophers and Ancilla to the
Pre-Socratic Philosophers (Basil Blackwel1, Oxford), now offer
the English reader a scholarly and full account of all the preSocratics and an extensive collection of their remains in translation. Burnet's Early Greek Philosophy, a standard work; should
also be consulted. For the writings which survive in their
entirety readers are referred to the various volumes of the Loeb
Classical Library (Heinemann, London).
2. Modern Writers. To the references given in the text I wish
to add two: - (a) Harold Cherniss, Aristotle's Criticism of .
Presocratic Philosophy (Johns Hopkins Press, 1935), and (b) .
Rudolfo Mondolfo's Sugestiones de la Tecnica en las Concepciones de los Naturalistas Presocraticos (Archeion, Nueva Serie
T. ii. Vol. xxiii, N. i.). The first of these writers illustrates with
an overwhelming display of proof the fact of Aristotle's failure
to give a true report of the teaching of the Presocratic~. The
reason for this failure is better explained by Mondolfo. It IS that
the writings of the older thinkers were packed with references
to techniques which, in a changed society, seemed beneath the
dignity of philosophy.

PART TWO

FOREWORD
PAR T One of this book told the story of Greek Science from
Thales to Aristotle and sought to define its significance for
the modern world.
The period covered was from 600 to 322 B.C. This period is
divided by the career of Socrates. The Presocratic period, it
was argued, was the formative period of Greek science. It
was the fruit jn the intellectual field of a reasonably happy
society which had launched a vigorous attack upon nature
and had the picture in its mind of man as an ingeniops and
resourceful creature capable of indefinitely improving his
conditions of life. As a sympathetic reviewer put it, 'the
great theor,etical advances were made by men who were well
acquainted with the technical attack on nature, who developed therefrom a positive, enquiring, and to some extent
experimental, attitude.'
The name of Socrates is associated with a shift of interest
from natural philosophy to politics and ethics. This shift of
interest r~presented a change in the condition of society. The
confident picture of man as engaged in an attack on his
natural environment had come to an end because of a social
crisis~ The crisis had been produced by the growth of the
j nstitution ofs!~~~rJ' The level of technical mastery over
nature achieved at this time offered the Greeks the possibility
of a cultivated leisure for a minority, and at the same time
their geographical expansion offered them the possibility
of enslaving weaker and more backward peoples. Slavery
changed from a domestic and innocuous institution into an
organized attempt to shift such heavy burdens as porterage,
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mining, and many agricultural and industrial processes on
to the backs of alien chattel slaves. The ideal was established
of the citizen as one who did not engage in manual work,
and this carried with it the convenient theory that nature had
intended other races of mankind to be unfit for citizenship
and capable only of manual work.
One evil consequence of this was that control of techniques, knowledge of the processes of which is essential for
many branches of science, was felt to be work for slaves,
and an ideal of science was formed which was largely verbal
and unrelated to practice. The word was the concern of the
citizen, the deed the concern of the slave. As Sir Clifford
Allbutt said of Plato, who is the great exponent of this phase
of thought: 'Plato unfortunately despised the applications 9f
science to the technical arts of man, not perceiving that frdm
these arise some of the most luminous principles of academic
science, nature being more ingenious and multiform and
unexpected in operation than any laboratory.' (Greek Medicine in Rome, p. 84.)
Other evil consequences also followed. Slavery operated to
make the rich richer and the poor poorer, concentrating
wealth in the hands of those who had the money to invest in
slaves, while it robbed the poor man as well as the rich of all
initiative and enterprise in the face of nature. As ~. citi~_~[uh.e
poor man too had his ideal of avoidance of manual labour.
Th~j)<:J:O~ citizen, therefore, constituted a proletariat that, unlike the modern proletariat, was divorced from the labou~
pr~~ess. Too often he lived an idle parasitic life. Society had
failed to organize him for the attack on nature or to give him
the conditions under which he could pursue it for himself.
Dispossessed and aimless, he too wanted to be carried on the .
back of the slave. Society tended to lose its character as an "
organization of citizens for common production, and become>,
instead the arena within which rich and poor citizens fought·
for 'Vhat was produced by the slave. Such were the social con-
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dition~ ~nder whic? interest shifted from natural philosophy\
to pohtIcs and eth1Cs~ that ~~jrom the organization of socie~ for the. attack on nature to the attempt to prevent
SOCIety from wearing itself out in a perpetual and futile civil
war.
Lord Acton has a terrible phrase in his essays on Freedom about classical society: 'The issue of ancient politics
was an absolute state planted on slavery.' Such is the ideal
sketched in Plato's lAws. The oligarchy, reacting to the insecurity and instability of the times, became obsessed with
the problem. of pr~viding sanctions by which the existing
form of socIety mIght be maintained. The idea that increased control over nature could be won by human effort
and could benefit mankind - the characteristic outlook of
an earlier age - became less distinct: as how should it not,
seeing. that in the slow course of history more than a thousand years were to pass before the pattern of slave society
wa~ dissolved and technical progress became possible and
fru~tful for men? Accordingly the positive, enquiring, expenmenta~ attitude, which had accompanied the expansion
of Greek civilization in the sixth and early fifth century,
was abandoned as that civilization declined, and the desideratum became a code of laws buttressed by divine sanctions
which should be unshakable. Sir Clifford Allbutt delights to
find nature' ingenious, multiform and unexpected '. But he
is not stating the position quite accurately when he says that
Plato did not perceive this. The unexpectedness of nature
Pb~o perceived only too well. But since what he was looking
for 10 nature was a pattern for the citizens of regularity, order,
and stability, nature on the whole filled Plato with dismay.
Astronomy was the only natural science for which he had
:Iny enthusiasm, and,' as we saw in our first part, he could
tolerate astronomy only on terms. These were that the be!J:lviour of the heavenly bodies, so far from being multiform
and unexpected, should be uniform and absolutely incapable
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throughout all eternity of springing any surprise on us whatsoever.
The formulation of an elaborate astral theology, which he
knit into the fabric of his state, and belief in which he im·
posed by law, was the final outcome of Plato's thought. This
point of view powerfully impressed Plato's pupil Aristotle in
his youth, and he contributed greatly to elaborate and popularize it in his earlier writings. But later, after the foundation
of his own school, he wrestled with success to restore a
philosophy based on observation and experience of nature to
a dominant position in the thought of his day. The degree of
his success in this effort and, in particular, his tremendous
achievement in the field of the biological sciences, were the
last topics discussed in our first volume.
- In this second part of our book we shall carry the story on
from Theophrastus to Galen, that is to' say~ we shall begin
again in the Lyceum of Athens after the death of Aristotle in
322 B.C. and end in Rome about A.D. 200. Our first task will
. be to describe the exciting advances in science made by Theo·
phrastus and Strato, the immediate successors of Aristotle in
the headship of the Lyceum. These advances one would cer·
~~n.!.Y describe as ~poeh-making were it not that they failed
t<? esta_bli~J:t an epoch. That failure will be of as great interest
to us as the achievement. Then we shall pass, with Strato, to
Alexandria and follow the fate of science for some two hundred years under the Ptolemies, after which we shall shift
our attention to Rome, the new mistress of the Mediterranean world.
But since we shall be vitally concerned in this second part
of our book as in the first with the meaning for us of Greek
science, we shall not be able to conclude with the death of
ancient science but must also briefly consider its rebirth in
the modern )Jorld. For this second birth of Greek science is
a very extraordinary thing. It is only quite recently, accord·
ing to the time-scale of the historian of civilization, that
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modern developments have made Greek science a matter of
past history. W~~~_I!lodern_ ~cien.ce began to show signS.9f
vig?r9t1~}ife in the': sixteenth century m\U1y of the p~<>'J1eers
felt,an<L rightly felt, that they were btlt resuming t~e old
qr.<:~.1' tr.ad~!ion which had been jnter~tlPt.ed. ;oE. ?y~~... a
thoug!!d~ xear;;. Their new science was, in their eyes, a continuation of Greek science. The old Greek books, which the
invention of printing and the birth of modern scholarship
were putting into their hands, were the best available, were,
in fact, the most up-to-date books in various departments of
knowledge. For Vesalius and Stevin in the sixteenth century
the works of Galen and Archimedes were not historical
curiosities. They were the best anatomical and mechanical
treatises in existence. Even in the eighteenth century for
Ramazzini, the founder of industrial medicine, Hippocratic
medicine was still a living tradition, just as for Vico, the
most profoundly original of all sociologists before Mar.]C:,
Lucretius, with his Epicurean philosophy, could supply a
basis for the new science of society. In one striking example
the va1idi~y of a Greek text·book remained virtually unchallenged till our own century. A generation ago Euclid
and geometry were still synonymous terms in English
schools.
Why did Greek science die if it had still such vitality that
it was capable of a second birth? This death and rebirth,
or sleep and reawakening, constitute our problem. In the
attempt at a solution of this problem we shall find the meaning for us of Greek science. Accordingly, after our journey
from Athens via Alexandria to Rome, we shall ask why
science, which had folded its hands for sleep, sprang to life
:'gain in the Low Countries, in Germany, in Italy, in France,
in England.
In raising this question and seeking to answer it we shall
pursue the same method as in our earlier enquiry. We shall
110t treat science in isolation but in its relation to the tech·
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nical, social, and political developments
which it grew.
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*
THE ACADEMY AFTER PLATO

W HEN Plato died in 3.4817 B.c;~ he left behind him a mystical
view of the universe set forth in his dialogues in a unique
combination of logic and drama. Its~~~~~~. wa§~no.t wat
it lackeci support in argument but that it was not open to
correq:i.-QJ;lfr9rn experie~<:e. It was not irrational so much as
unscientific. Its general character was dualistic, involving a
strong contrast between IlliJ;ld and matter, body and soul, god
and the world, time and eternity. The fundamental ideas
were derived from the religious doctrines of the Orphics as
refined and rationalized by the Pyth~orean school. A doctrine derived f~om the Parsis, of an evil world-soul, appears
in the last dialogue, the Laws. This forerunner of the Chdstian d~\Til is made responsible, among other things, for the
false doctrines of Plato's great rivals, the atomists. In opposition to their doctrines Plato himself teaches (I) a teleological
conception of nature, (2) belief in the transmigration of
souls, <.3) a theory of a progressive deterioration of creation
(women being derived from inferior men and all the lower'
animals from various types of human degeneracy), and (4)
the worship of the stars, especially the planets, as the highest
type of life.
Inside his own school his successors preserved his writings
but could do nothing to develop his thought. The mystical
beliefs we have enumerated were not susceptible of development. Neither, indeed, was the Theory of Ideas. The great
Cambridge scholar, Henry Jackson, writes: 'Metaphysics

